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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the

Graflu:.-!';- Council of tlie University of Florida in Partial Fu]fillment
of cliC. Reouirements for the [/Ci'ree of Doctor of Philosophv

THE DEFT};ORD PHASE: AN ARCHEOLGGTCaL

RECONSTRUCTION

Jerald T. iNJilanicti

August, lf!/i

Cliairvp.iin : Char 1 e s II. Fn i rb ank s

Major Dcpf.rtniont : Anri.ropcio^y

The L-cp;.ford Piiase, an archcOiOgicalJy kno"i,-n aboriginal culture,

existed alonv. th.e Gulf and Atlantic coasts of the Southeastern United

States from 600 B.C. to as late as A.D. 700. Stratigraphic evidence

has previous!/ shc.-n that the Depiford Phase foiioi-.ed the ce.-'-aniic

Archaic cultures and preceded the Swift Creek Phase in we.'^tern

riorida and the 'Vi imington Phase of the Ceorjia coast.

Beyond Cin-onological placement and d^scr^ptions of pot':ery types,

little i nforination concerning Deptford culture ri3s been prot'uccd.

Using reinterpreiations of previous research and data f.-'on! recent

exc%' vatlons on Cuviberland Island, Georgia, a reeonstruccion of

Deptford culture is f orniulated , and the Deptford Phase is placed in

the cor;te>:'c of Southeastern prehistory.



7"ns methodological approach employed in this synthesis is popularly

kno'.vn as processual archeology. Tliis approach stresses the functional

interrelatedness of culture traits and the relationships of the culture

to its natural and cultural environments. The Deptford Phase is

defined on the basis of trait complexes which occur together in

specific natural-environm-f ntal Liotopes.

These trait complexes include the following: sand- and grit-

tempering in pottery; some sherd- and fiber-tempering; carved paddle-

malleated pottery with some cord marking, punctating, and brushing as

minority surface treatment foi^ms; use of the atlatl and later the

bow and arrow; infrequent use of stone tools, including large and

small triangular points and stemmed points: and poorly developed bone

and shell industries. House types include oval structures with wall

trenches and oval, chickee-like structures. Other Deptford traits -- Yent

Complex, eaithwcrks, subsistence patterning, settlenient patterning,

social organization •-- are also described.

The Deptford region extended from North CaroHna sout'^. to northern

riorida on the Atlantic coast. On the Gulf coast the phase extended

from Alabama to Charlotte H:irbor, Florida. Specific evolution of these

t".vo s';b-regiors soei';s to have occurred sornewhut indopendcjvtly ^f one

another. Site locations and faunal evidence iiidicate that the phase

•was adapted to both the coasta] bio-?e and rhc river valleys of the

Coastal Plain pine forests. Probably the Deptford peoples moved

seasonally between these locations.

Subsistence techniques wez-e centered on hunting, gatiiering,

and fishing ai'id were circumscribed ar;;und band level social organization.

Fne coastal sites v,'ere on ecotoncs within the live oak strand, bordering



the salt narsh and lagoon. A variety of fish and marsh animals were

utilized alovig with deer, turfes^ and other l\aminock fauna. Sea

turtles, seals, and v.'hales or porpoises v,-ere also exploited. The river

valley sites were bases for the gathering of the Fall harvest of nuts

and seeds. Possibly this transhumance pattern was reinforced by

social customs, including band exogamy.

Deptford is a unique phase within the Coastal Tradition, a

way of life found on the Southeastern Atlantic coast from 2000 B.C. to

A.D. 1200. On the Gulf coast the tradition ends by A.D. 1. On the

basis of subsistence and material culture the Coastal Tradition can be

archeologically differentiated fi'om the Savannah River and the Gulf

Traditions.

Incroc.sed contact with other Southeastern phases, including

Tohefuncte and Adena-Hopewell and the Savamiah River Tradition, \vas a

primary influence in the emergence of the Deptford Phase. Heavier

contact in the Gulf sub-region perhaps caused tiie earlier termination of

the Coastal Tradition in west Florida. 'The Atlaiitic sub-region Deptford

Phiase was m.arginal to the areas of rapid Southeastern culture cliange.

llius, the Arcliaic subsistence pattern of the Coastal Tradition existed

until the close of the first millenium A.D.



CR\PTER I

THE PROBLEM MD THE APPROACH

Archeology is a scientific methodology by which infoririation on

past cultures is collected and intei-jDreted. As a sub-discipline of

anthropology, the goal of archeology should be a Science of Man and

Culture cliaracterized by predictability in the fonn of deductive

t.heorems. The study ])resented here is a description and analysis of

one specific culture, the Deptford Phase^, known fro~ archeology to

have existed in the Southeastern United States nearly two tliousand

years ago. To the uninitiated in Soutlieastern aboriginal culture

history, and m view of the above idealized stateir.ents, such a project

may seeni insignificant. In fact, however, the progress of "dirt

archeology" in the Southeast over the last thirty years has bee;; such

that there is an urgent need for such studies -- definitive inter-

pretations of specific cultural units based on interp^^etations of

cultural processes rather than solely on descriptions of material culture,

^Pha_se is used here as "an arclieological unit possessing traits
sufficiently characteristic to di-stinguish it fron all other units
similarly conceived, v.'hether of the same or other cultures or civili-
zationsj spatially limited to the order of magnitude of a locality or
region and chronologically limited to a relatively brief interval of
tiine" (VMlley and Phillips, 1958: 22).



Such an approach, though in practice rare, is certainly not unique,

ivilley and Phillips in their presentation of a theoretical methodology

for American archeology state the following:

In so far as the foregoing definitions and stated
relationships can be formalized as a program for the
integration of New World archeological data on the
descriptive level of organization, they may be
summarized as follows:

1. The primary emphasis should continue to be
placed on the formulation of basic units, component
and phases, in local and regional sequences under
stratigraphic control.

2. Phases should be studied intensively in their
cultural and natural contexts.

3. Their external spatial and temporal dimensions
should be kept within manageable limito of magnitude.

J. Their external relationships should bo studied
and expressed by means of integrative units, horizon
and tradition.

5. Large-scale integrating syntheses should be kept
witliin the limits of the "area-" as defined herein,
and horizontal correlation of pliases in su.ch

schemes should be effected so far as possible by
means of independent extracultural data.

6. On the basis of these integrative studies, phases
should be combined uhen possible to form the maximum
UTiits, culture and civilization.

7. Constant effort sliould be made to invest all
u.nits of whatever magnitude with the greatest
possii)ie intelligibility in both the cultural and
social aspects (1958:57).

Methodology

Before discussing the researcli sclieir.a in :'\ere detail, a review of

the Iheovetical constructs utilized belc; in reference to the Deptford

Phase is ncedvd. Ideally this i;i 1 1 allow future researcb.ers to more



fully assess and reinterpret the data. The definitions ennloyed

relate specifically to the problem under scrutiny and should be

applied to other archeological studies only after carefully examining

their ability to fully reflect both the culture under study and the

t>T)es of information desired fron the study.

As has already been stated above, the research project o;ves its

design largely to Willoy and Phillips (195S). In the study this

author has sought to incorporate a clieoretical position popularly

knovni as "processual archeology" (Flannery, 1967; Kushner, 1970).

Simply stated, processual archeology seeks to: (1) describe- and

explain the adaptations of a culture to its environments, both its

natural habitat and other cultures; (2) describe and explain tlie

relatedness of cultural syste:?.s to one another, to the total culture,

and to the environments; and (31 describe on the basis of e.^npirical

data cultural laws '\hich are ascribable to all preliistoric cultures

or specific types of cultures. A basic assuiapLion of processual

archeology is that given sufficient time and conditions a culture v^rill

adapt to its environments. Such im adjustment, however, is not reached

by all cultures dr.e to a variety of factors, including changing

nafural environment or a physically imposed new cultural 5yste:ii(s) ,

While it is important to reconstruct the cu.ltural-natural

environnent.'il relationsi^ips, this is not an end, but one step tov/ard

a culiural reconstruction and Interpretation. The description of the

Deprford Phase offered here encompasses subsistence processes and

ecological adaptations as well as inaterial culture and other aspects of

culture. Such an approach, viliich ideally allov.'s comparative statements



regarding cultures to be generalized, is the first step toward the

creation of culturological theorems in antliropology, in short, toward

a Science of Culture.

Tradi

t

ion and Horizon

Phases are in a continual state of change. Tnrough time the

cu.Tiuiative effect of separate changes is a new phase, one sufficiently

different from the old to be discreetly recognizable in the context of

the archeologist 's definitions. Tlie evolution of phases results in

culture or phase sequences. It is often possible to trace certain

cultural processes and material manifestations throughout related

evolutionary phases. Such a concept is terir.cd a "tradition". 'iVilley

and Pjiillips (1958: 34-40) have outlined the origins, developiaent , and

current usage of tlie term in New World archeology. Perhaps the usage

cited most often is John M. Goggin's:

. . . a distinctive v^ay of life, reflected in various
aspects of the culture; perhaps extending through
some period of time and e:^-iibiting normal internal

cultural change, but nevertheless throughout this

period shov;ing a basic consistent unity. In the 'vliole

history of a tradition certain persistent themes dominate

the life of the people. Tliese give the distinctiveness

to the configurations (1949: 17).

Actual application of the con.cept, hovvever, has not been consistent

by Eastern, United States prehistorians . Hoggin (1949, 1955) and

this author (1968) have both 'vritten on the Alachua Tradition of

north-central Florida. The Alachua Tradition is a "unilinear"

tradition oncoi^passing the evolution of a single line of phases, one

developing into another through t?me. On the other hand, Caldwell (1958)

applies the tradition no-nenclature both to similar "unilinear"

traditions and to "macro-ti'aditicns", which are comprised of several



separate lines of phase evoliation, e.g.. Northern Tradition, Middle

Eastern Tradition. TaxonoTnically the Alachua Tradition is certajnly

TiOt equatable to the Nortliern Tradition (and may in fact be one of

the phase evolutionary lines within that tradition).

Tliis author's usage of t]\e term will be the same as that set forth

by Goggin (1949), as Alachua Tradition. For the more comprehensive

usage of Caldwell, the term "macro-tradition" is suggested, as Northern

Macro-Tradition. Tnis dichotomy of definition is utilized below in the

defining of the Deptford Phase within a Coastal Tradition. Quite

possibly tlie Coastal Tradition could be said to be sufficiently close

culturally to other coastal traditions to warrant the definition of

a Southeastern Archaic Coastal Macro-Tradition. 'Hiough this is

possible taxonomically, there is not enougli empirical data to add

substance to tiie title.

Prchistorians also differ in the substantive definitions of

specific traditions and macro-traditions. Tlicse differences seem largely

to be tlie result of two categories of definitive criteria. Caldwell

in li i s Tr^JTd and Tradi tion in the Pj-chi sto ry o f tlie Easte tn i Jni t e

d

States (ILJSS) bases his traditions and macro-traditions lai-geiy on

material culture, especially ceramic typologies. Thus, he places the

Deptford Phase In the Scutiiern Appalachian Macro-Tradition because of

the presence of paddlc-malleated pottery. Tlie Wilmington Phase, which

follows the Deptford Phase in tlie same region with the same subsistence

technology, is placed in the Northern ?;acro-Tradi tion due to the

presence of cord-iaarKed pottery. The pre-Deptford Archaic cultures are

lumped tcgetlier, perhaps as a result of their being largely pre-ceramic.



When processual culture traits are utilized as a definitive basis,

as is done here in Chapters 111 and TV, the Deptford and Wilmington

Phases and certain of the pre-Deptford Archaic cultures are included

within a Coastal Tradition. These classificatory schema stress sub-

sistence adaptation rather than ceramic typology. Utilizing Caldwell's

model, which places Deptford and Swift Creek in the same iiiacro-

tradition, it seems very unlikely that the Deptford Phase coastal

peoples maintained the same "distinctive way of life" as tiie Swift

Creek Pliase peoples of central Georgia. Tlie value of tradition

definitions based on the theoretical methodology of cultural ecology

(Steward, 1954) and cultural materialism is readily apparent.

It should be noted that the study of trait traditions, as opposed

to total cultCiral traditions, is a valid and frequently employed

metliodological tool. The mosl common trait studied as a tradition

in Southeastern prehistory is pottery. Perhaps the most comprehensive

example of such an approach is McMichael's description of Southeastern

Stamped Pottery [I960). Cultural phases within the same tradition may

contain ceramics from different traditions, and one phase sr.ay also

contain examples of ceramics from two different traditions. An

e.^ample of the latter is the Weeden Island Pliase of western Florida

v;hich contains both, incised and stamped pottery.

A useful concept in the study of inter-phase cultural traits is

"horizon." Closely related is "horizon style." Horizon lias been

defined by Wi lley and Phillips as "a primary spatial continuity

represented by cultural traits ?r.d assemblages whose nature and mode

of orcurrei-.ce permit the assumption of a broad and rapid spread"

(;i958: 33). Ihus, as "tradition" is a cliachronic integrative device



which is limited spatially, "horizon" is not so restricted and is better

suited lo studies of diffused traits. The paddle-nalleated pottery

''tradition" is r.cre correctly studied as a horizon.

"Horizon style" differs from "horizon" in that it encompasses a

iT.ore limited temporal distribution and refers to a specific mode or

type (McMichael, 1960: 9). "Horizon styles" are synchronic analytical

tools, which are useful in teiiiporally equating phases since horizon styles

extend across conteiTiporary phases and are the result of rapid diffusion,

suggesting contemporaneity. Thus, the presence of tetrapods, a South-

eastern horizon style, or. pots froir. different phases can provide the

basis for suggesting contemporaneity of phases and culture contact.

Cu 1 1 u ra 1 - Ceog raphi ca 1 Uni t s

'.'.'illey and Pli.i Hips' definition of phase cited above stresses

restiicted geograpliical rai\ge. "Restricted," h.owever, is a \'ery arbitrary

i.'ieasureinent , and the concepts employed in discussing spatial zones need

Lo be clarified. Tv-o types of spatial zones exist: those defined

geograij'liically by tlie researclier on the basis of spread of cultures,

:,nd rhose Jefu'od by the natural environment. The former have been dealt

v;ith bvietly by i'.'iiley and Phillips (1958: 18-20). Tlieir definitions,

lic'.vever, are i;ot Irully adequate to deal with the eiispirical data, as

evidenced by the Dcptford Phase. The discussion v/hich follows amends

their positicn, accordingly.

The bulk of archeolcgical data concerning Ne\; V.'orld Indian

cultures is derived from the excavation of "sites," including cai;;psites,

villages, quarries, burial mounds, and cerem.onial centers. Sites,

however, often exhibit occupations by different cultures, which are



distributed through various successive lengths of time. Th.e smallest

ih'iirifcstation representative of a cultural phase at a specific site is

rsferred to as a "component (McKern, 19.S9 : 308; IVilley and Phillips,

1958: 21-2)." Tlnis, one site Uiay display several components, each

representative of the inhabitation of that site by a people of a

different phase.

Many of the sites discussed in Giapters II to VI are multi-

component ones, and exhibit a Deptford Phase occupation only as one

portion of their histoiy. Comparisons of components and their relative

position in local or single site sequences provide the information for

the reconstruction of multiple phase sequences as well as descriptions

of speciiric phase development.

"Sites", mentioned above, are the most limited spatial zone and the

most difficult to define. A campsite might be several square yards,

while a ceremonial center may be as large as several square miles.

SuJ-fice it to say tiiat a site represents a unit of habitation, i.e..

a community in tlie ethnological sense.

At a inulti-componont site, the horizon.tal spread of discreet

components may not be exactly coterminous; boundaries of components are

often overlapping and of different size. Both horizontal and vertical

size of components give relative information of tlie length and

intensity of various phase occupations. Sucli information is difficult

to derive ana more difficult to confidencly interpret.

Willey and Phillips (1?S8: 1S-9j define a "locality" as the

space occupied by a single group. Complete cultural homogeneity is

postul.3tod for tiic locality at any one time. Several sites may exist

v.'ithin the locality, and the assumption is t'iiat personal interaction



Kithin tbe locality is greatei- than interaction with persons outside

of the locality. Geographical barriers help to define localities. The

Deptford sites on Cumberland Island, Georgia, described below, occupy

a locality. Likewise, the sites in the vicinity of Savannah, Georgia,

clustered in tlie delta of tlie Savannah River, also represent a locality

or zone of inter-site interaction.

Since localities represent quite Iioiiiogeneous cultural imits, it

follows tliat such units evolve somewhat differently from other such

units. It will be demonstrated below that such a process did occur

within the overall Deptford Phase evolution at several localities.

The next largest spatial unit discussed by Willey and Plxiliips

is the "region." They view tlie "region" as a result of the focus

of archeological investigations on an arbitrary geographical zone.

Examples are the Glades region and the Northern St. .Johns region, both

in Florida (Goggin, 1949; 1952). Rather than being the result of

investigation of a geographical area, archeological research is usually

centered on a specific phase (s), which tends to occupy a specific

geographical, or more correctly, natural zoneCs). Regions are not based

on archeological wl\im, but they are the result of a pliase's adaptation
n

'

to a specific natural inhabitat through \viiich the phase radiates. That

the arci'eoTogist may or May not choose to study a natural area is

secondar)'.

This author would redefine "region" sim.ply as the geographical zone

occupied by a phase or traditiori. The latter case would occur when

successive phases, forming a tradition tlirough time, evolve in the

same geograohical zone, t'le result of similar euvironiiiental adaptations.

The Alachua Tradition, comprised of two phases, occupied a distinct
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region in north-central Florida (??ilanich, 1968). In the same v.-ay, the

Safety Harbor Phase within the Gulf Tradition occupied a clearly

definable region on the central Florida Gulf coast. Regions are

based on geographical ranges which are in turn the result of exploita-

tion of one or more natural environmental zones. As phases evolve

and adapt to new natural or cultural environments or as phases develop

into new phases with new adaptive techniques, the corresponding regions

also change. There is a one-to-one correspondence between phase and

region.

^

Tliis revised region concept seems better suited to processual

archeological studies. The study of changing regions gives important

information on the corresponding changing subsistence patterns of

cultural phases. Tlie emphasis is on cultural interaction with the

environiricnt rather than on defining culture in terms of environment.

Though the regions of the Deptford Phase and the Ft. Walton Phase in

northwest Florida overlap geographically, the two cultures utilized

the same environment in very different ir.anners. The significance

lies not in the fact of overlapping region. Rather the em.phasis should

be on utilizing the same bioue, but with dif "eient techniques.

Tlie I'eptford Phase evolved into two different phases. Tlie region

of the first, the 'Vibnington Phase, lies along the Atlantic Coast of

Georgia and South Carolina. That of the secoad, the Swift Creek Phase

-Although this statement applies generally to the Southeast, many
e>:ceptions exist in the New World, e.g., Che prehistoric Pueblo and

Navajo cultures of the Southwest. Tne Pueblo slvA Navajo people, however,
did exploit different ecological (and overlapping) niches in the same

region. At the state level of social organization, different phases

may also occupy the same region. Tn this case, the phases may occupy
the saiiie ecological niches.
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within the Gulf Tradition, was along the Florida Gulf coast, lliese

new phases, their regions, and subsistence t-dmology were quite

distinct from one another. In tlio study of the evolution of the Dept-

ford Phase that follows in Chapter IV, the factors within the Coastal

Tradition responsible for this division are evident. In order to

study them in a manner consistent with the model proposed here, the

terra "sub-region" is utilized to refer to the geographical zones

within the Deptford region which later develop into new regions. Thus,

within the region of the Deptford Phase, tu'o sub-regions are
'

recognizable, an Atlantic sub-region and a Gulf sub-region.

llie largest spatial zone proposed by Willey and Phillips is the

"area," which approaches the culture area of the cultural anthropologist.

Here "area" will be defined as that spatial zone in which Intra-phase

interaction is greacer than interaction with phases outside the area.

Sucli a definition ir.iplies that diffusion is greater among the phases

within the area than it is with phases outside that area.

During the temporal range of the Deptford Phase tlie Southeastern

United States interacted as an area. Boundaries of the Southeast area

ranged frcr:i south-central Florida north to the Ohio River and beyond;

irom tne Mississippi River and beyond in the west to the Atlantic

Ocean. Tlio Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina and Virginia

probably were excepted. With the end of the Adena-Hopewell climax this

area became more restricted only to grow even laigcr with t]\e Miss-

issipian cliraax. As regions and phases change, so do areas.

In suT.mary, the concepts of site, locality, sub-region, region,

and area are used to refer to spatial zones defined by cultural-

geographical parameters which are actually the result of phase adaptation
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to selected environments. Groups occupy sites; interacting groups

inhabit localities; phases occupy regions. As phases evolve sub-

regions often become evident, and as new phases emerge new regions also

are formed.

Natural Environment Units

Larson (1969) in his excellent work on Southeastern coastal

subsistence during the late prehistoric period employs two categories

for detailed analysis of natural environmental zones. These are

"sector" and "section" (Larson, 1969: 5).

Larson's definitions, however, are too narrow and do not reflect

the adaptive exploitation patterns of the Deptford Phase. According to

his terminology, a society can subsist by exploiting only one "sector".

While this is possible in the case of certain sectors, it is not true

when Larson's Pine Barrens is considered.
'

Likewise, Larson states that

a society can subsist by exploiting only one "section" during a season.

This need not be true, either. It is evident tb-t many societies or

phases were adapted to exploit more than one sector and a variety of

sections. This is especially evident in the case of the Deptford Phase,

whose peoples exploited different environmental zones both seasonally and

simultaneously.

Thus, while retaining Larson's approach to the study of culture-

environment interaction, it is necessary to revise his terminology.

This author will employ "biome" and "biotope" or "micro-environment" to

refer to the same types of units used by Larson. A "biome" is a large

climatic-environmental zone best defined by example, e.g., the Pine

Barrens biome or the Coastal biome of the Southeastern Coastal Plain.
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Biomes are made uo of localized e7iviro-mnentnl situations, cr

"biotopes." Exairiplos of biotopc-s w.i chin the Coastal bioine are the

marsh and lagoon, the beach strand, -nd the live c&k strand. The

bioires and biotopes within tlic Deptford region are described in detail

in Chapter HI.

Tne definitions and discussions of terms outlined above have

their basis in the axioms and theorems or cultural anthropology. Wherever

appiicable- in this paper, an effort will be maiic to deductively apuly

these theorems to the Deptford Phase. ;Vhat Is the relationship of

archeology and cultural anthropology if tlie f-;o do not share the sa-iie

cuituro logical tenets?

Tl>is study of the Deptford Phase is a descripcion of the specific

evolution of thar pluise, the ndaptation of that phase to its environment

and its efforts to increase its adaptive speciaJi^at ions, thus

garnerii:g higher levels of energy for subsistence. (I'srigo here of

"specific evolution" follows !:hat of Sahlins and Service in cheir -cork

on Evo luti on arid Culture (V.760).J

Sahlins and Service (1360} with Kaplaii and !brding also set forth

several very interesting pfinciples concerning the evolution of

cultures nnd the changing relationships between a phase and its region

fthe author's ternunology)
. Many of the interpretations of phase

sequences, especially tho*e po,^,tulating replacement of populations

rather than evolution of phases, c"n be disproved on the basis of these

sa-e principles. Ihc principles have been calle-! by Sahlins and Service:

(j) the Principle of Adaptation and Stability; and (2) the Law of

C;.U.turaI Doininanee

.
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Thc Principle of Adaptatioii ar.'i Stability focuses on two processes

incricatelv irnolved in cultural evolution: creative or adaptive

chariges, and a tendency toward maintaining a status quo fstability

or conservation). At first glance these aspects of cultural change

seem paradoxical. Closer scrutiny, hoivever, shoi.'s them to be extremely

co;;ip3tlble concepts. In fact, many cultures may adapt in order to

conserve. ,

Adaptation both to the natural environment and to other cultures

occurs v.-ithin a given p]iase. The natural environ;i:ent acts as a stimulus

tor subsistence paLtern changes ulrich affect, in turn, other aspects

of culture. Adaptation to stiniuli presented by contact with other

:aJt;ires loads to societal and ideological changes which in their

tii.-:' being about economic chpnges. These changes cause further change

in societal and ideological cultural processes. Adautation is the

essence of specific evolution.

Adcptation, by virtue of creating specialization, involves a need

Cor stability. Generally, once adapted to r^iaximiim ex])loitation of

a biome or biomcs, a culture's many manifestation.s act to conserve one

another -- ideology seeks to maintain the techno! og}' as is, and vice

versa. Ho\;ever, 'dien new stinuiU act on a culture, that cultore u;ust

act on the sti;.uli to maintain its adaptive specialisations. iliis is

tl;e process of "changing a little to avoid changing a lot.''

The pTinclple of Adaptacioa and Stability is illustrated in tluj

tradition concept. M..iy traditions, suca a; the Coastal Tradition,

span se\eral thousand ye^rs, always -Viintainlng tne sa:.:e "basic way of

life.'' Fron the accunu'l avion of s^;,-=M changes ac:' phases eniert/e.

'.raa.itions ena v.hen patterns of adciptive mocliaiiisms are no longer maintained.
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This occui'? as a result of ei-:h?r the introduction of new exploitive

patterns (as in the Deptford Gulf sub-region), or as the result of

culture contact intense enough to produce significant societal and

ideological changes. These societal and ideological processes cannot

reinforce the technological processes, thus leading to subsistence

changes.

The Law of Cultural Dominance states tliat in a given environment

(bionie)
,
the c^ature (phase) which most effectively exploits the

energy resources in that biome will spread at the expense of less

effective phases (Sahlinas and Service, 1960). In a region occupied

by tuo phases, the less adapted phase cannot displace the better

adapted phase, and, eventually, is itself displaced (the relative

levels of adaptation measured by the air.ounts of energy derived fr-cin

explovtation of rJie environment). This leads in part to a one-to-one

corre;:.pnndence between phase and region.

Assuming that the subsistence technology of the Deptford Phase was

t];e best adapted to its region (at that time), the Introduction of

other p'uises with subsistence techniques loss adapted to that region

would not be successful. Phases intruding into the Deptford region

could net permanently displace the Deptford Phnses unless a superior

exploitive technology were involved. In the discussion of the Coastal

Tradition below, it will becojue eviderjt tliut chore was no major

subsistence change during the tradition and that the coastal sub-

sistence pattern was utilized exclusively. Thus, it is very unlikely

that the Coastal Tradition phase sequence -- pre -Oept ford, Deptford,

Wil'nington -- is the result of migration of peoples into the Deptford

region. The Principle of Adaptation and Stability and the Law of

Cultural Dci?,inance both suggest evolution rather than migrarion.
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In suiiunary it is apparent (and inevitable) that the Deptford

Phase and the- specific evolution of that phase ai-e not unique. Tliey

are onJy one case within the realm of all Culture, and, cons-equeiitly,

follow the law3 attributed to Culture.

Res earch Goals

llie Deptford Phase has the distinction of being the Southeastern

aboriginal phase with the widest geograpliical distribution, but ivhich

is least known archeologically . A large amount of field research has

directly ov indirectly investigated sites with Deptford coninoTients,

producing ceramic t>a:)ologies, a great deal of ,nisundcr3tanding, and

little other information besides relative daces and a few radio-

carbon dates. Past areal syntheses which have included the Deptford

Phase liave interpreted its position either on the basis of ceramic

typology or en its chronological placemeji|H^lative to other South-

eastern phases.
ff

As a consequence of this tendency to interpret on tb.e basis of

ceramic or temporal analogy, various arciicologists iiave described the*
'

Deptford Phase as Archaic (Willey and Phillips, 1958: 119; Goggin,

:1949; 22), Formative (Ford, 1966: fig. 1; 1969), and Harly Woodland

(Willey, 1966: 285-87). Bullen (1965: 308) refers Co the Deptford

Phase as horticultural, and Caldwell places the phase within his

Southern. Appalachian Tradition (1958: 49). Much confusion reigns con-

corning tlie relation of McLeod (Alabama) and Cartcrsville (Georgia)

cei");nics to the Deptford Phase, with iVaachope (1966: 48) and RuHen

(J961: fig. 1) pquating Cartersviiie z.<m\ Deptford. Ayain these
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ntisiTiterpretations are the result of trait counting, based on ceramic

comparisons. The large number of incorrect interpretations concerning

the status of the- Depttcrd Phase and the variety of these interpreta-

tions decree that t'le process of elimination be used in reconstructing

the Deptfjrd Phase; in other words, it will be necessary to point

out what is not Deptford in order to make clear what is Deptford.

Larson, discussing the late prehistoric cultures on the South-

eastern coastal plain, has presented an eloquent plea for the type of

archeological approach which will be utilized here. He concludes:

It makes for little understanding of aboriginal
culture in the Southeast to discuss the stylistic
unity between the Gulf Coast of northwestern
Florida and the Caddo area when there is no
appreciation of the fact tViat designs on pots may
be the only thing that the tv.-o areas hold in common.
It is necessary to approach the coastal cultures
in a different manner if we arc to obtain significant
answers to questions of cultural adaptation in the
region. The t^raditloiirj Mpproach v.'ill not provide
them (1969: 324-25).

"

'Hie specific types of information on the Deptford Phase '.vhich the

author seeks to produce include the following: (1) deiii\e.nt ion of

the gcograpiiical region of the pliase; (2) detailed descriptions of

natural biotopes of the region and cf cultural adaptations to these

biotopes, including subsistence tech.i-ology, settle^uc-.t patterns, and

social organization; (3) descriptions of material culture; (4)

chronolo^iical placement of tlic phase; (5) evolution of the phase and

region into new phases and regions: [6] relation of the phase to a

Coastal Tradition ir.cluding a definition of the tradition; and, (7)

relation of the phase to tl^e Southeastern area.

The knowledgable -eader certainly has all ready noted the author's

reluctance to use (or define) such terms as Archaic, Formative, Early
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IVoodland, and Middle Woodland. This is intentional. TTieir meanings

have become too obscured, at times referring to either periods, stages,

or subsistence patterns. ^ Unless quoting, they will be avoided, or

their meaning specifically noted. Chapter VII consients on the uses of

taxoncmic terminology, rhe pre-Deptford cultures of the Coastal region

(which may be divisible into discreet phases witli additional research)

will be referred to as "pre-Deptford cultures."

Pr_evious Res e a rch

'ilie Deptford Phase derives its name from the Dcptford site in

Chatham County, Georgia. Deptford is one of a number of sites, both pre-

Deptford and Wilmington and later, in the vicinity of Savannah which were

excavated under tlie auspices of the Works Projects Ad.ninistration of

Georgia in tlie 1930 's.

The first excavations at the Deptford site were conducted by Antonio

J. Waring, Jr., and Preston Holder in the Pali of 1957. These were

followed by excavations by Catherine McCann in 1940. Neither of these

excavations have been published in their entirety. A maiius.Tipt by

Caldwell and McCana (n.d.) summarizing the Waring and Holder tests and

reporting McCcnn's excavations is in existence (wiittcn after 1942), with

copies being passed hand-to-haiid among Soutlie.istern prehistorians

,

Excavations by Holder carried out in the late 1930 's in Glynn County,

Georgia, re:iisin largely unpublished though a manuscript lias been

circulated (1938a).

Deptford ceramic topologies and summaries have b^en published by

Caldwell and Waring (1939; a; b; c) , Sears and Griffin (1950), and

^See Mason (19 70) for a discussion of the confusion surrounding the
te::m "Middle Woodland."
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Caldv.-ell ar,d McCann (1941). Othar early work includes a very brief

account of Holder's work on St. Simons Island off the Georgia coast

(1938b). Recently the iVaring Papers, edited by Stephen h'illiains (1968),

have been published and include two formerly unpublished manuscripts.

Tliese are a summary of Deptford ceramics by Waring and Holder (1968)

written about 1940, and a synthesis of the culture sequence at the

mouth of the Savannah River written by Waring (1968) in 1955.

Much of the information derived from the early excavations along

the Georgia coast was diffused by word of mouth at the Southeastern

Archeological Conference meetings. Consequently, the presence of

Deptford ceramics began to be recognized throughout much of the South-

eastern coastal plain. In South Carolina, James B. Griffin reported

Deptford pottery from the Lake Cliarleston site near Beaufort (1943).

Griffin (1945) also reported Deptford potsherds iii a collectioti from

the now famous Thorn's Creek site sout'n of Columbia, South Carolina, in

the Pii.Mh-.oat area. However, this author believes that those ceramics

(mostly linear check stamped) are related to the Piedmont cultures

(as Mossy Oal< or Cartersville) rather than tlie Deptford Phase.

To the south WLii.ey and Woodbury recognized the Deptford Phase

within the aboriginal culture sequence of northwest Florida (1942).

Wiiiey's Interest in the west coast of Florida led to more work in that

area culminating in his Ai:cheo_l_o_gy_ o f the Florida Gulf Coast (1949) . Tnis

volume contained the most complete description of the Deptford Phase

yet published, a listing of sites along the Florida Gulf coast,

ceramic typolcgieG, and a brief discussion and list of culture traits

(355-61, 507). Willey viewed the Deptford peoples as being shellfish

collectors witli band-type social organization. Ke also reco-^nized
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and reported the "life potentialities" (possible adaptations to

environi)^ent) of the Deptford Region in Florida. Based on the early

work in Florida and elsewhere, WiUey and several of his colleagues

anticipated the concept of a Coastal Tradition (and, perhaps, a

Piedmont Tradition) noting:

The suggestion made by '.Villiam H. Sears (1948)
that Archaic is merely V/oodland without pottery
arose from the same observation that we have
made above, to wit, that the addition of pottery
had little if any effect on the configuration of
the culture (Early IVoodland) as a whole. We are
simply turning his statement around to read:
Early Woodland is merely Archaic with pottery.
Fairbanks was expressing the same idea in pointing
out that Early Woodland cultures in the Southeast
are in effect merely transitional from Archaic to
Middle Woodland and no change in basis economy
was involved (1949, p. 59) fWilley and Phillips,
1958: 118-119).

The 1930 's and 1940 's research into the Deptford Phase provided

the information for the chapter on Georgia and South Carolina

(Caldwell, 1952), which was presented in the first major syntlicsis of

t;;e Southeystern area, Archeology of Eastern United Stares, edited

by James B. Griffin (1952). Caldwell observed (p. 316) that "Frc>,ii

tiie foregoing (his discussion of Deptford) it will be seen that we

know practically nothing about . . . the Deptford Period, ard some

definite knowledge must await excavation of one oc more 'pui'e'

Deptford Period sites."

Sv'.ch a lack of; knowledge, however, did not prevent Caldwell from

including tJie Deptford Phase within his more recerit Southeastern

s>Tithesis (lysS). In Tre^_an^_Tr^2tio^ views Deptford as a

member of the Southern Appalachian Macro-Tradition, as are the Swift

Creek and Mossy Oak Phases. On the basis of subsistence technology.
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such a grouping is totally invalid.. Caldwell, however, does view

the Southern Appalachian Macro-Tradition as the continuation of a

"generalized Archaic subsistence pattern," one which differs from the

Middle Eastern Macro-Tradition, 'vdiose economy is based on collection

of seeds and nuts (1958: 35). This interpretation, that both the

Piedmont-Fall Line cultures and the coastal cultures are temporal

extensions of the precerainic phases in those respective regions, agrees

with Willey and Phillips, Sears, ?nd Fairbanks, as cited above.

Caldwell's error is in gi'ouping the preceramic phases of the coast and

the piedmont into one nebulous Archaic Macro-Tradition. Caldwell

(1958: 14) does offer the best description of the Coastal biome

previous .to Larson's (1969), and he does postulate a transhumant

economic pattern for the coastal cultures.

Other less general syntheses concerning the Deptford Phase include

Buiien's articles on the Florida Transitional period (another ^lebulous

teriii based on ceraniic interpretations) (1959; 1969). Tiie latter

repyrt_on Sunday Eiuff, Florida, provides important data on the

excavation of a non-coastal Deptford component site.

Perliaps the best discussion of the ceramics of the Deptford

Fhnse in northeast Florida and their significance as indicators of

culture contact is found in Sears' report on the Willey Browne sites

in Duval County (1957). Sears, in his Tucker Site report in Franklin

County on the west Florida coast, discusses the ceramic and cultural

affinities of the Deptford Pliase, citing ties to contemporary

Tchefuncte, Hopciwell, and .-.crth Florida cultures (1963). Lazarus

(19651:9 also provides important inforiiiation, including a radiocarbon

date, for Deptford in northwest Florida.
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The best information on the relation of the Deptford ceramics to

the Soutlieastern area ceraniic horizons is presented by Fairbanks (1352."!

and by McMichael (1960). McMichael's The An atomy of a Tradi tion: A

Study of Southeastern Stampe d Pottery is the most comprehensive

analysis of the origins and diffusion of paddle malleated pottery in

the Southeast.

One interesting aspect ox the evolution of the Gulf sub-region

is the introduction of a complex burial and religious ritual.

Descriptions of this intrusion and the subsequent adaptations within

the Deptford Phase are discussed in Chapters IV and VI of this paper.

McMichael (1960) briefly points out the existence of seme of the

introduced burial traits. Sears describes the traits and interprets

them as an extension of tlie Hopev;ell climax into Florida (1963). He

organizes the traits into the Yent (earlier) and Greenville (later)

Cornplexes. Another site within the Yent Co.nplex is the Oakland Mound

in northwest Florida excavated by Morrell (1960). 'Hie work of Kellar,

McMichael, and Kelley at the important Mandeville Siie in Clay County,

Georgia, also provides information on the origins, form, and spread of

the Yent Comipiex and its relation to t]ie Deptford Pliase (n.d.; 1962).

In 1960 the central topic of the 17th annual meeting of the South-

eastern Archeological Conference was the Deptford Phase. Tl-^e proceedings

of this conference, a transcribed tape of an open session chaired by

iVaring, were published in 1966 (Southeastern Archeological Conference,

1966) arid reveal several small but informative bits of information

froiTi various archeologists. Williams' succinct '"Epilogue" in the

W,?.ri_ng Papers (1968) sum;:/ari zes our knowledge of Deptford in less than

a column and a half of text.
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Numerous other references to the Deptford Phase, especially in

regard to ceramics, can be found in the literature. Most are found in

site reports which simply list the number of Deptford sherds excavated

and their provenience within the site. These are not discussed

m this brief history of previous phase research.

Recent field research into the Deptford Phase, carried out in the

Summer, 1970, on Cumberland Island, Georgia, is reported in Chapter II

of this study. Fxcavations on St. Catherine's Island, Georgia, have

recently been carried out by tlie University of Georgia under the

direction of Joseph and Caldwell. It is expected that the results of

those excavations will be reported in a Mastoids thesis by Betty

Anderson of the University of Georgia. Miss Anderson was gracious

enough to provide this author with information from her report, adding

important data to this reconstruction of the Deptford Phase. Radio-

carbon dates gathered from the St. Catherine's research were reported

by Cald'.sil at the Southeastern Archeological Conference meeting in

South Carolina in the Fail of 1970. These are incorporated into

Chapter IV.

It is hoped that tlie study presented here, which brings together

much of tl\e information known about the Deptford Fliase, will mark the

beginning of additional research into the Deptford culture. As Willey

and Phillips (1958) have pointed out, the first step in archeological

research is the intensive study of specific units. Once this is

completed, areal syiitheses and detailed, probler.-oriented research of

selected cuitur-il processes are possible. This paper is raeant as a

fir'Jt stop.



Chapter II, which follows, presents recently collected archeological

data on the Deptford Phase. Tnis information, leferred to frequently

in subsequent chapters, is the result of research specifically oriented

toward fulfilling the research requisites of U'illey and Phillips (1958)

v;hich were outlined above.



CHAPTER II

EXCAVATIONS ON CUMBERLAND ISL.AiN'D, GEORGIA

Duri.ng July and August, 1970, two Deptford Phase sites on

Cumberland Island, Georgia, were excavated under the direction of this

author.^ Tiie research was directed toward securing two t^^pes of

information: (I) the evolutionai-y relationships between the Dept-

ford Phase and ccher Coastal Traditrion phases; and (2) descriptive

and interpretive data about Deptford Phase cultural processes,

including subsistence and settlement patterns.

Since the chronological placenent of che Deptford Pliase has been

•.;ell established, the researc!; strategy was centered on extensive

excavations rather than intensive excavations. Test units were dug to

locate occupational features which would provide the types of informa-

tion desired. Once location of these features was ascertained, ti\e

test units v;ere greatly expanded, revealing large horizontal tracts.

Tl-i.is method is well suited to providing synchronic, functional know-

ledge of "everyday" aboriginal life. Intensive excavations, on the

A preliiiiinary paper summarizing these excavations was presented at the
Southeastern Archcological Conference annual meeting in Colurnbia. South
Carolina, 1970 (Milanich, 197Tb). Final analysis of the data has
changed several of the tentative hypotheses set forth in that paper.
A grant from the National Science Foundation funded the Curoberland
research.
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other hand, are better suited toward providing diachronic data, such

as changing cerajnic sequences and teraporal relationships among cultures.

In addition to the excavation of the two Deptford sices, surface

collections were made at other sites on the island. Tne presumed

location of the historic Tinucuan village of Tacatacuru, site of the

Spanish San Pedro de Kocamo inission, ivas found. Reports on the mission

site have been published elsewhere (Milanich 1971c; 1971d) . The

pertinence of the Tinur.uan material to the Coastal Tradition is

discussed in Chapter VI.

Cumberland Island is the southernmost barrier island along the

Geoi-gia coast (Figure 1). The island is approximately eighteen

miles long and varies in width from less than one to more than three

miles. Tl-ie first site excavated, rhe Table Point site, is located on

the northwest tip of Table Point, a finger of land w^hich juts out into

the tidal marshes on the northerly, inland side of the island. Exact

location is 30° 52' 7" North latitude, 81^^ 27' i" ivcst longitude

(United States Department of Commerce, Nautical Map S41-SC, 1969).

Stafford North, the second site, is located 4.2 miles south of

Table Point, also bordering tidal marshes and situated in a live oak

haoi-iiock (Figure 1). At the two sites the environmental situation is

like that found throughout the Coastal biome of the Deptford Region,

allowing exploitation of sea, beach, ocean, island, land, and marsh

and lagoon biotopes (see Chapter III, "Geographical and Natural Settings")

iZx.tenslve shell middens O.S feet to 1.0 feet thick are found at

both sites. Horizontal and vertical stratigraphy were both apparent,

MJdden deposition tended to be in separate circular piles, roughly

20-30 feet in diameter a.nd scattered randomly in lines parallel to the
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high tide line. Each pile probably represents refuse from one family

during the occupation of a single house structure. Placement of the

houses was near to the marsh in a linear arrangement rather than in

a circular or other complex community form. This depositional

pattern contrasts with that of the St. Johns Tradition to the south

which is characterized by thick (at times more than twenty feet) shell

heaps which form long linear middens rather than separate piles. These

differences reflect either a smaller population within the Deptford

Phase or, more likely, shorter occupations at specific site locations.

Both sites displayed a confusing mixture of cerajnic pastes, includ-

ing fiber-tempering, crushed sherd-tempering, grit-tempering (large

amounts of quartz from sand size to inclusions 2 mm. in diameter),

and contorted sherd-tem.pering, as well as combinations of the above.

A relatively small portion of sherds at the sites (large compared to

reports from other Deptford sites) displayed a red exterior slip.

Surface treatment inducted check, simple, linear check, geometric,

complicated, and cord-wrapped-paddle stamping (the most frequent foi-ms)

wiih some incising and brushing also occurring. Check stamping

predominated. Tlie thickness of the cord impressions on the cordmarked

sherds does not resemble eitjier the Wilmington Heavy Cord Marked or

Savannah Fine Cord Marked types. Rather they are like cord markings

dating from the first milleniura B.C. and which are found throughout much

of the Southeast, and which range in thickness from 1 to 2 mTi. in

thickness.

Relative frequencies of sherd types varied from shell pile to

shell pile, const.itutirig a horizontal strat i grapliy. Other recovered

artifacts included food bones, shell tools, and a very small am.ount of
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bone artifacts. Only two stone artifacts were found, one a chert chip

anJ the other an agatized coral haTrraierstone. Pits, pestholes, and

other evidence of structures, however, were nuiiierous and extremely

inforraative.

In general on the Georgia coast (based on the work of Caldwell,

Waring, Holder, and others), it is thought that: (1) the pre-Deptford

coastal cultures are associated with fiber-tenpered pottery; (2) the

Deptford Phase is associated with paddle stamped ceramics; and,

("3) the Wilmington Phase is associated with sherd-tempered, heavy cord

marked pottery. Tliis implies that relative frequencies of the three

ceramic series within a site can give information on relative ages of

the respective locations. V/hen horizontal stratigraphy is present, as

at Cum.berland Island, such a simplistic assumption may give false

inform;ition, except when dealing with discreet (in time) units, such

as features or individual shell heaps. Recogr.iticn of this fact is

important in interpreting the Cumbeiland materials where both

horizontal stratigrapriy and features constructed of earlier shell deposits

exist.

Stafford North

The Stafford North site, composed entirely of scattered shell

piles, stretches about 455 yanis north-south along a tidal marsh

(Figure 2). At the extresne southern end of the site is a small stream

'viiich drains an inland swtmp and empties into a tidal creek. 'Uis level
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of the stream fluctuates with the tide only near its mouth where it is

below the level of the high tide. Consequently, the stream water

back away from the marsh is fresh. During low tide the water at the

stream's mouth is also fresh. The north end of the site lies about

150 yards north of a similar stream. Undoubtedly these streams drew the

aboriginal inhabitants to the site.

Just south of the site at the Stafford Estate is a large tidal

mud flat. Tlius, marsh, lagoon, island, inland stream, and mud flats

were all readily accessible to the site's occupants.

V.Tiile on the island, it was noted that wherever there were shell

middens, both exposed or buried, little scru^ undergrowth was

present. Low grasses invaded the sites creating park-like areas with

live oak tree covering. This flora is quite distinct from the

secondary growth in fields originally cleared for cultivation in the

19th century. The overgrown fields are covered with dense pine

forests and palmetto. TTiese floral differences made location of shell

midden site? easy, especially siiice the middens were often exposed by

the uplifting action of tree roots. Other midden locations (separate

piles) were located by probing in the park-like grassy clearings with

metal rods. Buried shell middens were located by th. is latter method.

At the Stafford North site north-south and east-west axes were

staked out to form the basis of a grid system. Measurem.ents within

this grid v;ere made in feet measured north and east from an arbitrary

point southwest of the site. Originally it was planned to sample the

length of the site, placing excavation units at selected locations off

the axes. However, the first 5 by 10 foot test unit, placed just

north of the soutliarn end of the site, intersected a living floor.
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making a more extensive excavation necessary. Four 5 by 10 foot units

(called henceforth "squares") were placed tj-.ere. lliree more squares

were placed south of the living floor excavation, two intersecting

shell piles and one between piles as a control (see Figure 2). The

northern three quarters of the site was untested.

Tne 5 by 10 foot squares were referred to in the field by the

number of their southwest corner grid stake, as Square 360N (north)

500E (east). For intei'pretation in this paper, however, the

excavation units are referred to as Test I, Test II, etc., as shown

in Figure 2.

Vertical control was maintained with a transit. Both the grid

system and the datum plane were tied in with a concrete surveying marker

at the east edge of the site. This information is on file at the

Florida State Museum in Gainesville. All sifting of excavated dirt

and shell, unless noted, was done with a mechanical shaker screen

with 3/4 by 3/8 inch mesh expanded metal screening. Digging was carried

cut by natural strata rather than arbitrary levels. At times, however,

thick shell zones were divided into arbitrary, usually six inch, levels

to test for intra-stratum changes in artifact frequencies. None were

apparent, suggesting the separate shell piles were deposited over a

brief period of time as has been expected.

Test I

Tne southernmost i-quare excavated. Test I (Square ItSN, 530E} , was

approximately 150 feet from the marsh and 200 feet north of the southern

creek. Test I wes placed co intersect a circular shell pile which

appeared from the surface (and confirmed by excavation) to be 25 feet
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in diameter . 'iTie shell zone was excavated in two arbitrary levels.

Matrix of the shell was a sandy, dark brown humus. Below the shell,

whose top extended to the ground surface, was a mottled grey-brown

old humus zone which overlay buff to white sterile sand. Artifacts

from the Test I strata are shown in Table 1. Table 1 also shows

numbers and weight of food bones. No stone, bone, or shell artifacts

were present. Sherds smaller than one-half inch square were counted,

weighed, and discarded.

If rhe assumption is true that the shell represents debris from

one family during a restricted period of time, the pottery frequencies

from the two levels of shell should be tlie same. Even with the very

small samples, this seems to be roughly the case. Again assuming a

restricted period of time for the midden deposition, it is evident tJiat

a variety of pastes were employed simultaneously at the site, or

that trade was very condnon.

The majority ceramic series is Deptford with a mixture of grit

and sand-tempering. Deptford plain and paddle malleated ceramics

account for 75.0 per cent of the total from Test I. Tlie one Deptford

Geometric Stanped sherd displayed a diamond design similar to

specimens illustrated by Waring and Holder (196S: Fig. 43 b, d-f).

Soth sherd-tevi-ipered, cord marked sherds and fiber-tempered

plain sherds occurred in equal amounts in Test I, both in the shell and

in the underlying old humius . Root action has no doubt moved some

sherds and shell into the old humus. Such artifacts were present in

root molds at both sites. It is difficult to assess the sherd-

te;npered and the sazid- tempered potsherds. Tne two paste types seem,

to be in use at the same tiine as fiber-tempering, and, like fiber-

tempering, they are in use throughout the' temporal range of both sites.
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The confused Test I ceramic picture becomes somewhat clearer when

compared to the cerairdc frequencies fruir. Te_~ts II and IV below. These

compai-isons suggest that within the Deptford Phase there is a decrease

in fiber- and sand-tempering and an increase in grit-sand-tempering.

With the increased use of paddle malleating, there may have been less

of a need for cleaning the clay and then adding tempering as was done

previously with hand-modeled pottery. Such a change marks the

transition from, the fiber-tempered, pottery-making coastal phases to

the Deptford Phase.

Shell recovered from Test I and all other excavations at both

sites was between 90 and 95 per cent oyster Crassostrea vi rginica .

Other univalves and bivalves included clam Mercenaria mercenaria,

whelk Busycon perversum , channeled whelk B^. canaliculatum, ribbed

mussel Modiolus demissa , shark eye Polini ces duplicatus , marsh periwinkle

Littorina irrorata, m.ud snail Nassoriu s obsoletus, lettered olive Oliva

sayana, and giant Atlantic cockle Dinocardium robustum . The unchanging

shell frequencies throughout the occupational periods of both sites

suggest few subsistence or climatic changes.

All the identified food bone from the Test I excavation was

Wii3 te-tailed deer Odocoil eus vi rgin! anus . Tlie subsistence pattern of

the Deptford Phase is dealt with in detail in Chapters III and VI.

Test II

Test II. Square 270N, S35E, was excavated to t3st artifact

content in a non-shell area and to see if structure patterns were present

beside the separate shell piles. Vae dirt was not screened, although
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care was taken to examine the spoil during excavation for artifacts.

No artifacts v;ere recovered.

A profile of Test II showed a dark grey modern huiaus and duff layer

overlying a zone of grey Iro^nus and scattered shell. The latter is

probably teinporally coeval with the site's occupation. Under this

zone was a brownish-grey hun-^us with very little shell, probably an

old ground surface. As in all other excavation units ^ the old humus

was underlain by sterile sand. Intense occupations, then, seem to have

been restricted to the shell -piles themselves.

Test III

Square 360N, 500E, Test III, was placed to intersect the edge of

a circular shell pile. The west wall profile of the 5 by 10 foot

excavation unit is shown in Figure 5. Tlie slope of the edge of the

shell pile is clearly visible in the profile drawing. It is signifi-

cant that an area (Zone C) beside the shell pile and on the same

level as the shell contained historic 19th century glass and hardv;are.

Zone C v.'as covered with a layer of grey humus. Tnis huiTius must have

been deposited within the last 150 years. Probably agriculture in

adjacent fields hastened t;ie erosion of topsoil which was washed toward

the marsh, covering the site. Elevation of the site is 5.0 to 7.0 feet

above mean sea level, while the fields are about 10 feet above mean

sea level.

Table 2 lists potsherds and food bone recovered from Test III.

Frequencies and types contiast somewhat from Test I, although sample

sizes are extremely small. Most significant is tiie increase in semi-

xiber-tempered ware and the decrease in the amount of Deptford
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series pottery. These differences suggest that the Test III shell pile is

earlier than that cf Test I. The presence ui sherd-tempered plain and

of cord marked ware indicates that early within the Deptford Phase

these techniques of pottery manufacturing were known. The cord marked

sherds are both sand-tempered and sand- and sherd-tempered, and they

are, perhaps, trade sherds. Other cord-marked sherds, hovrever, are

grit-tempered and are identical in paste with the Deptford cerajnics.

Cord marking is a minority form of surface treatment with the Deptford

Pliase.

Food bone from Test III was scarce. The two identified species

were deer and iiairanerhead shark Sphyrnidae.

Test IV

The area of most intensive excavation is Test IV, comprised of

Scuiu-es 510N, 490E; SOON, 490E; SOON, 495E; and SOON, SOOE. Lack of

time prohibited a more extensive investigation of this area. The

features, stratigraphy, and material recovered together suggest

a slightly concave living floor possibly under an open, oval structure.

Str£.tTgraphy witliin Test IV was very similar to that encountered

in Tost III. A very thin modern duff zone C^nscreened) overlay a

mixed 5J:eil and humius occupation zone (Zone B) , which filled a slightly

concave depression. Shell within this zone was very lensed. Under

portions of Zone B was a thin (0.2 foot) layer of crushed shell

(Zone C) , which lined the depression. Figure 4, a top view of Test IV,

shows the outline of the depression, the crushed shell living floor,

three postholes, and the o;ie pit encountered. A profile (mirror image)
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through the depression is also shown in Figure 4. Again, the old hunius

graded ir.to buff sterile sand.

It is possible that the depression, which is longitudinal, was

naturally formed. Other similar though more linear "ditches" are

evident nearby on the site's surface, the result of water run-off into

the marsh. If the depression were the result of similar erosive action,

it seems that a living floor would not have accumulated in the ditch.

Also, no water-scrting of the underlying humic zone w-as apparent.

The alternative explanation for the depression and living floor is

that an oval area was cleared, creating a concave surface on which to

work or live. Vne underlying humic zone was thinner than corresponding

zones encountered in Tests I and III.

Table 3 lists artifacts from the four squares. By far, the

largest number of sherds and food bones came from the crushed shell

living floor. The nature of the artifacts and the shell suggests

heavy traffic over the area. Twenty-two Deptford Check Staiaped sherds

from one vessel were cleared in place in the crushed shell zone. They

were reconstructed into about one quarter of a short, squat, open-

mouthed pot with rounded bottom, flaring rim, and a simple rounded lip.

DimensioriS are estimated as: height, 45 cm; mouth diameter, 50 cm.

Also recovered from the living floor was one of the two stone artifacts

from the Cumberland excavations, a bariel -shaped, agatized coral

haiiimerstone with a height ox 5 cm., and a diameter of 4.9 cm.

Most noticeable in Table 3 is the relatively small amount of fiber-

tempered pottery compared to Tests I and III. Also, Deptford series

types liave increased slightly over that of Test I to 78.7 per cent,

and for the first tiine Deptford Simple Stamped sherds are present.
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St. Johns series pottery, not evident in t];e other previous tests,

c;)as::jcirLe3 t
.

. per ce.u of the 'les^ iV Lot^.l. su-;re~tin^ 5nc.:oa:?od

cn-:-:tact with outside cultures. One Deptford Check stamped sherd has

a uhite (slipped .') interior, and several sherds have red slipped

exteriors. Hie curvilinear complicated stamped sherd is sherd-

tempered, again suggesting trade. Also listed in Table 3 aie three

brushed or combed sherds, each with a different paste. Brushing, as

cord marking, may be a Deptford techiiique, perhaps introduced through

trade.

The contorted, sherd-tempered plain sherds from Tests I, II, and

III all are very similar to one anotlier, having a smoothed, at times

burnished surface, and a reddish paste and surface color. These

slicrds are identical to samples of Thom.as Plain, Tchcfuncte Plain,

and Larto Red Filmed (Thorne and Broyles, 1968) in the lyp- collections

of the Florida State Museum. They probably are trade sherds from the

Mobile Bay and southern Louisiana area and reflect tlie increased

contact of the Deptford Phase with noii-coastal cultures.

Identification of the food bone from the test, most of which came

from the living floor, was deer, red-breasted merganser Mergus senator,

salt marsh terrapin Malaclemmys terrapine, catfish Bagre ;.UHi.nus, and

f^-iJ!l£li^l^Zl l^iAi.. sheepshead Archosargus_ sp., eagle ray ^iyl i'bj-tidae,

raccoon fjl^^fon Ioto£, and requiem shai'k Carcharhindidae.

Features 3 and 4 (see Figure 4) both turned out to be po-tholes

rather than pits. Both were 1.0 feet in diameter ar tlioir bottoms,

v,7hich were flat, and both extended down from the shell zone 0.9 foot

into sterile sand. Shell was used to anchor the posts in the posirholes.

Tne third posthole, shown also in Figure 4, was not given a feature num.ber
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Size and depth were the same as the other two pestholes. A hun5.c stain

v;as present in ilie latter postriold, su;jgesting tliat the posthole

retted in place. None was observed with features 3 and 4, where

vertical lensing of the shell in the posthole mold could indicate that

the posts were removed, allowing shell to slide down into the posthole. .

These two pestholes were in the depression-living floor area. Perhaps

they were removed when the presumed structure was built. The un-nurabered,

humic-stained posthole was on the fringe of the depression and may have

been a support post.

Feature 2 was an oval, bell-shaped pit 1.0 feet deep with a mouth

width of 1.0 feeL. At its widest point diameter was 3.6 feet along

the major axis and 2.0 feet along the minor. The pit was probably

used for storage, and later was filled in by dirt, shell, and other

refuse. Contents included 1 Deptford Check Stamped sherd and catfish

bones of the same species listed above. Feature 7 was a sand lense

rather than a pit.

Summary of Stafford '̂orth_E xcavat ions

As indicated by ceramic frequencies based on small sample

Sizes, Tests IIT, I, and IV seem to represent throe different occupa-

tions at the Stafford Nortli site. All three occupations, however,

were Deptford and seen to foi-m a temporal sequence. The earliest

occupation, Test III, was early Deptford with the largest relative

amounts of pre -Deptford fiber- and/or seiui-fibe'- teii-pered pottery

present. Presejit also were sand-tempered cord marked pottery and sherd-

tempered ware, both cord marked and plain. Tns latter were probably
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trade sherds from the Tchefuncte Phase. Cord marked pottery was

probably in the process of being accepted by the Deptford peoples as

a technique of surface treatment.

Test I, the next occupation, exhibited a decrease in fiber-

tempered pottery and an increase in sand- and grit-tempered Deptford

types. Some of the sherd-tempered plain sherds have a very contorted

paste. A distinct Deptford Phase ceramic series has emerged from the

more mixed pottery of the early Deptford Period. This series is

characterized by both stamped and. plain ware. Fiber-tempering still

was used somewhat, either indicating trade with peoples who have not

yet accepted sand- or grit-tempering and stamping, or fiber-tempering

was a majority Deptford technique. The latter explanation seems m.ost

likely.

Test IV represents a still later Deptford occupation. Deptford

series ceramics increased with a further decrease in fiber- tempering.

St. Johns sherds appear, some with Deptford stamped decorations,

indicating increased contact with non-Deptford cultures. Deptford

Simple Stainped sherds were added to the Deptford series, and red

slipping of vessels seems to have increased.

The Test IV excavations revealed a concave, possible intentionally

cleared, oval depression ca. 22 by 14 feet. A living floor filled the

depression and was covered by additional midden refuse. Over this

depression a light, open structure, perhaps a thatched chickee-like

covering, was built. Extending do\m from the living floor were three

postholes and one bell-shaped pit. A somewhat similar structure with-

out a concave floor was uncovered at the Table Point site adjoining a
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house structure. Thus, the open Stafford North structure may have

been attached to another structure. Future research is needed at the

sits.

Identified food bone from the site, due to the small sample,

included only 10 different animal species with a minimum of 30

individuals. Table 7 at the conclusion of this chapter lists the

tctal species and number of individuals for both sites. The species

listed are those expected from exploitation of a coastal environment.

Tabl e Point

Excavations

Tlie Table Point site, which received more extensive excavation

than the Stafford North site, is composed of m.any extremely

scattered separate shell piles. Also at the site is an aboriginally

constiucted shell and dirt ring with a large oval midden in the center.

Deposition of humus on the site, especially in the eastern portion, has

buried shell middens and a portion of the shell and dirt ring under

a O.S to 1.0 foot deep layer of sterile soil. This deposition is a

result both of natural accumulation of organic matter and soil run-off

from nearby, now defunct, agricultural fields, the latter a process

similar to that described for the Stafford North site.

The densest portion of the site ?tT etches 150 yards north to

south along the high tide line of the marsh edge. Width, measured from

the high tide line to the eastern edge of the shell ring, is about

110 yards. Shell piles can be found scattered over most of the
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northwest quadrant of Table Point. No fresh water supply could be

located at the site, though a swarip in the center of the Point may

at one time have drained into the r^nrsh.

Excavation techniques employed at the Table Point site were the

same as those used at the Stafford North site. Excavation units were

staked out as eitlier 10 by W , 5 by 10, or 5 by 5 foot "squares."

At times it was necessary to place excavation units off the north-

south oriented grid system. Location of such units was tied into the

grid. Both the grid system and the datum plane were recorded in

relation to a permanent United States Geologic Survey concrete

marker. This information is on file at the Florida State Museum.

Elevation of the site ranged from 4.5 feet above m.ean sea level

near the marsh to 8.0 feet at the eastern side of the ring. Because

the shell piles were more scattered than at the Stafford North site,

more Uii.derbrush was present within the confines of the site, UTiere

1.0 feet of humus or more had collected over the shell, scrub bushes

grew. .Most of the piles, though, remained covered with only a sod

layer.

Figure 5 shows the excavated portions of the site and the outline

of the shell-dirt ring. Exposed sections of the ring are indicated by

solid lines, vdiile dotted lines represent the buried portions located

by probing with a m.etal rod and a coring tool

.

'^l^iS ExcavatioTiS

Portions of the shell in the western half of the ring were

removeu during the I9th and 20th centuries for use as road paving

material. The outline of the ring, however, is very visible.
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Wierever the ring was cut i-nto by excavations, its edges were well-

defined, especially along buried sections.

Excavations showed present thickness of the ring to range from

0.7 to 2.0 feet. Diameter of the ring is 220 feet with the width of

the shell and dirt border varying from 20 to 25 feet. Two gaps

30 and 20 feet wide are present on the southwest and north sides

of the ring. Within the ring is a longitudinal she.il midden 150 feet

long (east to west) and 60 feet wide.

Discussion of the ring excavations will be divided into

descriptions of the ring fill, the southwestern gap, the area enclosed

by the ring, and the central midden.

Ring fill

Two 5 by 10 foot squares were excavated into the fill of the

ring border; one 5 by 10 foot square and one 10 by 10 foot square

were positioned to intersect the edge of the shell ring in the south-

west gap; and a 3 by 35 foot trench was dug across the north side of the

ring. Figure 6 shews the central portion of the western profile of

this trench which is labeled as "3 x 34 feet" in Figure 5. Hxcavations

failed to locate- a borrow ditch or a ditch built intentionally on

either the interior or exterior sides of tlie ring.

The fill of the ring was a mixture of shell, mostly oyster, and

grey huniu>. Density ."^f the shell in the hi:mic matrix was much less

than in the shell middens at the site, llie shell was not lensed in

the ring as it was in portions of ;;l:e middens, and in appearance the

fill was quite different from the shell lAiddens. No living floors

were evident and no charcoal lenses were present. The shells and pieces

of food bene and sherds tended to bo more broken than in the middens.

Together these facts suggest that the ring v.-as constructed by
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using old midden shell and humus as building material rather than

being in-place-deposited shell midden as from a circular village.

Table 4 lists the sherd counts and bone associated with the ring.

ITie highest frequencies of cord marked pottery, both sand- and

sherd-tempered, came from the ring fill (see Table 4, row 2). The

frequency was also high in the old humus under the ring (row 3),

suggesting that the ring was built during a period when cord marked

pottery was increasing in popularity at the site. The actual frequency

of cord marked pottery during that time was probably higher than

indicated in Table 4, but the presence of redeposited sherds from

earlier periods decreases the relative frequency. St. Johns series

sherds and semi-fiber-tempered sherds are also present in the pre-ring

humus

.

Humus deposited over the ring (row 1) exhibited St. Johns, cord

marked, and fiber-tempered sherds, a result, perhaps, of the recent

disturbing of portions of the ring during the 19th and 20th centuries.

Of the seven contorted paste, sherd-tempered sherds in the post-ring

huruus, two displayed red-slipped exteriors. The sherds are indis-

tinguishable from the Lower Mississippi t)'pe Larto Red Filmed

Cniorne and Broyles, 1968) and m.ust indicate trade with that area.

Three Eusycon pervarsum. shell picks were also recovered from the

post-ring humus. All displayed single hafting holes.

Food bone species identified from the ring fill were tiger shark

Galeocerdo cuvier, de-^r, catfish, salt marsh terrapin, raccoon, pocket

gopher Geomys cf . cujnberlandius, and channel bass Sci anops ccellata .

The food bones vrere deposited in the ring along with the midden shell

used in the ring construction. They probably date from varying periods

within the Deptford period.



Table 4. Ring Excavation Potsherd and 'ood Bone Totals.
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Southwestern Gap

Two 5 by 10 foot squares within the gap and a 5 by 10 and a 10 by

10 foot square intersecting both the sap and the ring provide the

information on that portion of the site. IVithin the gap, stratigraphy

showed a brovm hiunus, much like the humus collected on the ring, over

a very dark brown-hlack huiT:us which was both contemporary with the

ring (on the same level) and extended a brief distance under the ring.

Perhaps erosion of the ring caused some of the shell-dirt fill to

fall into the gap covering some of this zone. An occupation floor

characterized by a 0.2 foot thick layer of scattered crushed shell and

artifacts and one possible hearth area with charcoal in it was

recognizable within the brcwn-black humic zone. About 0.5 foot of

brown-black humus had accumulated on top of the living floor,. Figure 7 •

shows a schematic profile diawing through the gap and ring. The

profile line is marked on Figure 8 as A - A'

.

llie level of the living floor was tlie same as the bottom of the

shell ring fill, suggesting that the floor was deposited at the same

time that the ring was constructed. The living floor was more
'

reminiscent of an area which had undergone heavy traffic than an area

on '.vhich household activities had taken place.

Additional evidence for activity on this occupation floor is

shov-n in Figure 3. Several features extended down from the floor, all

grouped together in Square 465N, 480E (5 by 10 feet) which was located

inside the gap against the edge of the ring.

Feature 1 was a circular area of charcoal and burnt sand about

1.5 feet in din;;:eter and less than 0.2 foot thick. Tne top of the

charcoal, a possible hearth, was at the same level as the top of the gap

occupation floor.
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Feature 1 partially overlapped Feature 2, w-iich was a nearly-

circular depresi-icn 5.0 feet in diameter. Tlie depression v.'as first

defined at the top of the sterile buff sand zone underlying the

occupations strata, 0.3 foot below the bottom of the occupation zone.

The dark nature of the occupation floor made that zone indistinguishable

from the dark fill of the depression. Originally the depression

probably extended down from the occupation floor. The bottom of the

depression sloped downward. Depth in the deep side was 0.7 foot.

Against the northwest side of the depression in the deepest portion

of the bottom was a nearly circular pesthole. The pesthole, easily

visible against the buff sand matrix, was 2.0 feet in diameter and

0.5 foot deep.

The best explanation for Feature 2 is that it was a shallow pit

dug with a sloping bottom in which a large post was set. The sloping

nature of the bottom of th.e pit allowed the post to be slid in

horizontally and raised by buttressing tlie bottom against the wall of

the pit. Once in a vertical position, tlie post was anchored by filling

in tlie depression. Tne bottom of the post was 1.3 feet below the top

of thiC occupation floor. Several lenses of crushed sliell, mapped

wit'-in the occupation floor, pi-obably were deposited around tlie in-place

post, suggesting that the occupation floor accumulated after tlie post

was raised. The Feature 1 fire was built adjacent to the post during

the deposition of the occupation floor. Additional excavations in the

gap failed to reveal any other postholes or other features.

Tlis practice of raising posts in large pits or trenches was in

evidence at the hcuse excavation at the Table Point site also. Tlie

technique was a convenient way for a few people to raise what must have

been heavv posts.
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Exact use of the post within the gap is unknouTi. Its association

v.'ith the ring and g-^p suggests that it was either part of a structure,

an explanation not verified by the archeological evidence, or that it

had ceremonial significance, perhaps as a marker.

One fiber-tempered sherd and one Deptford Cross-Simple Stamped

sherd came from the fill of Feature 2 along with two bone fragments

identified as raccoon. Food bone from the occupation floor was

identified as deer, salt marsh terrapin, opossum, and catfish.

Table 4, row 4 lists ceramic artifacts from the occupation floor

and from the midden debris accumulated on top of the floor. This

zone (Zone C in Figure 7) is believed to represent a closed context and

again illustrates the large variety of ceramic types and pastes present

in the Deptford Phase. Sherds from the Deptford series constitute

57.5 per cent of the total (61.9 per cent if sand-tempering is

cojisidered a Deptford paste form). Two very rounded Deptford Check

Stamped tetrapods or pot lugs, one with a red slip, were recovered

from this zone. Both are grit- and sand-tempered. St. Johns Check

Stsmpcd and brushed sherds and simple stamped, fiber-tempered sherds

are probably copies of Deptford surface treatment techniques. It would

seein that different Deptford groups chose different paste forms for

thejr pottery. Deptford grit-and sand -tempered pottery is not the sole

ceramic indicator of Deptford culture.

A.rea end osed by R i n

g

Two 5 by 10 foot scu.ares were placed in the area enclosed by the

ring (Figure 5). Stratigraphy in both was identical: a browji, probably

post-ring, humus overlying a dark broivm occupational humus, v/hich was.
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perhaps, at least partially contemporary with the ring and the gap

occupation floor. Tnese both were above sterile buff sand, llie

occupation zone contained so;ne scattered shell and artifacts, but

nothing was found to indicate the intensity of occupation found in

the gap.

Row 5 in Table 4 shows the ceramic t^-pes from the occupation

zone. The sherd types include fiber- and semi-fiber-tempered sherds

with Deptford decorations. Most likely this occupation zone was built

up over an extrer.ely long period of time, and frequencies are not

imporcant. Food bone was identified as soft-shelled turtle Trionyx ferox,

cetacean (whale or porpoise), catfish, and requiem shark. Ine interior

portion of the ring did not exhibit intense occupation, and the

little material recovered can be explained as debris deposited over

an extremely long period by various Deptford bands at the site.

Central midden

Possible explanations for the function of the ring are confused

by the presence of the central shell midden, which in sliape is quite

different from other middens at the Cumberland sites. Also, the

conclusions from the excavation of the squares withii^. the ring suggest

chat a;:y occupation enclosed by the ring was restricted to the central

i^iidden. Two tests, one a 5 by 5 foot square and the other a 5 by 10 foot

square, were placed in the central midden, n^ese excavations showed

that the midden was in -place-deposited midden rather than rcdeposited

material as ivas the ring fill.

Stratigraphy was simple: a dense shell midden, often lensed, within

.1 matrix of dark brown humus lying over a mottled, grey and brown old
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huKus zone. Under these layers was the sterile buff sand zone. No

living floors or evidence of structures were encountered.

Tlie old humus zone underlying the westernmost test v/as almost

sterile, while that under the eastern test contained artifacts and

some scattered shell. This suggests that the western portion of the

midden was deposited first with contemporary accumulation of som.e

scattered refuse to the east of tlie original midden. This original

midden may have been circular. Through time refuse was deposited more

and more to the east, moving the midden's edge in that direction.

Eventually dense midden covered the old humus. Slierd frequencies

between the t\;o tests are not different, suggesting that this

horizontal enlargement cf the midden occurred over a relatively brief

period of time.

Table 4 rows 7 and 8 list artifacts for the shell occupation

zone and the pre-midden old huiiius , com.bined for both squares. Tlie

12 Deptford Geometric Stamped sherds in row 8 all seem to be from

the same pot. and all came from the eastern test. The stamp motif is

composed of very precise diamonds rather than checks. Deerj salt

marsh terrapin, catfish, raccoon, musk turtle Sternotherus sp., and

red drum. Pogonias cromis were identified from tlie food bone remains.

Feature 3 was assigned to a possible pit in the western test.

Closer examination, however, showed the feature to be a humic lens in

the shell midden matrix. Other than containing deer and catfish bone,

the lens was sterile.
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Smyiary of ring excavations

Determination of the function of the Table Point shell and dirt

ring is difficult. Lack of a ditch either on the outside or inside

of the ring v\'ould seem to negate its being a European-like defensive

palisade, as does the presence of two large gaps in the ring. IVebb

and Snow (1945: 31) describe the median dimensions of Adena sacred

circles (based on a sample of 74 from Ohio and Kentucky) as 212 feet

in diameter with a single gap of 30 feet. These measurements compare

quite well with the Table Point ring size.

The excavations on the northeast side of the ring which uncovered

a Deptford Phase house structure showed that the ring was built on

top of the humus associated with the outside of the house. A radio-

carbon date of A.D. 55 (standard deviation of 95 years) for the house

indicates that the ring was constructed after ca. A.D. 100 or later.

Tne presence of both cord marked pottery and sherds similar to

lower Mississippi valley types both suggest widespread contact with

phases throughout the Southeastern area. If the ring's function was

ceremonial, it may be the result of contact (either directly or

indirectly) with Adena-i!cpcwellian peoples. Tne ring is definitely

later than the shell rings found on the Georgia and South Carolina

co&sts, which are associated with pre-Peptford fiber- and sand-tempered

pottery. Tnis is evidenced by relative dating with the radiocarbon-

dated house and the presence of Deptford, cord marked, and Sr. Johns

pottery in the humus under the ring.

Rings, constructed of dirt with interior ditches, are found at

several sites in the Ckcechocbee Basin in south Florida (Milanich,

196Sb) . At the Ft. Center site o.i the west side of Lake Ckeechoobee
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one of three intersecting rings v.-as dated by pottery and other

artifacts fro!:i ca. 500 B.C. to A.D. 1 (Milanich, 195Sb) . Hopewellian

elements are present at Ft. Center. Thus, the stinralus for the

Table Point ring could have come from south Florida as v/ell as from

the Ohio River area.

The central midden within the ring, which seems to have been

conten;porary with the ring, suggests that the shell and dirt pile

was a defensive enclosure rather than a ceremonial circle. Perhaps

the ring ancliored a vertical post palisade. Elsewhere at the side,

posts are anchored in trenches or pits, and shell und dirt are used

as fill to support the posts. More excavations are needed to ascertain

the relationships of the ring and the central midden and gaps, llie

large size of the central midden relative to other middens at the

site is also pjz^ing, but it tends to reinforce the hypothesis that

the ring was a defensive enclosure, perhaps with entrance gaps.

Possibly the ring Kas not conspleted before abandonment of construction.

Vi_llage Tes

t

One 5 by S foot test square was placed over a buried shell midden

40 feet northv;est of the house excavation. The midden '.'as located

by probing. Few artifacts were recovered from the excavation of the

0.5 foot tliick shell occupation zone. They were 1 grit-tempered cord

marked sherd and 3 semi -fiber-tempered plain sherds. Food bone was

deer and requiem shai'k. Jt was concluded that the shell midden was

deposited beside an area of more intense occupation. Lack of time

prevented excavating more tests over a wider area of the site.
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House Excavati ons

The niost informative result of the Ciuuberland Island research

was the excavation of a Deptford Phase house. The structure is the

first archeologically excavated Deptford house and provides a unique

source of information on Deptford household processes.

Figure 9 shows the outline of the house excavations and the

uncovered portions of the associated features. Excavation of the

extreme western wall of the house was hampered by the presence of

several large live oa]; trees and a stand of saw palmetto. Tree roots

tended to grow either over or under midden shell and shell fill

associated with the house, rather than growing through the shell

(taking the route of least resistence) . Tiiis prevented major disruptions

to the shell-filled features. Close to the trees, however, the

natural thickening of the roots, some nearly a foot in diameter,

uplifted the shell fill of the wall trench, making interpretation

difficult.

House stratigraphy

Tlie house proper was less than 10 feet from the edge cf the shell

and dirt ring, enabling comparative stratigraphy to be made as

discussed above. Stratigraphy of the house was simple. Figure 10

shows a profile through the center of tiie house, across the 485E grid

line labeled A - A' in Figure 9. The orientation of the house was not

determined until after the baulk across the house had been left, thus

the profile does not exactly bisect the house.

In Figure 10 the sterile buff sand zone. Zone F, underlies the

house occupation zones. The top of Zone T was 1.1 feet above the
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water cable at high tide. Above this zone v;a? Zone D, 'vhich

represents both the old huir.us linder the house and humus (non-shell)

accumulated during the house occupation. The lower portion of this

zone was in the process of leaching out. Under the shell midden areas.

Zone C, the old humus was much darker, the result of leaching of

organic materials downward from the shell. This zone is labeled

Zone E. Zone E, which was entirely old humus, and the lower two

thirds of Zone D was almost sterile. The artifacts associated with

the house were in the upper one third of Zone D, indicating that this

zone accuiiiulated during the occupation of the house.

Zone C is tjie shell occupation zone which is confined to the

presumed cooking area. Zone C in the "sleeping area" contained som.e

scattered shell, much less than Zone C. A thin layer of sterile grey

modern humus and sod capped t'ne house strata, sealing the zones from

modern disturbances. Once it was discovered that this zone was

sterile, it was scrapped off and discarded with the sod.

"Work area" stratigraph

y

Tangent to the northeast side of the house was a buried, either

oval or circular area of shell midden. Over this shell u'as the same

Zone 3 modern humic layer as over the house. A very distinct brown,

mottled old hiunus layer underlay the shell.

House and w
;
^ork area features

Tlie walls of the house were consti'ucted of posts set side by side

in a wall trench and anchored \<ith a mixture of shell and dirt fill.

Figure 11 shows a reconstructed floor plan of the house walls, the

associated house features, and the work area. The wall trench had
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a width at its tip of 3.0 to 3.S feet and narrowed to about 1.0 feet

at its base which was flat. The average depth was 1.2 feet. Deepest

and widest portions of the wall trench were on the east side. Perhaps

most of the weight of any roof beams was supported by this side.

Often circular depressions 0.5 to 0.8 foot in diajrieter extended

0.1 to 0.3 foot below the trench bottom, probably where individual

posts were set in place. Lack of hunic stains in the trench

suggests that the wall posts were removed before rotting in place.

Several profiles across the trench showed vertical bedding of shell

which might have occurred when shells slipped downward into the holes

left when the pojts were removed.

The wall trench was dug with the interior wall steeper than the

exterior side. Occupation debris (shell, sherds, and food bone) which

had accumulated on the cooking area floor was swept against the vertical

wall posts, creating a characteristic low hunip of refuse along the

interior cooking area walls. On the exterior edge of the trench humus

accumulated in the depression left by the settling of fill in the

trench.

Length of the oval house along its major axis was 32 feet and

width v/as 22 feet. These measurements are very similar proportionally

to the oval living floor area (22 by 14 feet) at the Stafford North

site. Two openings were left in the house wall. The largest on the

souiiherly end of the house was probably to allow cooking fire smoke to

escape. Ilie other on the eastern side must have been an entranccway,

allowing admittance to the two partitioned rooms.

Inside tl\e house the partition, placed in a shallow slot trench,

separated the presumed cooking and sleeping areas. This partition

trench;, originally filled nith a shell and dirt mixture around vertical
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posts, was at some point in time redug with dark brown, shell-less

hujiius used as fill (Figure 10). No evidence was found to indicate

that posts were set in the slot trench, but this seems to be the best

e\^:)lanation for its presence. The fire pit was round when first dug by

the Ueptford house inhabitants. Later it was extended and became more

rectangular. Tliis extension would have brought the pit closer to

the original partition (the two almost intersected) and may have been

the recson for the replacement of the partition. The second partition,

which overlay the first along part of its length, curves away from

the fire pit extension. Only one potsherd, a cord mai-ked rim sherd,

was recovered from tlie partition fill.

Tlie fire pit, believed to have been about 4.5 feet in diameter

originally, was extended to a length of 9.0 feet, measured at its top.

Depth was 2.2 feet. The wall closest to the partition was steeper

than the opposite wall, suggesting that the pit was dug (by scooping

out dirt) fro.n tlie south side (less steep), probably after the

partition was built.

Alternating lenses of shell and ash in the fire pit (shell was

9S per cent oyster with the remainder being species mentioned above)

indicate roasting of snail quantities of shellfish at one time, two

to three dozen being the best estimate. Bunit siielis were recovered

in the shell midden zone around the fire pit where the roasted

oysters and other shellfish were eaten. Many pieces of food bone were

recovered from the fire pit and the refuse in the cooking area. These

are discussed below in this chapter. Several Busycon pe^ryersum picks were

excavated from the fire pit and from agaijist the interior house walls.

The least broken food bones were also against the house walls.
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Tnose on the floor around the fire pit were very fragmented due to

the heavy traffic in that area.

A radiocarbon data of A. D. 55 ± 95 years (sample UGA 129

analyzed at the University of Georgia) was obtained from a Busycon

perversum pick taken from the fill of the fire pit. The shell did

not show evidence of burning.

Adjacent to the fire pit on the west side v:as a small posthoie

(see Figures 9 and 11) which might have served as a spit support or

siip.ilar device. The largest amounts of food bone came from the

west and south sides of the fire pit.

A posthoie central to the cooking area and close to the fire

pit probably helped to support the roof, or it was in some way

connected with a spit device. The large size of the posthoie stain,

1.4 feet in diameter, suggests a roof support. As was the case with

the posthoie in the ring gap, the central post was set in the deep

end of a large sloping depression. Fill of tlie depression included

1 St. Johns Plain slicrd, 2 grit-tempered plain sherds (Deptford paste),

and several very fragmented pieces of unidentified food bone.

The annular sh.ell area on the eastern side of tlie house was

about 25 feet across and 0.6 foot thick. Excavations showed that the

north and east sides of the shell ended abruptly. Humus accumulated

beside
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extended down from the deep end of a trench 7.1 feet long and 1.5

feet \vide. The trench was very shallow, only 0.5 foot deep in the

lower end. llie postmold extended 0.2 foot below the bottoni of the

trench with a humic stain present. Sterile shell fill was used to

anchor the post.

Possibly this oval or circular work area was roofed, supported by

several large posts, as the one excavated, and by part of the house

wall. A large amount of artifacts, especially deer antler, was

recovered from the shell occupation zone. About one fifth of a

Deptford Simple Stair,ped pot [36 sherds) was found, the sherd lying

together in the shell. Shape and size of the pot seems to be much

the same as the pot recovered at the Stafford North site. The shell

area may have been an outside, warm weather sleeping and working area.

House and w oik area artifacts_

Table 5 lists ceramic and bone artifacts from tlie various

features associated with the house. In addition, one chert chip was

recovered from the fill of the house wall trench, and a broken,

polished bone pin tip cane from tlie top of the old humus underlying

the house. Four Busycon poiversum picks were found around the fire

pit, 7 on the inside of the wall trench, 1 within the fire pit, and

1 in the occupational humus zone outside of the house. An almost

square coquina "hone" was associated with the picks in the cooking

area shell. Tv;o Busycon columella used as awls were reco\'ered from

the sleeping area occupation floor. No picks were located in the

presumed sleeping area. Stone tools were very scarce among the

Cumberland Island Deptford peoples, and m;Ost of the tools must have been

of wood and shell v;ith some bone used.



Table 5. House Potsherds and Fcod Bone Totals.
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Perhaps the ir.ost significant aspect of Table 5 is the close-

ness of total ceramic frequencies to total frequencies from Test IV
'

at the Stafford North site (the supposed oval structure. Table 3).

This suggests close temporal proveniences for the two occupations.

The only major difference is the presence at the Table Point site of

11.2 per cent of Deptford Simple and Cross-Simple Star.ped tvpes as

compared to only 2.4 per cent at the Stafford North Site. This is

due to the large number of sherds found from one pot in the Table

Point work area. Comparisons of the frequencies from the two sites

show
: total Deptford series (Table Point to Stafford North) 79.3 to 78.7;

St. Johns series 8.1 to 6.7; contorted paste, sherd-tempered 1.6 to 1.4:

fiber- and semi -fiber-tempered .3.2 to 1.9; cord m.arked 2.0 to 2.4;

sand-tempered plain 2.7 to 4,.3; "other" 2.2 to 1.9.

Unique slierds include one sand-tempered sherd \,-ith coi-n cob like

T.arkings from the sleeping area, and two incised rir^s on fiber-tempered

paste. The incised rims, which are triangular in cross section, are

similar to other specimens of the type Orange Incised from Sunday

Bluff (Eullen, 1969: 28, PI. II j). Bullen notes that the particular

motif is unique at Sunday Bluff, but is similar to other specimens

.from the Summer Haven site (Bullen and Bullen, 1961) in St. Johns

County, Florida.

A Dept.ford Check Stamped tetrapod and a portion of the bottom of

a very thick, small cylindrical vessel of St. Johns paste with check

stam.ping on the bottom were also recovered. The reconstructed

diameter of the St. Johns Check Stamped vessel is about 6.0 cm v/ith

a wall thickness of 2.2 cm.
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The C8i-a]nic artifacts associated with tiie Table Point house

structure are much the same as those found elsewhere at the Table

Point and Stafford North sites. Deptford Check Stamped, Linear Check

Stamped sherds with grit and sand paste are present along witli sherds

exhibiting St. Johns paste, fiber-tempering, semi- fiber-tempering,

sherd-tempering, and sand-tempering. Tne contorted paste sherds also

occur.

Cumberland Island Subsistence Information

Table 5 lists the species of animals other than shellfish

identified from the excavation of the Table Point house structure

including number of individuals. Table 7 lists species and number

of individuals from both sites. Identification of the food bone was

done by Curtiss E. Peterson, graduate zooarcheology student at the

University of Florida working at the Florida State Museum.

The Table 7 species list is quite similar to tlie species reported

by Waring and Larson (1968: 26S, 275) for their excavations at the

Sapelo Island shell ring. This is to be expected if there was little

change in the Coastal biomc and exploitation of the same "biotopes

occurred throughout the Coastal Tradition.

The excavation of the house structure and recovery of food bono

from this closed context provide an excellent chance for an analysis

of one household's diet. Ihe sam.ple of food bone, however, was small

and it may not be indicative of the entire range of animals utilized

by the house's inhabitants. Tables listing Peterson's detailed

analysis of the house food bone are presented in the Appendix.
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Table 6. Faunal List of Species Identified from House Excavati(

Minimum
Number of
Individuals

MAMMALS

Proc/on lotor Raccoon 13

cf. Monachus tropicalis IVest Indian seal 2

Cetacean Whale or Porpoise 1

Odocoileus virgiiiianus Miite-tailed deer 11

RhPTI_L£S

Terracene Carolina Box Turtle 3

Malaclcmrriys terrapin Salt jp.arsh terrapin 9

Deirochelys rcticularia Chicken turtle 1

Gopherus polypiuMP.us Gopher tortoise 2

Choloniido.e Sea turtle 2

FLSH

Carcliarhmidae Requiem shark 3

Sphyriiiidae Maimr.erhead shark 1

Dasyatidae Sting ray 1

Myliobatidae Eagle ray 2

Arridae Sea catfish 1

Pogoni^s cromis Red dru;r. 3

Scianops ocall ata Channel bass 3

Archoiargus sp. Sheepshead 2

TOTAL 60
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Table 7. Faunal List Identified from Cumberland Island Excavations.

Minimum
Number of

Individuals

MAMVIALS

Didelphis marsupial is
Proc)'on lotor
cf. Monachus tropicalis
Cetacean
Odocoileus virginianus
Geomys cf. cumberlandius

Opossum
Raccoon
West Indian seal
Wiale or Porpoise
Deer
Pocket gopher

1

20

2

2

39

1

REPTILES

Terrapene Carolina
Chrysemys sp.

Malaclemmys terrapin
Trionyx feiox
Deirochelys reticularis
Gopherus polyphemus
Cheloniidae
St'jrnotherus sp.

Box turtle
Painted turtle
Salt marsh terrapin
Softshell turtle
Ciiicken turtle
Goplier tortoise
Sea turtle
Musk turtle

3

1

22

1

1

2

2

1

FISH

Carcharhin i dae
Galeocerdo cuvier
Sphyrinidae
Fogcnias cromis
Scianops ocellata
Dasyutidae
Myliobatidae
Bagre marinus
Ariidae
Galeichthys felis
Archcsargus sp.

Requiem shark
Tiger shark
Ha'Timerhead shark
Red drum
Channel bass
Sting ray
Eagle ray
Gafftopsail catfish
Sea catfish
Channel catfish
Sheepshead

BIRDS

Mergus serrator Red breasted merganser

TOTAL 1.40
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Although the faunal sample v.-as small, important information was

provided on food preparation techniques. The animal species identified

are those expected from the types of biotopes tliought to have been

orploited by the coastal Deptford peoples (see Chapter III),

Alm.ost the entire left hindquartor of a deer was recovered from

the east side of the liouse against the interior of the house wall.

The bones included the femur, tibia, a metatarsal, and a distal

phalanx from the same animal. Evidence of butchering marks or charring

from cooking was not present, suggesting that perhaps the haunch was

boiled in a vessel or roasted in such a manner that no exposed bone

was burnt. The feiiiur and tibia were uncovered in normal anatom.ical

position, perhaps a result of the bones being cast aside after the

meat was stripped off and cooked or dried separately. T]ie deer

seems to have been a young adult. Portions of bone from a left front

quarter were found just outside the east side of the house. Peterson,

citing the two quarters and a lack of vertebrae or ribs at either

site, postulated quartering of deer in the field with only the

haunches being brought back to camp.

Butchering techniques used to clean turtles can be derived from

analysis of the turtle bone. Peterson noted that the only pieces of

turtle sh.eli identifiable as to anterior or posterior position were

anterior and from the ventral side of the turtles. This suggests that

the turtles were opened from the anterior-ventral end to remove the

meat.

Identified vertebrate species, other than seal, are those normally

found en coastal sites, both duiing the Deptford period and at the

present time. Seal bones have not previously been identified at
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Southeastern coastal sites, though the species Monacus tropicalis

was present up to the 20th century along that coast. Disappearance

of the seal was due to human prcdation rather than a natural climatic

change (Allen, 1871). It is due' to its known former presence on

the Southeastern Atlantic seaboerd that the species tropicalis was

assigned to tlie Cumberland Island specimen.

Exploitation of the marsh and tidal streajns accounted for the

largest number of animal species (see Table 7). From both sites bones

from raccoon (20 individuals), salt marsh terrapin (22), and various

fish species verify heavy utilization of the marshes and streams. At

least 37 individual deer were identified, making deer the largest

source of meat relative to other species. The fragmentary condition

of the fish bone, which made identification nearly impossible,

lowered the number of individuals in the various fish species. Probably

fish were more important than is shown in the table. Several minute

fish vertebrae wore recovered from the fire pit fill. Tliese could not

be identified, but may be anchovy.

The pocket gopher Geomys cumberlandius has been found only on

Cumberland Island. It is highly improbable that two pocket gopher

species existed together on the island, thus the species cumberlandius

was assigned to the specimen from the Stafford .'-lorth site. V.Tiether

the gophers were utilized for food or died naturally in the ground is

unknown. No articulated Geomys bones were found.

Identificatioa of sea turtles Cheloniidae, which nest on the

beacnes during the months of .May to July, suggests summer occupation

of the site. T^iO bone sample was not adequate to provide specific

information on occupation during other seasons. Animal species and
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hunting and gathering techniques associated with the Deptford Phase

peoples are discussed in more detail in Chapters III and VI. Tne

natural environment of the Deptford region, including Cumberland Island,

is also described in Chapter III. Information derived from the

Cumberland excavations is used to provide data for the discussion

which follov;s concerning the Deptford economic pattei-n.



CHAPTER III

GEOGR-^PHICAL AND NATURAL SETTINGS

One basis for the definition of the Deptford Phase offered here

is the relationships between natural envirGn;:ient and Deptford culture,

i.e., the occurrence in certain biotopes of specific groups of trait

complexes and the usage of those biotopes by the Deptford people. In

the past, descriptions of the Deptford Phase have been circuT.scribed

around elcinents of material culture, especially ceramics. Other

phases possessing similar traits v;erc seen as variants of Deptford.

This, however, is not the case since the Deptford Phase, by definition,

is coii-poscd of traits wliich occur together and in specific natural

settings. Conseai;ently, the .'jeoprapjiica! distribution of the

Deptford Phase described here does not include some portions of the

Southeast where Deptford pottery types occur.

Geographi cal Setting

'Ine boundories of the Deptford region correspond to the following

present-day geographicp.l ^nd political features (see Figure 12): from

Cape Fear, North Carolina, ali^ost due south along the Atlantic coast to

the ;.iouth of the St. Jcjins River, continuing south across peninsular

Florida to Charlotte Harbor on the Florida Gulf coast; from Charlotte

79
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Figure 12. The Deptford Region.
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Harbor north and then west along the Gulf Coast to tlie Florida-

Alabania border. The inland boundary parallels the coastal line, foririing

a zone about fifty miles wide, except where sites extend farther

inland along river valleys. This V-shaped region is the result of

both cultural and natural factors which are described in this and

the following chapters.

Tlie north-south distance from Cape Fear to Charlotte Harbor is

approximately 600 miles. Coastal distance from Charlotte Harbor to

the Florida-Alabama state line is about 550 miles. The inland site

farthest from the coast, Mandeville in Clay County, Georgia, is just

over IOC miles from the Gulf of Mexico. Anotjier inland site, Sunday

Bluff in Marion County, Florida, is 75 miles from the Gulf. These

measurements show the spatial extent of the Deptford Phase, especially

the long coastal line.

The plotting of Deptford site locations within this region

reflects the geographical division of the Deptford region into Atlantic

and Gulf sub-regions (Figure 12). Tliese sub-regions later evolve quite

differently in regards to specific Deptford evolution. Geographical

locations of sites with Deptford components are discussed below by

sub-region and by coastal or non-coastal provenience.

It is generally thought among archeclogists that the greatest

number of Deptford sites and, hence the greatest Deptford cultural

concentration, is found along trie Atlantic Coast. This assiraption is

a reflection of the first m.ajor Deptford excavations being carried out

in the Atlantic sub -region, and the existence of a great deal more

published and unpublished information regarding that sub-region.
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In fact, however, nortb-rest Florida alone has surpassed the

Atlantic sub-region in the nuinber of Deptford sites. ilris is due

largely to the surveys carried out by William C. Laza'-us. In addition

to the kno\\m sites, many of the Gulf coastal sites are probably

submerged under the Gulf of Mexico and will remain undiscovered.

Atlantic Sub - Region (Coastal)

At the northern extent of the Atlantic sub-region, Deptford

materials have been reported from sites near Cape Fear, North Carolina,

by Caldwell (1952: 316), U'aring and Holder (1968: 145-44), and Haag

(Caldwell, 1958: 49). Excavation of Deptford sites in this locality

is needed for comparative purposes.

Farther south in South Carolina, Waring and Holder (1968: 143)

have noted tliat "pure sites occur frequently" along the entire coast.

Again, field research is needed. Two sites, 3S-Ho-l and -6, have

been located near Myrtle Beacli (Miller, 1950), and Griffin (1943) has

described Deptford materials from the Lake Charleston site near

Beaufort. Tlie presence of Deptford ceraii.ics at Beaufort has also been

reported by Marmadoke H. Floyd (Caldwell, 1952: 316). Just north of

Beaufort is ti-.e Potato Island site (Caldwell and Waring, 1S393) , also

exhibiting a Deptford Phase component.

Tne W.F.A. surveys in the vicinity of Savannah produced a

relatively large number of sites with Deptford components: Bilbo,

Deptford, Refuge, '^ren'^, Dotson, New Yp.macraw, Oak Grove, and a site

on PipoTiakers Creek (Caldwell, 1952: 31S; Caldwell and Waring, 1939a).

Just across the Savcnnah Ri'/er in South Carolina is the Gullahgyden

site (Caldwell and IVaring, 1959a). Sites on Wilmington Island (located
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southeast of the present city cf Savannah in a salt water marsh)

include Meldrim, IValthour, and Oemler. 'fhe latter three also contain

large Wilmington components. Site reports on the excavation of

several of these sites have recently been published in the Waring

Papers (Williams, 1968), and otlier unpublished and uncatalogued

reports are on file at the University of Georgia.

Recently Caldwell has located at least two Deptford sites on

St. Catherines Island: Seaside and Wamassee (Betty ;\nderson, University

of Georgia, personal coironunication) . Holder encountered Deptford

materials farther do-.m the coast at the Evelyn Plantation mound complex

in Glynn County and on St. Sim.ons Island. Chapter II of this paper

reports on the excavation of two Deptford sites on Cumberland Island,

the Stafford North and Table Point sites, both in Camden County. Other

unlocated sites must exist on the central and southern Georgia coast,

but much of the area remains unsurveyed.

Am.elia Island, the northernmost Florida barrier island, provides

litMe evidence for Deptford occupations. Bullen and Griffin's

surve}- of the island (1952) revealed a total of 48 archeological sites.

Only three of these sites contained Dentfoi-d sherds, and these

contained a total of IS sherds out of the 4C09 sherds collected. The

riiimber of Orange and St. Johns ceramics, nearly one quarter of the

tot?l, suggest that .Amelia Island was principally a St. Johns Tradition

locality.

The coar^tal zone from Amelia Island to St. Augustine does

exhibit some sites with Deptfo.-c components, indicating that the area

was a fringe area culture with various cultures moving in and cut of

the zone. Near the mouth cf the St. Johns River, Sears (1957) excavated
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several sites with Deptford components. The three sites, Du-SSj 59, 61,

are kno\m collectively as the Willey Browne sites, and they provide

important data on Deptford-St. Johns relationships. Deptford sherds

have been found at the Fountain of Youth site, Sj-31, in St. Augustine

by John Goggin (1952: 105). These, however, may represent trade

material.

Atlantic Sub -Region (Non-Coastal)

Tiie evidence for the presence of Deptford sites in the interior

of Georgia and South Carolina is scanty. Hither the sites do not

exist, or, more likely, they are small camp sites and insufficient

surveys have been undertaken. A number of sites in the Fall -Line-

Piedmont biome of northern Georgia located by Wauchope (1956) contain

what he refers to as Deptford ceramics. UTiether or not these are

actually Deptford sherds from the coast, perhaps traded in to the

Piedmont, or whotlier they are variations of simple and check stamped

Piedmont ceramics remains to be ascertained.

Tiie majority of sherds from these sites, as Mossy Oak and Carters-

ville, and the subsistence technology associated with the cultural

materials botl'» suggest culture phases quite distinct from the Deptford

Phase. Fair-banks (1956) has similarly reported Deptford sherds from

Macon, Georgia, from the Stallings Island site (1942), and from site

9M1 61 near Gainesville, Georgia (1954). Again, whether or not these

sherds are Deptford trr'de sherds or Piedmont variants is not certain.

Recent excavations by Drexel Peterson at Groton Plantation located

on the South Carolina side of the Savannah River seventy miles from

the coast hax-e revealed Deptford coinuonents (personal communication) .
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The only othur Dcptford site definitely knovcn for the Atlajitic sub-

region is Floyd's Island in the Okeefenokee Swamp [.McMichael, 1960:

106) .

Other information regarding the Atlantic sites is not specific.

Caldwell states (1958: 49) that many Deptford sites extend up the

Georgia river valleys, and Kelley notes that there is a large number

of Deptford sites in the vicinity of Brunswick, Georgia (McMichael,

1960: 106). In general the work of C. B. '-loore regarding the Georgia

and South Carolina coasts (1397; 1899) is not detailed enough to

determine if any of the sites reported by him are Deptford or not.

Most of the sites are coastal burial mounds, tliough, rather tlian

inland sites.

Gulf Sub -Region (Coastal)

A ceramic series very similar to the Deptford series has been

described fur the Alabama coast from Mobile Bay to the Mississippi-

Alabama state line. Known as the McLeod (DeJarnette, 1952: 275-76) or

}:cLeod-Deptford Series (Sears, 1966: 14) the ceramics are local variants

of the overall Southeastern stamped pottery horizons. The McLeod

-

Leptford nom.euclature v.-as selected to point out t"ne similarities to

Deptford ceramics, but was interpreted by many prehistorians to

represent culcural ties. However, since it has been shov.-n tliat no

cultural relationships exist between the two phases, the McLood-

Deptford terminology lias been dropped.

The western boundary cf the Deptford region is placed at the

Alabama -Florida border. Certain Ly, f,s with the Dcptford-St. Johns

fringe area, a similar area exists in western Florida with many sites
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being mixed culturally. Sites exhibiting pure Deptford conponents

are first recognised just east of Pensacola in Okaloosa Coiuii:/,

Florida.

A number of sites have been surveyed and recorded in Okaloosa

County. These include the Ft. Walton site, Ok-6, which displays a

long Coastal -Gulf Traditions sequence (Fairbanks, 1965; Lazarus,

1965a: 113), and Ok-10, 23, 30, 36, 46, 63, 67, and 72, all surveyed

by Lazarus. Data from Lazarus' surveys is on file in the University

of Florida state archeological site file.

Walton County is the location of three sites, V,l-29, 42, and 69

(Lazarus, 1965a; 1965b). Wl-29, the important Alligator Lake site,

has produced the earliest Deptford Phase radiocarbon date, early 7tli

century B.C. At the site contact is indicated betv.een the Deptford

Phase and contemporary phases of the Pickwick Basin in northern Alabama

and eastern Tennessee and the Bayou La Batrc ceramics of the Mobile

Bay area. Tnis intense culture contact laid the base for the later

developm.ent of the Gulf sub-region into the' Gulf Tradition (see

Chapter IV)

.

Eastward along the Florida Culf coast, several sites are located

in Franklin and Wakulla Counties: Fr-1, 2, and 9 (Willey, 1949: 353);

and Wa-6, 7, and 54 (Willey, 1949: 292-93, 353; Allen, 1954). The

Tucker site, Fr-4, has been excavated both by Sears (1963) and Phelps

(1966a). Their results have been published and are informative

concerning the Deptford Phase in northwest Florida, especially

relaticnships with the Coastal Tradition.

Information en sites fro;u Apalaclioe Bay (Jefferson County) to Tampa

Bay is scarce, a result of relative sea leA'el changes, lack of surveys.
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and, in the Tampa Bay area, modern construction. Phelps (19&6b:24)

has investigated the iV'illiams site, Ta-32, in raylor County v.liich

displays a Deptford component.

Current research by the University of Florida at a mound complex

site in Dixie County, Garden Patch site Di-4, has revealed Deptford

middens. Just south of the Garden Patch site at the Crystal River

site, also a mound complex, Deptford materials are present (Bullen, 1953b;

Sears, 1962). Deptford middens have also been noted at the mouth of

the Crystal River. Though sites are not recorded for the north

peninsular Florida coast, Goggin (S.H.A.C, 1966: 12) has noted that

along the coast from the I'/ithlacoochee River to the Florida "bend"

sites are found "UTienever a bit of high land touches the Gulf.

Over one half of these sites are Deptford and/or Swift Creek."

South of Tampa Bay Deptford materials occur even loss frequently,

having been found at the Yellow Bluffs-lMiitaker Mound, So-4 (in mound

fill) (Milanich, 1971a), and at the Englewood site, So-1 (Bullen,

personal communication). The latter site, just north of Charlotte

Harbor, marks the southernmost extension of the Deptford Phase. The

Charlotte Harbor area is a fringe area between the Deptford Phase and

the little known south Florida phase (s).

^jLL_^H!L:^^£!Ll;!^il:Coast a 1

)

Deptford sites are found away from the coast along many of the

streams ana rivers which empty into tlie Gulf. Bullen 's surveys have

located several small sites, proba.bly band-size camp sites, in

Jackson County, Florida. These are on tlic Chattahoochee River, Ja-18,

42, and 62, and the Apalachicola River, Ja-5 (Bullen, 1950; 1958).
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1-arther rxorth, just off the Chattahoochee River in Clay County, Georgia,

is the Mandeville mound complex site, 9-Cla-l [Kellar, e^ al
.

, 1962:

n.d.'). Close by is site 9-Cla-2, also a Deptford site (Nonas and

Baillou, 1963). The Mandeville site is similar to the Crystal River,

Horseshoe Beach, and perhaps Evelyn sites in that all display a Dept-

ford component associated with and/or followed by a growth in site

size and increased mound building, probably indicative of increased

social complexity and horticulture. A single mound displaying Deptford

materials is the Oakland Mound, Je-53, in Jefferson County (Morrell,

1960) .

In peninsular Florida Deptford ceramics occur in small numbers

at nearly all sites, again suggesting small, temporary campsites.

Post-Deptford cultures recognized these form.er campsites as potential

village sites, resulting in the Deptford components being overlain by

Svvi f t Creek, St. Johns, Weedan Island, Alachua, or other components.

Such a situation occurs at the Manatee Springs sice in Levy County

(Bullen, 1953a), and at the Melton si"e in Alachua County, A-7 (Smith,

n.d.). In the latter instance a small Deptford midden underlies a

later 3v.'ift Cr^ek-St. Jclms biirial mound.

The Sunday Bluff site, Mr- 13, located along the Oklawaha River

in Marion County has been excavated and reported by Bullen (1969).

Both Sunday Bluff and the nearby Colby site, Mr-S7, exhibit a mixed

St. Johns -Deptford ccmponent. The two sites indicate intermittent

occupations by band-si7,e proups, as evidenced by horizontal stratigraphy

and intra-site, relative midden sizes. Central Florida seems to be a

fringe area between the east coast St. Jol^ns Tradition and the west

coast Deptford phase.
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Conclusions_

Tne above listing of Deptford sites is by no iTieans exhaustive.

However, it is a representative sample of the types and locations of

Deptford sites. Those sites which have been most extCiisively tested

display a "disjunctive" midden accumulation pattern. Debris tends

to be deposited in small piles (individual house structures?) over

restricted portions of the site. Through time these groups of

separate middens move and overlap, with both horizontal and vertical

stratigraphy resulting. This is especially clear at the Tucker site,

the sites on Cumberland Island, and at Sunday Bluff. It is no

coincidence that these sites are the most extensively excavated,

liitra-site settler.ent infoi'mation can only be obtained by uncovering

large sections of the sites.

The presence of sites both in tlie Coastal biome and in the inlaad

forests together suggests a seasonal environmental exploitation pattern.

The larger sice of the coastal middens relative to the non-coastal

sites is a result of either longer seasonal occupations at the coast,

or larger gi'oups living together on the coast, or both.

From th.e relative number of Deptford sites within the Gulf

sub-region versus the Atlantic sub-region, and the possibility that

many of the Gulf sites are now .sv.biacrged, it can be suggested that the

largest Deptford population existed in northwest Florida. Such a

hypothesis, however, iiiay be the result of skewed surveys.

The presence of the con.temporary "complex" cultures of the

Louisiana-.Nfobile Bay-Mississippi area certainly ,'ould be expected to

have been an important stiiuulus on tlie evolution of the ivestorn

Florida Deptford populations. Mound complexes sucli as Crystal Pdver,

Mandeville, and Garden Patch inay be ti^.e rr.sult of SL^ch contact.
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These preliminary conclusions, based on geographic locations and site

descriptions, are borne out by other evidence cited below.

Natural Setting

The Deptford Region is located within the Southeastern Coastal

Plain, and occupies two biomes within the plain. Larson (1969) has

referred to these biomes as Coastal and Pine Barrens. The Coastal

biome is comprised of three groups of biotopcs : beach strand; lagoon,

marsh, and barrier island; and live oak forest strand. Tlie live oak

strand, which extends from the mainland onto the coastal barrier

islands, marks the transition from Coastal biome to the Pine Barrens

biorae. Within the Pine Barrens can be found the forest biotope and

the river valleys biotope. Beyond the Pine Barrens lies the Fall Line,

edge of the Piedmont biome. Figure 13 shows a cross -sectio): of the

Coastal Plain illustrating the spatial relations of these biotopes

to one another.

Width of the Coastal biome, including the mpinland live oak

strand, is usually restricted to one mile or less (Bourdeau and

Hosting, 1959). Tl\c Pine Barrens biome ranges from 90 miles (where

the Chattahoochee River crosses) to 150 miles in width. Geographical

distribution of Oeptford sites shows the Mandeville site, wh.ich is

located farthest into the Pine Barrens, to be about 100 miles from the

coast. The majority of non-coastal sites, howe-'er, are within 50 miles

of the coast. Ih.us, the entire width of the Pine Barrens v^as not

e,xpl cited, and the bioine probably served as a buffer zone l^etween the

Deptford Phase ana the Piedmont cultures, uitli contact occurring in the

river valleys.
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Coastal Biome-Relative Sea Level Changes

Tne coasts of the Atlantic and Gulf sub-regions have fluctuated

in the past as a result of clianges in sea level relative to land

level. These relative changes have been caused both by eustatic

factors and by localized submergence of land^ the former affecting

both coasts with the latter restricted to the Gulf.

Eustatic changes have occurred world wide prim.arily as a result

of melting of the Pleistocene glacier ice. Harold K. Brooks, University

of Florida geologist, suggests the following tentative sea level rise

sequence for Florida. At 2000-2500 B.C. the oceans were about 19 feet

below their present level. Beginning after 800 B.C. a rise began

wliich continued until after A.D. 200. After a brief recedence a

steady rise of water continued until the present day (Bullen, 1968; 169).

Archeological evidence from the Florida Atlantic coast at the

Zabski site, Brevard County, verifies s;,ich a change and suggests a

rise of at least five feet since 1000-750 B.C. (Bullen, 1968; Atkins

and MacMahan, 1963). Surveys of sites on Cumberland Island carried

out in 1970 revealed two aboriginal sites formerly underneath sand

dunes which were partiall> exposed by shifting o;*^ the dunes. The sites,

one Deptford and one containing Vleeden Island ceramics, both originally

wore located on a mucky humus, probably beside the post-dune lagoon.

As the sea. level rose, the dunes have moved inland, covering the

former lagoon and thz sites. This rise occurred since the A.D. 600-

1300 IVeeden Island occupation.

The Gulf coast, subjected Co the same sea level rise as the

Atlantic coast, is also subsiding relative to the sea at a rate of

at least one inch per twenty-five years fone millimeter per year)
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('Fail-bridge, 1960). This change is the result of the weight of

scdiir.ents on the floor of the Gulf. Tlisse sediments are deposited by

the Mississippi and other rivers. Lazarus C1965b) , working with

figures provided by Fairbridge (1960) , has interpreted the relation

between the land and the sea for the Gulf. For the period 500 B.C.

to A.D. 1 the then exposed coast ranged fron 2 to 7 feet below the

present sea level. From A.D. 1 to A.D. 500 the range was 7 to 1.5 feet.

"jTiese figures are not absolute, and, in fact, Lazarus notes that they

are probably too conservative. Deptiord sites located on the coast between

500 B.C. and A.D. 1 would therefore be at least 2 to 7 feet under the

Gulf.

Arcl;eological evidence along the Gulf coast indicating a

relative rise in sea level is widespread. Neil reports an Archaic-

Deptford site one half mile out into the Gulf of Mexico off New Port

Richy, Florida (Lazarus, 1965b: 55-56). The depth of the site, 6 feet

below the Gulf, yields a Lazarus-derived date of 3400-2600 B.P. or

1850-1650 B.P. (or both) for the site (i.e., when it was above the

Gulf). The presence of both Archaic and Deptford materials suggests

that the earlier date, equivalent to 1400 B.C. to 600 B.C., is probably

correct, fitting in with the known dates for those cultures on the

Gulf coast. It icens possible that submerged sites can be roughly

dated by Laz.'irus' charts.

Other evidence comes from the Johns Island site in Ch.assahowitzka

Bay, where excavar.ions indicate a relative sea level rise of at least

2.0 feet since ca. A.D. 1, well witliin Lazarus projected dates (Eullen

and Bullen, 1950: 42). StiJl Tiore evidence comes from Wash Island in

Crystal River and from the Battery Point site near Bayport (Bullen,

1963: 1G3).
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Identification of animal bone species from aboriginal sites

present 1) located on the Gulf coast tends to confirm the sea level rise,

Elii;abeth Wing, i-ooarcheologist at the Florida State Museum, has

demonstrated that the older sites (as Norwood, Deptford) have a higher

frequency of non-marine anijnal species than do the more recent sites

(as Safety Harbor). This implies a rise in sea level bringing the

Norwood and Deptford loci, which were formerly inland, nearer to the

present shore line.

In summary, a post-Deptford rise in sea level of 2 to 7 feet

is postulated by various sources of information for both sub-regions

of the Deptford Phase. This change seems to have been greater on the

Gulf coast due to the deposition of vLvev sediments, which resulted

in land subsidence. As a result of this land-sea change many coastal

Deptford sites, especially those dating cr. A.D. 1 on the Gulf coast,

may be submerged. This may partially account for the relative lack of

Deptford sites en the central Gulf coast.

£2.?L^-1. ^i""'ie-8.irrier Island Formation

A major difference between the coasts of the Gulf and Atlantic

sub-regions is the presence of almost continuous barrier islands on

the Atlantic coast. Cn the Gulf coast tliese islands occur more

infrequently nnd tend to be more scattered, though many groups of keys

do exist. While the "Golden Isles" of Georgia are perliaps the best

known of tliese islands, bi.rrier islands excend the length of the

eastern United States seaboard. The barrier islands of Florida soutli

of Little Talbot Fsland tend to be connected into long, slender strands,

separated from the mainland by a lagoon-river, as the Indian River of

Brevard County.
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Two general theories regarding barrier i:-:land fornation exist.

The first postulates that the islands origi rated as off-shore sand

bars built up from local erosion of the oceari bottom by wave action.

It is thought that the shallow nature of the Gulf prohibits waves,

thus barrier islands are lacking in the Gulf (Costing, 1954: 227).

This theory ignores the existence of the Gulf islands which do exist.

The alternate explanation for the formation of the barrier

islands, and one more in keeping with the information regarding an

eustatic rise, has been called the "submergence theory" (Hoyt, 1967;

196S)
.

Simply stated, the present islands represent former beach

dunes wliich have become islands due to a rise in sea level. This

rise also accounts for the lagoon on the inland side of the island.

Corings producing geological and faunal evidence seem to confirm this

theory. Thoug'n dunes are not as continuous along the Gulf coast, they

are present. In the Pen^acola-Panama City area some reach a height

of nearly 80 feet.

Hoyt and Hails (1967) date the present Georgia sea islands (which

are the best studied on the cast coast) to two terrace (former dune

lines) periods, Holocene and Silver Bluff. Tliese terrr.ces and others

from the Pleistocene can be traced along th.e Georgia coastal plain.

Similar, though not necessarily corresponding, terraces are recorded

for eastern FJorida.

Tl:e major difference bctv/een the Deptford Region and the Florida

east coast, which north o: Cape Canaveral correlates with the St. Johns

Tradition region, is the absence in the latter of separate barrier

islands. Separation of the islands is caused partially by the cutting

effect of river deltas in reaching the sea and by the tidal action of
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the sea flowing in and out of bays. These sane rivers, most of which

originate in the Piedmont, deposit large amounts of sediments in the

lagoons. It is this fill that enables the development of vast salt

water marshes (Hoyt , 1968: 18). A glance at a map of the Florida east

coast shovv's a lack of rivers intersecting the coast. This lack of

rivers flowing to the sea is a result both of Pleistocene terraces,

such as Trail Ridge, which prohibit rivers from running east and west

(Harper, 1914: 526), and a lack of a mountainous interior zone which

helps to form rivers. Without the many rivers there is little island

separation and vc-ry little sedimentation. T]ie large marshes found

elsev.'here along the Atlantic coast are not present in the St. Johns

region. Consequently, the St. Johns exploitive pattern is centered

more on fresh water resources, especially the St. Johns River, than on

marine resources, as is the Deptford Phase.

Florida's Gulf coast, subjected to low wave action, has a great

m,any rivers flowing into the Gulf. Tliese rivers -- Mississippi, Mobile,

Perdido, Aucilla, Econfina, Apalachicola, Suwannee, and others -- have

supplied the necessary sedimentation for the development of salt vs^ater

marsiies (Martens, 1931). Tliis has occurred especially in sheltered

river deltas and Inlets and in areas sheltered by off-shore keys

or sand bars as in Okaloosa, Franklin, Dixie, and Sarasota Counties.

Wave action tends to dissipate the sedimentation. Tnus on both coasts

either sheltered inlets, barrier islands, or low wave action protect

the accumulation of sediments.

Tlie Deptford Coastal biome, then, is differentiated from that of

the St. Johns region by t]\s presence of extensive marshes in the Gulf

and Atlantic sub-regions. Some marshes are present in the St. Johns
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area, but are not of significant size. These en-^'ironmental differences

have lea to the adoption of unique subsistence technologies for the

two regions. These are probably further reflected in different social

and other non-material culture traits. The larger sites, more

elaborate material culture, and earlier burial complex associated with

the St. Johns Tradition might indicate that the St. Johns exploitive

techniques produced a greater energy yield allowing greater cultural

complexity. More detailed comparisons between the Deptford and

St. JoV.ViS Phases are hindered by a lack of data concerning St. Johns

culture. It is significant, however, that the approach of ecological

archeology can be used as a basis for tentative comparisons of pre-

historic cultures in the Southeast.

Tliough the shoreline on the Gulf and Atlantic coasts has moved,

perhaps significantly, in the last 2000 years, the general physiographic

situation in the Coastal biome sec:;is to have changed little in that

period. Goggin (1952: 21) has suggested that the rise in sea level

created a more balanced salinity level in the oceans, one more suitable

for tlie growth of shellfish. He uses this theory to explain the large

populations which appear in the St. Johns region ca. 500 B.C.

Evidence supporting this theory is lacking. The assumption here will

be that no major clianges, otlier than sea level changes and possibly
|

salinity changes, have occurred in tlie Deptford region since ca. i

2000 B.C.

Larson (1969: 131 differentiates t'we Coastal tiome into beach

strand; lagoon and marsh; and delta biotopes. In this paper the

Coastal biome has been rearranged into the beach strand; lagoon, marsh.
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and barrier island; and live oak strand biotopes. Larson's delta

blotope is subsumed both by the live oak strand and the narsh biotopes.

Much of the information which follows is modeled after Larson's

(1969) approach. Floral and faunal data is based on Larson (1969),

the Cumberland Island excavations reported in Chapter II, excavations

at the Garden Patch site (Thompson, n.d.), and the author's observa-

tions of the Georgia and Florida coasts. Also used as reference are

Bourdeau and Costing (1959), Costing (1954], Kurz and Wagner (1957),

Wells (1942), Engels (1952), and Shelford (1965).

Bea ch Strand Biotope s

The beach strand biotopes are the sea, the beach, and the dunes.

No Deptford sites are located in these biotopes, and alcne they are not

capable of supporting an aboriginal culture. Even today they support

only a tourist recreational population.

Vegetation in the beach strand is scarce and offers little in the

way of ex-ploitable resources. Low, herbaceous grasses and xerop]rytic

plant species are frequent .in the area between the high tide line and

the dunes (Oostirg, 1954). Tlieir primary relationship to Deptford

subsistence, especially the grasswort Sallicornia spp. , was probably

in attractijig grazing deer.

The dunes themselves, always shifting somf^what with the changing

winds, and the sheltered area immediately behind ihe dunes display

a limited numbc-r of plant species. In the post -dune area these often

grow in a thick tangle providing lairs or hiding places for deer and

other animaj.--. . Vzese plant species include sabal or cabbage palm

S abal palmetto, saw palmetto Serenoa repens , china briar Smilax bonanox.
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Spanish bayonet Yucca glories a , casina or )'a'jpon 1 1 ex vonitori a, and

prickly pear Opuntia spp. Some muscadine Vitis rotundi folia is also

present in the foredune area along with sea cats Uniola panicxilata

and \vax myrtle Myrica cerifera.

Tliese plant species all occur elsewhere within the Coastal

bioine, and it is doubtful that their presence within the beach strand

was significant to the Deptford exploitive pattern. The beach strand

provided access, however, to select animal species. These are the

cetaceans -- porpoise, dolphins and other whales -- and the seal

cf . Monacus tropicalus . Rather than being hunted alive in the ocean,

an extremely difficult feat, the animals were probably collected on

the beach after washing up dead. More data, however, is needed to

ascertain whether these animals were hunted in the lagoon or ocean from

boats. The large sea turtles Cheloniidae, v;hich in the late spring

and early summer nest on the Atlantic beaches, were a source of eggs and

meat

.

Deer Odocoileu? virginianus and raccoon Pro cyon lotor both are

nocturnal visitors to the beach strand. Peer frequently graze and

drink at the surf edge to get salt. Group hunting techniques, such as

driving the animals into the water, would have been pi-oductive. Two

other beach food sources are the innumerable shore birds and coquina

shells Donax va

r

i ab i I i s . W'hzn climatic and tidal conditions are right,

the coquina occur very densely over long stretches of Atlantic beach,

as much as five to ten m-'.les. During this period collection of the

shells for food '..'ould be beneficial. Collection in small numbers

probably did not produce a sufficient nutrient return for the effort.
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Hunting and collecting of deer, turtles, birds, and coquina all

require special skills and special hunting or gathering equipment.

Consequently, it is likely that hunting was not simply casual, but

specific knowledge and equipment were eTr.ployed to exploit specific

aniiiial species. Likewise, exploitation of the beach strand was not

continual, but it was a function of recognized natural factors as

season (turtles), tides (coquina), and tir.e of day and moon phase

(deer). Use of nets or weirs in the ocean of Gulf is unlikely, as

currents were too strong. Their u.^e was probably restricted to the

other water biotopes.

liM9.9".' '^'arsh, and Barrier IgJiJOiL Bio tope s

Tne )nost propitious biotopes within the Coastal biomc are the

lagoon, marsh, and barrier island. IJany of the Deptford sites are

located on the barrier islands or on the inland side of the lagoon,

always situated very close to the marsh and lagoon on ecotcnes.

Barrier islands range in width from more than five miles to several

hundred feet, ^fl-re dominant floral feature is the live oak Quercus

Xiilg>I'i_?ili- Tliese trees, often growing to more than five feet in trunk

diameter, form a natural canopy from dune tc marsh. Coastal Deptford

sites nearly always are found in the live oak hammocks. Hie northern

limit of the live oak (Roiudeau and Ocsting, IDS?) and the sabal palra

(Costing, 1954) corresponds well with the northern end of the Deptford

region in North Carolina. On the Gulf coast th:- scuthern range of the

Deptford region corresponds somewhat with the beginning of the mane rove

swamps of south Florida (ku^z and '.'/agnor, 1957). Perha,:'s the iive o,'k

and the sabal pali,i were important to DeptFord subsistence. Archeological

evidence, however, is lacking.
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Also found within the live oak hamiTiocks on the barrier islands

are the plant species of the fcredune area all ready menticjied above':

yucca, sable palm, saw palnetto, and muscadine. Other trees and plar.ts

iriclude: magnolia Magnolia grandi flora, pignut hickory Carya glabra,

scrub palmetto Saba_i_ minor, slash pine Fir^us_ elliottii (especially in

areas of secondary gi-owth) , long leaf pine P. palust ris, gallberry

Tllex glabj;a, and several species of Smilax spp. The Atlantic coast,

due to more micaeceous soils, tends to have a wider variety of oaks,

including post oak Quercus stellata, red oak Q. rubra, diamond-leaf

oak Q. obtusa, and jack oak Q. catesbaei (Kurz and Wagner, 1957).

A large variety of vines, possibly providing fiber for basketry, are

usually found within the live oak hammocks.

These floral resources provide a variety of materials and food

for the Coastal biome inhabitants. Little information, however, has been

collected archeologically to show how these resources were utilized.

One reason for this is the lack of preservation of materials other than

food bone (at times), stone, and pottery at. archeological sites.

The marsh grasses of the Gulf sub-region differ only slightly from

those of the Atlantic sub-regicn. Gi-asses dominate both marshes, piimarLl/

^EHSiilil iii?IIliXliiLli ^'^'^ S. patens. On the Gulf coast Juncus spp. and

Di stich lis spp. are also present in large amounts. Both coasts also

possess species of Sal i corn ia_ spp. and 3ac£;varis_ spp. in the salt water

regions (Kurs and IVagner, 1957: 12-6). None of these marsh plants seem

directly important to Deptford Phase subsistence.

Faunal resources of the island, m.arsh, and lagoon probably

provided tl\e r,io-.t important source of food for the Deptford people.

Adaptation of hunting, fishing, and collecting techniques to these
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biotopes would have yielded a great variety of aninal species, v/ith the

gieatest number coming from the marsh and lagoon in the form of shell-

fish, fish, raccoon, and turtles. The marsh and marsh creeks start the

coastal food chain, and, thus, are the most important of the coastal

biotopes. iVumerous animal species spawn, grow , and feed in the

m.arshes, especially fish, clams, oysters, and shrimp. Most of the

other coastal animal species feed directly or indirectly throu;;li the

food chain on the marsh animals. 'Hie densest animal populations occur

in the marsh.

Dietary habits of the Deptford population regarding mamjnal

exploitation are not well known. Recent excavations on Cumberland

Island cited above and at the Garden Patch site in Dixie County, Florida,

provide the best Information on amount, species, and number of individuals

utilized for food.

Mammals represented in these middens include raccoon Procyon lotor,

deer 0il£coi_leu3_ virginianus_, opossum Didolphys virginiana, marsh rabbit

S>l^liilSiis piLliislr_is_, cottontail rabbit S. floridanus, river otter

I-d^ll'i.
C'^nadensis, and panther _FeHs_ concolor . Seal cf . Monacus

tropica lis, and porpoises, dolphins, or other whales might have beea

taken from the marsh streams. Such a feat seems very difficult, however,

and collection of these aniiaals may have been restricted to the beach

strand.

T.^ough deor bone is usually very plentiful in m.iddcr.s tbaxiighout

the Southeast area, closer analysis of deer bone remains from closed

midden contexts (as a house i.iduen) sho'.vs that the number of individuals

Is sometimes fewer than expected. /Mso, inost of the bones from any one

individual fail to appear in the closed midden, suggesting division of
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the deer between households or other social units. Tliis has been

demonstrated at the Pine Harbor site in Mcintosh County, Georgia

(Larson, 1969: 317-18), and at the Richardson site, Alachua County,

Florida (Milanich, n.d.). At the Table Point site only bones from

deer haunches (including one scapula) were present in ths house

midden, suggesting similar quartering and division of deer. Thus,

though the number of deer actually slaughtered was high, the amount of

venison actually consunied by one household was relatively low.

In general, manmals, other than raccoon from the marshes, which

occur abundantly in the Cumberland Island middens, were more difficult

to catch than fish or turtles from the marsh streams or ponds. Perhaps

manunal species other than deer were also divided. Mammals, though

fewer in number than other species, provide larger quantities of meat.

The reason that mammals were not hunted in larger numbers must be that

more energy was required to get mammal meat than was required to get

an equal am,ount of m.eat from shellfish, fish, turtles, etc. This

also explains the Deptford adaptation to the total Coastal biom>e rather

than to just the live oak and island biotopes, i.e., it conferred

survival value to exploit six biotopes rather than just two.

Ic is also significant than numerically the off-shore islands

contain fewer animal species than the mainland, making it more difficult

to subsist by hunting and collecting mainly land mam.mals. In a study

of the animal population of the Shackleford Brinks, North Carolina,

Engels (1952) demonstrated the presence of only 34-40 species of land

vex-tebrates compared to 18e species on the adjacent mainland, lliough

the Shackleford Banks arc just north of the Deptford Region, they are

probably analogous to the other Southeastern barrier islands.
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Engels' figures, the fact that the marsh is at the basis of the coastal

food chain, and the presence of many Deptford sites on the islands

together confirm the hypothesis that the marsh and lagoon biotopes

were much easier to exploit than the island or mainland land

resources, the latter being more propitious for land A-ertebrates

than the islands.

Many species of toads, frogs, and snakes occur in the marshes and

hammocks of the marsh-lagooa-island biotopes, and all are potential

food sources. Moccasin Agkistrodon_ sp. has been recovered from the

Deptford co'npoi\ent at the Garden Patch site. Tae bones were charred,

suggesting the snake was cooked over a fire (Thompson, n.d.).

Alligator AjUgator m.i ssissipic iisijs^ was also utilized.

A large number of turtle species are found in the island and

marsh biotopes. But again, num.ber of individuals in midden refuse

is difficult to determine. Hunting of turtles was probably both

casual (collected while hunting other species) and specialized,

dependent on a knowledge of what time of year species would be

centered in which areas. Most of the tuttles are fresh water or land

dwellers: painted turtle Chrysoiiiys sp., musk turtle Sternothcriis sp.,

softshell turtle Trionyx ferox, chicken turtle Dei-':ochelys reticularia,

pond turtle Pseudemy s floridan a. snapping turtle Chelydra serpentina,

box turtle Xej^fi^peiLt £_^L''liiil?.' g'V""-'^" tortoise Gopherus 22i}T^iemus,

and several species of mud turtles Klnosternon s-pp . Mud eels Siren

lacertina are also ccm.aon from fresh water sources. The salt water

species include several species of Cheloni_ida_e, the large sea turtles,

and the diamond -backed terrapin .Maj_aclejnys_ terrapin . Tlie latter is

well-represented in the Cumberland Island middens.
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Ducks, so:ne of wliose Fall and Spring migratory routes pass over

northwest Florida, probably provided seasonal food sources in that area.

Red-breasted mergansers Mergus serrator are also known to have been

taken. Hunting by bolos or other devices in fresh water swamps near

the coast may have been productive. However, evidence for hunting

ducks or the pemiaiient aquatic residents of the Southeast, the blue

heron Ardea herodias and the greater egret Casmerodiu s albus, is not

available. The turkey £'2lejiy£ls_ gaj^ljap^vo is ubiquitous on South-

eastern aboriginal sites and i;iust have been hunted with snares or

other specialized equipment.

Probably the largest marsh and lagoon dexived source of food was

fish and shellfish. The tidal stream.s wliich drain the marshes, varying

in depth from a few feet to as rauch as thirty feet, provide excellent

opportunity for weirs and nets. Cord impressions and basket

indentations on Deptford pottery (Caldwell and McCann, n.d.: 20-21)

suggest that both cordage, for nets, and cane weaving, for weirs, was

known in the Deptford Phase.

Midden information from the Cumberland Island sites and from the

Garden Patch site shows that the most frequently utilized fish species

are the same described by Larson (1969) for l.ate Mississippian sites

on the coast and the same as those caught today by net and pole fisher-

men. Tliese are mullet ^liisjj_ £epj.l5)ljLis_, shoepshead Archosargus probatoce -

£:liiiidl> black drum Pogonia ^romis_, and two species of catfish

-r.^.l'^-^'-'hthys felis and Bagre marinus, all saltwater species. The catfish

are bottom scavengers, and along with the other species are found in

shallow water near shellfish beds. All probably were caught in the
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lagocn or tidaj marsh streams. Another saltwater species prevalent

in -che Deptford ,7iiddens is the jack Caranx sp.

Otiier fish include various shark species, snook Centropomus sp.,

snapper Lutjanus sp., spotted sea trout Cynoscion sp., and red drum

Sciaenopc oce llata. Two ray t>-pes are represented in the Cumberland

Island middens: sting ray Dosytidae and the eagle ray Mylopitidae.

A variety of shellfish are found in Deptford Phase middens, with

relative frequencies changing almost by site. Tlie most widespread

species is the American oyster Crassostrea virginica, which corjiprises

more than 90 per cent of the shell at the Cumberland Island sites. At

the northwest Florida Tucker site, the Deptford component midden was

comprised mostly of clam Mercenaria mercenaria . Clajp.s M. campechiensis

are also present in large numbers (relative to other species besides

oyster) on the Atlantic coast.

Other shellfish utilized for food include: Atlantic ribbed mussel

Volsella demissa, stout tagelus Tagelu s pl ebius , lightning whelk Busycon

contrarium, channeled whelk B_. CcUia^UonaUuu, knobbed whelk B. carica,

Jefthi^nded whelk _8. pervers urn (frequently used as hammers or picks),

Florida horse conch Plcuroplcca gigan t-^ja, and crown conch Melongea

corona . Reniains of the blue crab Callinectes sapidus or st:one crab

Menippes mercenariu_s_ have not been found in Deptfoid middens. However,

both are prevalent on the coasts. Likewise, shrimp Penaeus spp. are

ali^o widespread and accessible.

Larson (1969: 125-24, 319) summarizes the relationships of oyster

and clam shell v;eight to !r,eat weight. He points out one of the basic

problems involved in shellfish collection, i.e., tlie energy spent
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collecting the shellfish must be less than the energy received from

digesting the meat. Mass gathering and preparation techniques are

necessary to achieve this end. Collection of oysters, clams, and

other shellfish must have invol\x-d equipment sucli as rakes, baskets,

and canoes. Preparation seems to have been by steaming over the ccals

of a fire, v;hich serves to open the shells and expose the meat.

In the Cum.berland Island middens the species Tagelus plebeius

(stout tagelus} was always found in concentrations, roughly two

handfuls of whole shells together. Larson (1969: 125) reports the

sa-me type of distribution at the Pine Harbor site. Tliis suggests

specialized collection for this type of shellfish, and probably for

other shellfish as well.

A variety of snails and pariwinkles Littorina spp. and the

fiddler crab were probably also used for food, lliese all occur

alju.ndaiitly in and near the coastal sites. However, due to their low

energy yield these were not major dietary items.

.Animal remains, especially shellfish, are preserved much better

in middens than plant remains. Tnus, the caloric value of plant foods

relative to the aboriginal diet is often neglected by chance rather

than choice. Larson (1S69: 319-20) cstirates the total caloric intake

from meat sources for a Georgia coastal Indian, utilizing hunting and

gathering techniques during the Late Mississippian period, as 550-800

calories. This is based on weighing shell from one winters midden

accumulation, converting shell v/eight to meat vceight, and estimating

calories from other animal species.^ At least 500 to 1000 more calories

^Abbot (1954: 455) states tiiat 87 pounds of oyster shells yield 13
pounds of meat.
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per day per person are needed for life. T>-iis gap must have been

supplied by plajit foodstuffs. Grinding tools and one charred

hicVory nut froni the Mound A, terminal Ceptford component at Mande-

ville suggest preparation of nuts and seeds (Kellar, et al., n.d.).

A great deal 'iiore research into aboriginal diets and dietary

requirements is needed before a totally adequate description of

Deptford subsistence patterns can be produced.

Live Oak Strand Biotope

As was the case with the beach strand biotope, the live oak strand

biotope was not exploited as a prinary subsistence zone, but was

used to suppliinent resources from other biotopes. The live oak

strand is less than a mile wide, extending up the Southeastern coasts

on both the barrier islands and the mainland. Piora and fauna of

the barrier islands have been described above. The nainland live oak

strand differs only in having a larger number of plant and animal

species available and the presence of fresh water rivers and their

deltas which cut the strand. Probably, the same mam^nals exploited on

the islands were similarly exploited on the land. Travel between the

la.nd and islands ;nust have been continuous. Because the live oak strand

represents an ecotone between the resources of the marsh, lagoon, and

ocean and the bictopes of the Pine Barrens and their specialized

resources, it provided an opportune place to live.

The live oak forest has been stuaied in detail by Costing (1954)

.-jnd Bourdeau and Oosfmg (1959). Soil of the live oak strand is acidic,

largely from the decaying of organic plant matter. In the mainland
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forests blueberry Cvanoco ccus p.yrsinites and persiirL'non Dicspyros

virginiana are i.rach ir.ore frequent than on the adjacent island.

ViTiere the rivers cut the live oak strand, fresh water fishing

and hunting of waterfowl are productive seasonally. Anadromous fish

occur in large niombers in the spring and summer before going up the

rivers to spavsm. Shad Alos sapi dissima , herring A. aestivalis, and

other species comprise this group. Migrating ducks appear seasonally

in certain areas, and herons and egrets are present the year round.

Tlie m.ajority of Deptford sites are located in the live oak strand,

either on barrier islands or the mainland, adjacent to the marsh and

lagoon biotopes. Tliese were the primary sources of food for the

Deptford Phase populations, and were supplimented by exploitation of

selected aspects of the beach and forest biotopes. Tlie location of

Deptford sites away fi'om the coast in the river valleys of the Pine

Barrens biome indicates habitation of that biotope by Deptford peoples.

It will be pointed out below that the r:;ost propitious hunting

and, especially, gatl^ering season in tlie river valleys of the Pine

Farrens was the Fall. During irhis time a variety of nuts could be

harvested. It is suggested that the Deptford Phase peoples occupied

the coast during as much as ten months of che year, and moved into the

Pine Bari^ens the other two months. Probably this movement was carried

out by family units which collected nuts and other plant feeds for use

through the winter on the coast.

Pi

n

e B arrons Forest E_i_o t_o p_e

Ti\e forest of the inland coastal plain contrasts markedly with

the live oak strand of the coast proper. Kiile the latter is dominated
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by the live oak, the Pine Barrens represents a fire-climax plant

community comprised largely of longieaf pine Pinus palustris.

Characterized by sandy, acid soils, the forest biotope provides ideal

conditions for stands of wire grass Astida stricta and saw palmetto.

The longieaf pines have adapted so well to the conditions of

tills coastal plain zone that other trees cannot compete to any

significant extent (if fire is present). This lack of floral variety

also limits the available animal species. Larson (1969) notes few if

any Late Mississippian sites within the Pine Barrens itself. Rather,

sites are located on the Fall Line along the Piedmont-Pine Bai-rens

ecotone where rivers flow out of the Piedmont onto the coastal plain.

A similar lack of sites is true of the Deptford Phase, except in the

river valleys on forest-river valley ecotones. The resources of the

pmc forest biome itself are not adequate to support year-7-ound

hunting-gathering populations.

Pine Bn rrens River Valley Biotope^

Nuiiierous river systems flow at right angles across the Pine

Barrens, from tiio Fall Line to the sea, producing a floral and faunal

zone quite different from the pine forests. Within the valleys the

longieaf pine gives way to a num.ber of deciduous tree species, many

of which produce edible nuts or seeds. These include: bald cypress

Ti^xodium distichium, tunelo Nvssa ac;ua_ti_ca, wat.^^r hickory Car;'a aquatica,

pecan £arya i_llino3n^si_3_, sweet gu;n Liquidambar siiZJ'ifl£!iii» and various

oaks Q}-'^rcu^ spp. Duri)-)g rhe Fall Lha area is ricli v/ith mai'y species

of nuts and seeds as well as grapes and persinmions.
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The availability of these edible forest products attracts deer,

turkey, raccoon, and bear. Estimates by Larson (1969: 101) for a ten

i],3le stretch of the Mobile River (based on wildlife management

figures) show 4800 deer and 1036 turkeys. (Tlie Mobile is located

below the Fail Line in Alabarria.) Easy collection of the forest fruits

and the presence of game and fish drew the Deptford peoples who needed

a storable source of protein to supplement their diet.

Transhumance , the Coastal Tradition, and Environmenta l Adap t ation

Presence of Deptford sites in two quite different environmental

situations ir.ust be explained. The relatively high number of known

exploitable resources found in the Coastal biome with its several

biotopes certainly was the reason for its occupation by the Deptford

Phase peoples. On the other hand, the relatively few resources in

the Pine Barrens could not draw aboriginal populations year round.

Excinination of the Pine Barrens bicine shows that in the eariy Fall the

river valleys provided a large harvest of acorns and other nuts and

fruits. Vao Deptford populations must have moved inland during the

Fall to collect these foods, using them, to supplement their winter

diet. Tlie presence of deer, turkey, and especially fish sustained the

Fall inland populations v.'hile in the river valleys.

Excavation of inland sites is needed to provide comparative midden

faunal information v.'itli that from the coast. Perhaps this will yield

more exact infoimation on the seasonal m.ovement of the Deptford Phase.

Relatively stable du?-ing the rest of the yeRr. the Deptford bands

i.ioved up and down the river valleys, exploiting large portions of the
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narrow biotope. Sir.e of these river valley sites in comparison with

the coastal sites (as Ja- 5, 18, and 42 in Jackson County, Florida,

compared to the Tucker site or the Deptford site) suggests campsites

sporadically occupied by small groups of people, evidence which is

consistent with transliumant movements.

Bands not normally encountered during tlie rest of the year were

met during the Fall in the river valleys, providing an opportunity for

band exogamy and trade. Quite likely contact was established with

the Piedmont cultures in the river valleys, allowing diffusion of ideas

and goods, including stone, marine shell, and ceramic techniques. The

distance from the Gulf coast to the edge of the Piedmont is much less

chan on the Atlantic coast, suggesting contact with the Piedmont

cultures was more intense in the Gulf sub-region. This could partially

explain the different evolution of the Gulf sub- region from the

Atlantic sub -region.

The region of the Oeptfcrd Phase described in this chapter differs

little if at all from the regions of the pre-Deptford cultures,

ci:-jtinquibhed after ca. 3000 B.C. by fiber-tempered pottery, x-ood bone

from middens and site locations are also very much tlie same, suggesting

little change in subsistence patterns between the Deptford Phase and the

pre-Deptford cultures of the Deptford region. On the basis of the data

at liand, there seems to be a distinctive way of life on the Atlantic

and Gulf coasts from .^000 B.C. or earlier through the Deptford Phase and

into the Wilmington Phase. Perhaps it is valid to vie--; the Deptford

Phase as one phase within a developmental sequo!ice of phases, together

forming a Coastal Tradition.
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The Coastal Tradition probably ccalesc-.rd before the tjr\e of the

introduction or invention of pottery on the Atlantic coast. The

early coastal dwellers were drawn to the coast by the marshes with

their rich resources. Pi-obably growing more sedentary through time,

these cultures became better adapted to the coasts, evolving many

specialized techniques for hunting and gathering, as well as social

institutions, which reinforced their coastal adaptations.

The transhumance hunting and gathering pattern postulated for

the Deptford Phase was begun in the pre-Deptford Coastal Tradition

phases. At most of the inland and coastal Deptford sites fiber-tempered

ceramics are present, indicating continuous though sporadic occupations.

Recognition of a coastal way of life was made by Goggin (1949: 21-24),

v.tic described it for portions of Florida. Mov/ever, by calling it an

Arcliaic Trauitian and thus relating it to a variet)' of Sovitheastern

phases in various environmental situations, he obscured the uniqueness

of the tradition.

Caldwell (1958: i3-15) also describes a regionalized coastal-

oriented subsistence pattern for the Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico,

and he implies .veasonal exploitation. He notes:

Tao sites of the shellfish eaters are marked by
heaps of shells and other refuse, often many feet
in thickness. Other xocd ren.'fiins found among the shells
ai-e the bones of deer and other mammals, birds,
terrapin, and fish, all these in abundance as well as
occasional acorns, iiickory r.uts and so on. Hunting
and gathering went on apace. Occupation may have been
seasonal in some areas, although tjis mo'luscs were
probably available all year round.. . . Presumably
the cinnual exploitation of diverse natural commun-
ities was all ready well established. The question of
how far sucli peoples iiay have traveled in a yearly
round can probably ho settled eventually by detailed
comparisons to show the geographic boundaries of local
groups. Perhaps the peoples of the interior rivers
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iBOved into tiie siuiounding woods. The shellfish
eaters along the coasts v.-ould ha\'e retired into the
back countr)- as in Jiistoric times, probably
preferring the valleys of the major streams to the
more barren lands between them (1958: 14).

According to the Principles of Adaptation and Stability and the

Law of Cultural Domiiiance, both outlined in Chapter I, several

statements regarding the evolution of the Coastal Tradition can be made.

The tradition radiated throughout and adapted to its specific natural

environmental region. Once adapted to a pattern of exploitation of

the marshes and lagoons and other adjacent biotopes (including the

river valleys), there would have been a tendency to stabilize,

changing only in response to external or internal stimuli.

Out of the pre-Deptford cultures (discussed in Chapter IV) the

Deptford Phase developed. The phase was the result of changes

occuring withi.i the Coastal Tradition. On the Atlantic coast Deptford

later developed into the Wilmington Phase, again the result of

cultural changes.

Once adapted to the 'latural environment, che Coastal Tradition

probably could not have been displaced by aiiother tradition, unless

that tradition were able to m.ore effectively exploit the Coastal biom.e.

There is no evidence that this took place when the Wilmington Phase

appe--:red on the coast. 'Wilmington was a continuation of the Coastal

Tradition. Hie Coastal Tradition continued as the dominant econciriic

pattern on the Atlantic coast until the introduction of Mississippian

horticulture.

Tns sequence is different on the Gulf coast. There horticulture,

along with a new co^r.plex social organization and religion, seems to have

been introduced at the end of the Deptford Phase. Tliis new Gulf
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Tradition replaced the Coastal Tradition, with the r.orc efficient

energ-y-producer -- horticulture -- replacirg the coastal economic

pattern of hunting, gatliering, and collecting.

Having described the natural environiTient of the Deptford Region,

it remains to exainine the cultural enviroiiiiient. Chapter IV traces

the evolution of the Deptford Phase both within the Coastal Tradition

and within the Southeast area.



CimPTER IV

CULTURAL /VND TP3T0R.\L SETTINGS

The Pre -Pep t ford Coast a 1 Trad i_t_i on Ci.'] ture 5

It La? Lccn sui^cested above that tlie Deptford Phase evolved out

of indii^ezio-i- culturos along both the Florida Gulf co^-.st and the

coasts ot Georsis 3vA the Carolinas. Describing the coastal snqnances

of ivhich r'optford is a part is extreiaely difficult. Pxplaiiiing th.em

on the basis of the inforniation at har'd may be ii possible, 'Pie

Cc'i^lai "^'raditioi) development in the Deptford Atlantic s.ib -ro,i;icn will

be examined fiist.

PrehisLvirians generally agree that the Georgia-South Carolina

Coastal Plain culture sequences (pre-^!is3issippian in tirae} arc

character., zed bp four successive "periods": (T) prccera.:iic cul!:ures:

snbsistcnce ceaterec: on shellfish collecting anl/or hujiti!!g and

gatliering of other resGurccs; this period is little known on the coast

and is best dcscrihed at the Stallings Island site 'n the ceatral

Savannah Ri>,'ev valiey (Claflin, 1931, Fairbanks, 15-2) and the Silbo

sire near the ^nonth of the Savannah Ri\"vr ("^-^i'^g, i96Sb) : (2j fiber-

tc:npereG pot eery- using cultures: subsistence the s-?Jte as in Period 1;

115
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fiber-tempered pottery occurs widely In the central Savannah River

Valley (Claflin, 1931; Fairbanks, 1942; Phelps, 1968) and along tire

coast from Florida into North Carolina (Ivarii-.g, i968c) ; circular

shell rings, probably middens, are associated with fiber-tempered

pottery in the northern half of the Georgia coast and the southern

half of the South Carolina coast (Ivaring and Larson, 1958; Calmes,

1968; HemjPings, 1971); (3) sand-tempered pottery-using cultures

displaying many ceramic decorative techniques used in the previous

period; subsistence seems to be the same as at various sites, of the

previous two periods; non- coastal sites are located in the central

and lower Savannah River valley (Phelps, 1963, Waring, l?68c; I'/addell

1963; Williams, 1968) and central South Carolina (Griffin, 1945);

coastal sites are found in both South Carolina and Georgia, especially

the former (Waddell, 1965; Ileraiiings, 1971; Calmes, 1968); and (4)

sand-tempered pottery-using Dcptford Phase with car vcd-paddle-

malleatcd decorations on the pottery; sites from northern Florida into

North Carolina.

Over this framev/ork, archeologists have tried for thirty years

to stretcli information, including an impressive array of radiocarbon

dates, gathered from a number of sites in Georgia and South Carolina.

The primary work of most of the resesrchers has been in defining

ceramic horizons. This was done under tiie guise of reconstructing

culture h.istovies. Such an approach iias caused no end of problems,

especially v/hen one tries to draw a single developmental line through

the above four-period sequence using th.e available radiocarbon dates.

This unilinear approach to cultural -reconstructions is further clouded

by the presence on the coasts of the shell-ring sites which are unlike
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niidder. depositional patterns associated -.cith ether fiber-teir.pered

and/or sand-tenpered pottery-ihaking cultares. It seems likely that

the cultural development of the Georgia-South Carolina Coastal Plain

was not a single successive line composed of the periods outlined

above. Rather, a variety of specific evolutionary lines were

occurring sinailtaneously.

Tne best understood portion of the Atlantic pre-Deptford sequence

is the development of the Savannah River Focus. The Savannah River

Focus, defined by Fairbanks (1942) and expanded by Caldwell (1952) and

others, was first described on the basis of excavations at the

Stal lings Island site. Fairbanks (1942: 228-29) has prepared a list

of traits associated with the focus, noting that the only change

between the preceramic and ceramic periods is tlie absence or presence

of pottery. Sites of the Savannah River Focus occur throughout the

Savannah River valley (Claflin, 1931; Stoltman, 1969; Phelps, 1968) and

nea"rby rivers.

Artifacts and subsistence patterns preseiit in the focus are

enougli like tliose fron elsewlicrc in the eastern United States to wariant

defining a widespread cultural "Archaic Sta^e" (Foid and Willey, 1941;

Willey and Phillips, 1958) enconpassing foci :'ro;n throughout the

eastern forest-: of Norch Ancrica. Tjie Archaic stage is characterized by

a ]vu-\ting-gathering econorr.y, with heavy use of shellfish, seeds, and

nuts. Stcne grir.ding toojs arc present, as axe the atlatl, stone

axes, stone bowls, and a vide array of other stune and bone tools.

Seasonal exploitation of l)iotopes is indicated. '-ate in tlie Archaic

StiVge po.;teiy was introduced, possibly by independent invention at

several localities (^r by diffusion from one original source.
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Included in the definitions of ^he Archaic Stage cultures are

the Southeastern Atlantic coastal cultures, known alnsost entirely from

late Archaic ceramic-bearing pliases (CaldKell, 1958; Willey and

Phillips, 1958). Since the pottery of the pre-Deptfcrd coastal

cultures is like that found in the Stallings Island Phase (a culture

of the Savannah River Focus), i.e., in decoration and fiber-tempering,

and since these szme coastal cultures have been included in the

Archaic Stage with the Stallings Island Phase, i.e., generalized

hunters and gatherers, they have elsewhere been wrongly equated with

the Stallings Island Phase and included within the Savannah River

Focus. Williams (1968: 320-21) divides the Stallings Island "Culture"

into the Stallings Island, Bilbo, and St. Simons Phases. 'Flie Bilbo

Phase, named for the Bilbo site near the mouth of the Savannah River,

se-o-iTis to have been a direct extension of the Stalliiigs Island Phase

down the Savannah River (Waring, 196Sb) . The St. Simons Phase, derived

from Holder's recovery of fiber-tempered ceramics on and adjacent to

St. Simons Island, refers to tlie coastal cultures displaying fiber-

tempered pottery, including the sliell-ring sites (iViiliams, 1968: 320).

V:,e term "St. Simon.s Pliase" does not enjoy widespiead usage, however,

and "Stallings Island Phase" is often tised to refer to tlie St. Simons

Pliase, e.g., Heinraings (1971). Thus, due to the presence of fiber-

tempered pottery and similar, generalized ou'^sistence traits, the pre-

Deptford cultures possessing fiber-temrjcred pottery hxje been

taxonomically placed in the same exact (not equivalent) position as the

Stallings Island Phase.

lu fact, hcwe-i^er, the St. Si'-ons Phase and the Stallings Island

Phase along with the fiilbo Pliase belong to different cultural traditions,
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lliese traditions are not very similar when examined br-yond the level

of gross comparison. Also, the coastal fiber-teri-ered-pottery -making

cultures can be divided into two phases, the Sapolo Phase [associated

ivith the shell-ring sites) and the later but temporal ly overlapping

St. Simons Pliase. These two phases mark the besirnjng of the Coastal

Tradition. The Stal lings and Bilbo Pliases can be placed together in

the Savannah River Tradition. The bases for the separation of these

two traciitions are elaborated below.

The material culture of the Sapelo Phase and Stallings Island and

Bilbo Phases differs widely. Stallings-like decorated fiber-tempered

pottery at the shell-ring sites is much lower than at tlie Stallings

site. At Sapelo Island Waring and Larson (1968) report 16 decorated

St. Simons sherds out of a total of 1157 fiber-tempered sherds.

(St. Simons was originally used to designate the fiber- tempered

pottery found on the coast. Waring (196Sb: 160) and others recognized

the type differences betvr/een Stallings and St. Simons pottery. Other

more recent researchers have returned to calling St. Sim.ons potteiy

Stallirigs.) By contrast, Bullen and Greenes (1970) report on

excavations at the Stallings Island site shows that in the three and a

half foot deep excavation, the ficquency of Stallings decorated ware

changes from (hottoin to top) 27.8 per cent to 80.0 per cent. At Bilbo

decorated fiber- tempered v/are increases in popularity from a low of

a^. 2 per cent to a high of c_a. 70 per cent before declining in favor

of sand-tempered wire ('Waring, J968b: 151).

At Bilbo and Stallings a great number of chipped stone, ground

stone, and boiie artifacts are present. Few stone artifacts are present

m the shell rings, as evidenced by Sapelo (Waring and Larson, 1968).
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Engraved bone pine occur in great numbers at Bilbo and are rare in

the shell ring sites. Many of the ground stone and bone artifacts

found in Sapeio phase contexts my be trade itei-s from the Stallings

or Bilbo Phases.

One of the ir.ost notable trait differences between the coastal

phase and the Stallings Island and Bilbo Phases (the latter less so)

is the absence on the coast of the developed burial complex. The

burial complex is well represented at Stallings. At Bilbo, however,

no burials were encountered though human bones, some burned, were

found loose in the middens.

The evidence most damning for tliose wishing to equate the Coastal

and Savannah River Traditions comes from descriptions of their

respective subsistence patterns. The tv;o traditions exploited

mutually exclusive biomes and their basic "way of life" differed

(they may have overlapped in seasonal exploitation of the Pine Barrens

river valleys). The Savannah River Tradition was adapted to a fresh

water,. riverine environment, botli above the Pall Line and within the

Coastal Plain. Sites are deep middens near streams, enabling collection

of fresh water mussels and snails. Deer, bear, raccoon, raijbit,

turkey, waterfowl, gar, sturgeon, and other fish were all collected or

hunted for food (Pairbanks, 19^2; iVaring, i96Sb; Stoltman, 1959).

.^t Bilbo, because of its proximity to nearby tidal marshes, marine

shellfish were utili-ed to some extent. The site is located in a fresh

water swamp, however, and a great deal of fresh water shell is present

(Waring, 1968b: 155, 13J) . It is probable that with lower sea

levels during the Bilbo occupation of the site, the site was even

farther from salt water and brackish marshes.
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Several sites near Bilbo contain artifacts quite similar to those

found at Bilbo. These sites, DeptforJ, Oemler, V.'althcur, and Meldrim,

are located in tidal swamps, and the frequency of Savannah River

Tradition material is so low as to be e;cplained by trade with Coastal

Tradition peoples. It seems likely that peoples of two different

traditions were living in close proximity to one another at the same

time, and were engaged in exploiting different resources. This prevented

competition for tiie same ecological niches.

The Sapelo Phase peoples, on the other hand, were adapted to

exploitation of the lagoon-marsh biotope and other resources of the

Coastal biome, a^ described in Chapter III (Hemjnings, 1971; Waring

and Larson, .196.8). Tlie Coastal Tradition began with the Sapelo Phase.

Lack cf data prevents identification of the preceramic Coastal

Tradition peoples. It is very possible that many of the preceramic

Atlantic sites, if tliey exist, were submerged by rising sea levels.

The St. Simons Phase is presently little understood. At some

point there v'as a fading out of the settlement pattern found in the

Sapelo Phase and the development of a .new pattern, one probably like

tliat associated with the Deptford Phase. No publislied reports of

excavations at St. Simons sites exist, although Holder (193Sa; b) has

briefly described his vvork on St. Simons Island and nearby sites.

The Cumberland Island excavations (Chapter II) indicate that a pre-

Deptford culture existed which did not have a circular village?

pattern. Radiocarbon dat.es for the Sapelo and Deptford Phases bracket

th.e period of tiie intervening St. Simons Phase. As Deptford materials

are found on the same sites as supposed St. Simons materials ra.ther
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than on Sapelo sites, it is likely that there was a subsistcTi.ce and

settlC'jient pattern continuum batv.een St. Si:nons and Deptford.

Tlius , the Coastal Tradition is tentatively seen a? a sequence

of Sapelo, St. Sir.ons, Deptford, and rfilmington Phases. These phases

evolved slowly iiUo one another and overlapped temporally. At least

the first two vere in part contemporary with the Staliings and Bilbo

Phases of the Sav,->rinah River Tradition.

It j.hculd be noted that Ford (1966; 1969) has hypothesized that

fiber- tempered pottery, the shell-ring settleisient pattern, and what

has been teriaed here the Coastal Tradition were introduced to the

Georgia-South Cc-rolina coast fron Colombia, South America. Ford

feels sea-voysging colonists from Colombia and elsewhere in South

and Middle Ar.ierica Introduced a long list of Formative period traits

to the pi-eceranic Sapelo Pliase and the preceramic culture along the

Florida Atlantic coast. The latter, known only as a ceramic period,

is called the Orange Period, and is the predecessor of the St. Johns

Tradition. Much more research is need before this theoiy can be

either accepted or .;otally rejected. Present information renders it

highly unlikely.

Ford's IiypC'hesis, when ex,?mined in the context of che above

coTiparison of Co--isf.,al Siid Savannah River Traditions, implies that

fiber- tempered pottery was introdi'ced first on the coast to the

Sapelo Phase (or along with the Sapelo Phase) and diffused to the

Staliings "'sland a:-:d P'lbo Ph:)ses. Ho'vever, this does aot seem to be

the case. Tne earliest radiocarbon dates for fiber-tempered pottery

are from the Rabbit I'.'ound site located seve;,ty miles fvoi the coast

in the Savannah River swamps (Stoltman, 1966). These dates (2,S00 B.C.)
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are 700 to 800 years earlier than present dates frc^i either the

Sapelo Phase :?t elsevrhere on the coast, suggesting the first use of

pottery at non-coastal sites. Dates are suir.mariicd and references

given in a later portion of this chapter.

n-ie practice of decorating the fiber-tempered pots probably

also originated in the Stal lings Island Phase and diffused down the

river to the Coastal Tradition and Bilbo Phase along the saTie

route that plain pottery had ta!;en some time earlier. Tliis would

explain the rare occurence of decorated pottery in tlie Sapelo Phase

and the late popularity of decorated pottery in the related (to

Stallings) Bilbc Phase. Calmes (1968) and IVaring and Larson (1968)

both report that decorated pottery is later than plain ware in the

shell-ring midd?ns. On the other hand, at Scallings (Bullen and

Greciie, 1970: 17) decorated pottery is pr^;sent at the lov;est levels

excavated, increasing rapidly in popularity through time.

As evidenced by the Cujnberland [sland excavations, fiber-temperinj

(in nixture '.rith sand-teiTiperi ng) lasted much later tiuin previously

thought on the south Georgia coast, perhaps as late as A.D. 1. 'ITie

introduction of sand-tempering, probably a local in\'ention, seems to

have occurred first along the coast of South Carolina. Calmes'

(196i) work at Hilton Head Island revealed m.ixtures oE both sand- and

fiber-tempered potcery from levels radiocarbon dated 1635 B.C. to
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shell-ring sites is predominantly sand-tempered. Tn fact, the

frequency of sand-tenperirsg increases the farther north or.e goes in

South Carolina. Tnis indicates a southward spread of tlie popularity

of sand-tempering, a spread which did not reach south Georgia or the

Gulf sub-region until the beginning of the Deptford Phase.

Probably by the tiine the practice of decorating the surface of

pots reached soitiC portions of the South Carolina coast, sand-tempered

pottery was already being made. This seems to be indicated by

Calmes' (196S) excavations.

Not unexpectedly, when sanJ-tempering reached the Stal lings

Island Phase, the decorative techniques employed with sand-tempered

pots were the same as those all ready in use on fiber-tempered pots.

T]iis sand-tempered ware with Stallings decoration was originally

called Tliom's Creek Punctated after the tv-pe site on the Congaree

River south of Columbia, South Carolina (Griffin, 1945). Plielps (1968)

has expanded the 'Ihoiifs Creek ceramic complex on the basis of additional

information.

Similarly, .-.and-tempered, punctated ware along the South Carolina

coast is often called Thorn's Creek Punctated (IVaddell, 1963). On the

coast, hov.'ever, tools and techniques used to reproduce the Stallings

Island decorative motifs were different and some researchers refer

to this ccastal .sand-tempered and punctated ware as Horse Island

Pujictated. As one Viioves north along the South Carolina coast fartlier

away frcni the source of decorative influence. Horse Island Punctated

decreases and the Awendaw Coihplex ceramic series increases (IVaddell,

1965; Henu'dngs, IQ71) . As;e];daw is reminescent of the Stallings

decorations bat geogra^ihical distance has changed styles of surface treatment,
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The increase in sand-teTTipered pottery on the northi-'rn Scuth Carolina

coast is expev::ten if sand-tempering orlgiiiated in that area.

A radiocarbci^. date for the A'/cndav; Complex of 1820 B.C. has

been disputed by many prehistorians (Williams, IS&S: 321). Ho\vever,

the date does not seem invalid, especially if sand-tempering originated

as early as is postulated here. Cal)nes' (1968) dates tend to confirm

the interpretation presented here. Tnus, both sand- and fiber-

tempered potter;;- v;ere ijresent in the Sapelo Phase.

In summary, by about 3000 B.C. the Savannah River Tradition was

flourishing in the river valle)'s of eastern Georgia and in South

Carolina, especially near the Fall Line ecotone. The contemporary

Coastal Tradition is unknoivn at this time. About 2500 B.C. fiber-

ter,pcred pottery appeared in the Savannah River Tradition. Shortly

after this time plain pottery diifused down the Savannah and other

rivers to the coa<t u'hore it was adopted by the Coastal Tradition

peoples. The appearance of shell-ring middens and thz pcrhnps

coincidental appearance of fiber-tempered pottery narked the beginning

cf the Sapelo Phase. The earliest pottery in hoth the Savannah River

and the Coastal Traditions was undecorated.

Ford has suggested that both fiber-tej:ipered pottery and the

coastal Mibsistence pattern were introdu.ced from South Ajiierica. Tliis

seems unlikely, as evidenced by precerajaic marine middens in Fiorina

at Amelia Island and Ospry (Bullen, 19(35) and by the presence of plain

pottery before decorated pottery. Stoltman's (1968) excavations, which

produced the Savannah River Tradition dace of 2500 B.C. for fiber-

tempered pottery, revealed 123 plain sberos and cne decorated sherd from

the level dated. Also, pottery first appears inland rather than on the
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V.'ithin t}ie Savannah RiA^er Tradition decorative T.otifs are added

to the previously plain pots, probably before 200G B.C. Tliis trait

diffused to the Coastal Tradition, but decorated pottery never

achieved great popularity on the coast.

Shortly after 2000 B.C. in the Coastal Tradition, sand-tempering

of pottery v;as invented. Tliis probably occurred along the South

Carolina coast. Sand-tempering diffused up the river valleys to the

Savannah River Tradition where it was slow to be adopted. On the

coast Horse Island, Awendaw, and St. Simons pottery were all in use

witliin the Sapelo Phase.

.\'o doubt, not all Sapelo middens were circular rings. More

research is needed to describe the significance of the rings in

relation to Sapelo settleir.ent traits. Present information is adequate

enough to postulate a subsistence economy much like that found in the

Deptford Phase, and one quite different fi-om the Savannah Pdver

Tradition.

Evolution of the Sapelo Phase into tlie St. Simons Phase occurred

before lOCO B.C., a tentative date based on Calmes' (1568) Hilton Head

dates. Tlie region of the St. Simons Phase was probably contiguous v;ith

that of tlie Deptford Phase. Radiation of the Coastal Tradition way of

life throughout the Georgia-to-North Carolina coast proceeded the

Deptford Phase.

Both sand- and fiber-tempered pottery wore present in the

St. Simons Phase. Decoration ''.'as rare and included simple stpjiiping,

cord narki.ng, and check 3ta;.iping, all probably having diffused into

that phase from the Norwood Pliase and the cultures of the Georgia-

South Caxoiina Piedmont. Tlie Refuge site CWai"ii^'g5 196Sb) , a late

Mi^
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Savannah River Tradition site, displays only sand-tempered pottex-y. The

site, radiocarbon dated at 970 B.C., is representative of the. Piedmont

influences which were entering the Coastal Tradition during the

St. Simons Phase and v.'hich helped to shape the later Deptford Phase.

Descriptions of the Sapelo and St. Simons Phases cannot be

given here due to a lack of excavated data. Current research under-

way on the Georgia and South Carolina coasts and along the Savannah

River may provide the information needed to clarif)' the pre-Deptfo\-d

portion of the Coastal Tradition, as well as providing reconstruc-

tions of the Savannah River Tradition and its various phases.

Tt seesis certain that from 3000 B.C. throughout the Deptford

Pliase cultural contact between the Coastal and Savannah River

Traditions was occurring in the river valleys of the Coastal Plain.

This ijifluence was a stimulus for the evolution of the coastal phases.

^llL. S!-!b-Region__-j-_ Norwood J>ha s

e

The pre-Deptford Coastal Tradition cultures on the Gulf, sub-

region have received little attention fi-om Southeastern prehistorians.

As on the A.tlantic coast, almost nothing is known of the preceraa^iic

cca--tal cultures. Phelps (195S; 196&a) has described a fiber-tempered-

pottery-making culture, the Norwood Phase, whose geographical range

corresponds quite well with the Deptford Gulf sub-region. A direct

developmental sequence from the Norwood Phase into the Deptford E'liase

seems indicated, both on tlie basis of subsistence and material culture

(Phelps, i966a: 22-S)

.
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Phelps (1965) lists the range of Norwood plain pottery as

from Santa Rosa County east and south to Charlotte Harbor. The

ceramic t>'pe Nor.-.-ood Simple Stamped is more restricted, ranging from

the Appalachicola River south to Tampa Bay. Recent excavations have

sh.own that Norwood Plain and Simple Stamped pottery occur as far

south as Sarasota County (Milanich, 1971a). Probably both ceramic

1)^365 occur throughout the Norwood region. Fiber-tempered simple

stiiraped ware on Cum.berland Island may be Norwood trade sherds. Pair-

banks (1942) noted simple stamping among the Stallings decorative

m.otifs.

Tlie region occupied by the Norwood Phase in northceiitral Florida,

where the phase has been most studied by Phelps, encomij^asses both

Coastal and Pine Barrens biomes (Phelps, 1966: Figure 18). Probably this

geographical distribution is representative of the same type transhumance

subsistence pactern as found in the Deptford Phase.

At the Tucl- er site in Franklin County, vdiich also contains a

large Deptford component (Sears, 1S63) , rising sea levels luave

partially Inundated the Norw^cod component (Flielps, 1966: 19). T]ie

shell middens associated with both Coastal Tradition components are

composed largely of clams MercoTiaria campechi en.sis (Phelps, 1966: 20;

Sears, 1963). Recent laiid development at the site lias altered the

local ecology considerably, bui: indications are that riie site previously

bordered salt v.ater marsh (Phelps, 1966: 13). Tbus , the best ;:eportcd

Norwood Phase site seems to indicate that Norwood site locations and

subsistence patterning were similar tc the Jatcr Oeptford Phase.

It should be noted that Phelps (1966: 24-5) hypothesises that

the coastal-inland distribution of sites for the Norwood Phase was che
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result cf the same t>i3e of recli;-tributive eco"orr.ic pattern as described

by Psirbanks (1963) for the iVeeden Island Phase of the Gulf rradition.

Under this system horticultu-L-al products prod-jced at the ir.lard sites

'.vere traded to the coast for rr.arlne resources. In view of the campsite

size of tlie non-coastal sites in both Norwood and Duptford Phases,

this system seems highly unlikely on the Florida Gulf coast initil at

least 200 B.C. Also, if such a redistributive system were operative

during the Nor.vood Phase, it is likely that more non-coastal resources,

as stone or plant remains, would be evident at coastal sites. And,

vice versa, evidence of marine shell and marine animals, especially

fish, would be present at the non-coastal sites. Present research

has not demonstrated this to be true. It is the introduction of

horticulture and, perhaps, a redistributive economic system to the

hunting and ga'herini^ exploitive pattern of the Coastal Tradition,

wnich form.s tlie basis of the Gulf Tradition.

Phelps obtained a radiocarbon date for the Nor'wood Phase at the

Tucker site of 1012 B.C. (1966: 19). This indicates that the phase

overlaps with the Atlaivtic coast Sapelo and St. Simons Phases and

that it is more contci;;porary with the latter. Based upon stratigcaphic

position of Norwood ceramics at other sites in Florida, ikilien (1969:

J2-4) places Norwood in a similar teinporal context.

One of the frequent characteristics cf Norwood ceramics was the

use of a mlxtirre of sand a.id tibtr as tcjipering (Pl'.elps, 1963). This

mixture is often referred to in the literature as "semi-fiber-

tempering (Sullen, 1969; 42; Phelps, lv6u: 19)." Semi-fiber tempering

w.is also pvesen": in the St. Sim:'ns Phase sherds frori Cur-berland island

and seems to be quite widespread in Georgia and Florida after 1000 B.C.
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If fiber-tempered pottery vas indeed introduced or invented

witiiin the Savannah River Tradition, it could have spread to the

Norwood Phase directly from that tradition or through the related

Sapelo Phase or the Orange Period cultures of the Florida Atlantic

coast. Tne lack of either Stallings or Orange types of decorations

on Norwood pottery suggests that it was plain pottery which first

diffused to the Gulf. There (or in Northern Alabama in t?ie UTieeler

ceramic series) simple stamping was invented as a decorative technique.

Norwood Simple Stamped has a primarily stick-impressed or malleated

surface finish. It differs in detail from the carved paddle,

malleated surface treatment, such as is found on other fiber- or

semi-fiber-tempered simple sta]nped pottery, e.g., the UTieeler series

(Haag, 1959).

rhe llefuge site, located several m.ilcs up the Savannah River from

its i^.outh, is evidence of the spread of simple stamping to the Atlantic

coast. It is probable that the Norv;ood Phase and the Refuge culture

(thought to be a continuation of the Ihom's C^-eek Phase) introduced

simple stampir.g to the later Deptroa-d Pliase ceramic inventory.

Dates and a developmental sequence for sim.ple stamped wares in

the Pic
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catalogued at the Florida State Museum). However, as Phelps notes

(1965), Orange Incised pottei-y is a niiaoritv ware at Gulf sites; :i.ost

of the fiber-tempered ware is probably associated with the Norwood

Phase.

Midden size indicates small populations in the Gulf sub-region

before the Deptford Phase. Again this may be the result of skewed

sample size, due to inundation of Nonvood sites.

It seems likely that the only identifiable pre-Deptford culture

of the Coastal Tradition in the Gulf sub-region is the Norwood Phase.

Tlie only difference between the St. Simons and Norwood Phases which

can be pinpointed at this time seems to be ceramic decoration. Tlie

geographical proximity of the Noiivood Phase to the Poverty Point,

Elliot's Point, and Bayou La Batre cultures, liowever, probably led to

as }et unknown inlTluences on the Gulf sub-region Coastal Tradition.

Holding a developmental position similar to that of the St. Simons

Phase, the Norwood Pliase developed directly into the Deptford Phase.

i-Jon -Coastal Tra di t ion Cul tures of the Southeastern Area

Thie many river valleys of the Southeastern area provide natural

channels for inter-phase contact and trait diffusion. Likewise, the

Coastal Plain itself, at least av/ay from the marshy coastal strand, is

a corridor for culture contact. Due to a sparser population than the

Piedmont or the coastal strand, contact in the Pine Barrens forest was

not as heavy or as significant as that in the river valleys. To

undcrstaiid the Deptford Phase and the Coastal Tradition it is necessary

to exaiiiiiie the cultin-es outside the coastal region. Dates and cultriral

sequences in this disrussion are taken largely from Pord (1959) and

Willey (1966).
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Thrcugho'.:t izs tei-;poral i:ange t''-c CoG:?tal Tradition v.'as not in

the inaiiistreair. of the Southeastern cultural developirioait , except for

the part played hy the Gulf sub-re^ior) Deptford populations in the

forriation of the Gulf Tradition. Northwest Florida provided a

convenient meeting ground for contact between the Adena and Hopewell

cultures, tlie Ckeecliobee basin cultures, and the Tchefuncte and Bayou

la Batre cultures. Thus, it was by geographical quirk that this area

was involved with the growth of the Gulf Tradition. Not until the

Mississippian climax reached the Georgia coast (merging with the late

•Viln.ington Phase to forn the Savannah Phase) was the Atlantic sub-

region heavily influenced by developments from elsev.iiere in the

Southeast. (Some influences must have reached the Atlantic coast, as

evidenced by the presence of burial mounds. The place of the Evelyn

site, north of Bru.nswick, Georgia, is probably that of a Swift Creek

Phase colonization village or similar intrusion. Certainly tliis also

influenced the Coastal Tradition. It was not until A.D. 1200, hou'ever,

that these cumulative iiixlucnccs cha.nged the coastal way of life.)

Overall the Coastal Tradition is characterized by stability, with

char.ges occurring infrequently and slowly, a result of the specialized

toc'ioiques reqi'.ired to exploit t'ne Coastal biome. This statement is

in direct contr.idicrion to the interprctacions of other researchers wlio,

basing their parameters of change on ceramic types, see the Southeast

Coastal Plain as a hotbed of culture change, e.g., McMichael (1960: 196),

Seuth of the Doptford Arlancic sub-vcgicn is the St. Jclins Tradition

(Goggin, 1949), dating, ptjiliaps, from, as early as 2000 B.C. and lasting
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into the historic period. This tradition probably be^an with a

precerar:iic phase adapted to trie fresh water rivers and streajTis of

eastern Florida, especially the St. Johns River. Marine resources were

used to a lesser extent early in the period, becoming more ii^portant

after A.D. 1. Tlie southern extent of the tradition was roughly the

pxcserit location of Cape Canav^eral, corresponding to the beginning of

the south Florida sub-tropical bionie. Horticulture was present in

tlie tradition during the historic period, but the date of its intro-

duction is unknov.'n. Possibly it entered the St. Johns region about

A.D. 300 from IVceden Island peoples in Central Florida.

Tiie Orange period, which differs from the succeeding St. Johns I

period only on tlie basis of ceramcs, is characterized by fiber-

tempered pottery. [ivliether or not these periods, which are based on

ceramic cliange; represent phases is unknown.) Early in the Orange

period, Orange ware was plain. Incised decorations, quite unlike

tiiose found in the Sa\annah River Tradition, appeared later (Griffin,

1952: 524).

V

Radiocarbon daies for Orange pottery show it to be nearly 1000

years later than the appearance of fiber-tempered potteiy in the

Savannah River Tradition (Ford, 1969: 13). This suggests diffusion from

tlie Savannah River or Coastal Traditions to the early St. Johns

Tradition. 'Hie Grange period pottery dcsig.is also occur on Orange

period engraved bone pins and shell rattles (Bullen, 1965), as do

'Coggin (1:149) has not included the Orange Phase within his St. Johns
Tradition. This author has done so due to the lack of evidence for
a division btitweeii the Orange Period and the following St. Johns I period.
Hullen f-i'jS) and others, equating Orange period and fiber- tempered
pottery, have assigned the Orange period to both Florida coasts. Here
Orange pcfiod is re.->trici"ed to the period v.'irhin the St. Johns Tr3,dition
\-;here fiber-teinp^red notterv occurs.
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some of the Stallings designs Avhich appear on Stallings anc! Bilbo Phase

bone artifacts (Waring, 1968b). This seciiis to confirm the v.-arly diffusion

of plain pottery to the Orange peoples, with the later addition of

inaiger^ous, culturally-selected decorative motifs.

After the diffusion of fiber-tempered pottery from the early

Georgia cultures to the St. Johns Tradition there is little evidence

for contact between the Coastal and St. Johns Traditions. Tliis seems

strange when one considers Sears' work (1957) at the mouth of the

St. Johns River wliich dem.onstrated extremely close geographical proximity

of the Deptfcrd Phase and St. Johns I period. Perhaps this lack of

archeclogical evidence reflects only a lack of items traded in pots.

Both traditions occupied coastal or semi-coastal biomes and probably

had few resources viewed as exotic by the other.

Phases of Soutliern Louisiana - - Mob i 1 e Bay

Leaving more tangible evidence of contact with the Coastal Tradi-

tion, especially the Ceptford Phase, are the cultures of southern

Louisiana and the l-iobile Bay area. The Poverty Point Phase, beginning

about 1300 B.C., represents the first Southeastern cultural climax and

is perhaps due in part to Meso-American influence, perhaps Olmec

(1-ord, 1969: 14), On tlie otlier hand, the Mississippi River provided an

important natural corridor for funnel ing cultural contact into a

s.ingl.-3 restricted area. The intensity of this contact may have been

sufficient enougli to stimulate the deveiopmcnt of t'le Poverty Point

Phase.

Poverty Point marks the beginning of the relatively complex

cultures bordering the Gulf of Mexico. After 400 B.C. the Tchsfuncle
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Phase, Kith burial mounds and, perhaps, horticulture, occupied nuch

of southern Louisiana. Probably during this time (to 100 B.C.) the

Deptford Phase in western Florida was undergoing change, partially as a

result of ideas from the Tchefuncte people.

In the J'lobile Bay locality, the Bayou la Batre Phase, thought to

date from 1000 B.C. to 100 B.C., v.as in existence. Bayou la Batre,

overlapping the Poverty Point and Tchefuncte Phases temporally, was

heavily influenced by both of those phases, and must have also been

influencial on the evolution of the Coastal Tradition and the Deptford

Phase.

Trade sherds from the Tchefuncte Phase were found in association with

Deptford components on Cumberland Island (Chapter II this paper). Sears

(1963: 14) lias reported Tchefuncte sherds in Deptford Phase ceramic

assemblages collected on the northwest Florida coast. Bx-ushed Dept-

ford sherds, as from Cumberlai:d Island and the Tucker site, may be

related to brushed Tchefuncte types (Sears, 196S: 14). Bullen has

demonstrated St. Johns-Tchcfuncte contact along the Florida Atlantic

coast, suggesting that St. Johns decorations diffused to tl-.Q Tchefuncte

Phase. Contact, then was widespread over the Sourheastern Coastal Plain

previous to 100 B.C. The nature of ti\is contact and tlie intensity of

it remain fco be ascertained.

The seemingly great increase in size of Deptford sites over those

of the previous Norwood and St. Simons .Phases, suggesting a population

increase, m'.:st be a result of factors other tlian subsistence changes,

since no subsistence changes are indicated. Perrtaps contact with the

Tchefucte or Bayou la Batre Phases led to new social interaction

patterns, such as cl£ins, which allowed control of larger populations.
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Most li!;ely this i.-ould hav^e been a change from hand level social

organisation to the sub-tribal level with more formal ordering of kin

groups. Possibly this change was accoiupanied by a change from band

e.xogamy to kin group exogamy. Burial mounds and the Cumberland she 11-

ririg are evidence for social changes in the Atlantic sub-region

Deptford culture after A.D. 1. Burial mounds usually are indicative

of kin (or tribal) religion, while earthworks reflect social control

over relatively large groups of laborers.

Ocher Southeastern Phase s

Social chan.^es in the Gulf sub-region were occurring at a much

faster rate than in the Atlantic coast. Here after 200 B.C. the

Deptford Phase was associated with mound complexes, indicative of

tribal orgaaization and, possibly, horticulture, lliis occurred near

the end of the Tc]\cfu.ncte and Bayou la Batre Phases under heavy contnct

wi i:h the Hopewell Phase. Ine Adena and Hopewell Phases, spanning the

period c£. 750 B.C. to A.D. 500, may also be responsible in part for

the Atlantic social changes.

'ITie pea-iod in northwest ar^d west Florida after 200 B.C. is known

as the Santa F<osa -Swift Creek Phase. In southern houisiana it is

the Harksville Phnse. Taese pliases mark the beginning of the circum-

Gulf climax, called the Gulf Tradition in Florida.

Sears (1962) has described the burial complex for the late Gulf

coa-t Deptford Phase, which he calls the Yent Complex. Many of the

traits, i-oine of which extend back to the Poverty Point l-hase, cntei:-ed

Florida via the Tchefuncte and Bayou la Batre PIvases. McMichael (l?60)

and others have suiz^ested Meso-Amierica irifluence ir.to Florida at this time,
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However, there is no direct evidence for such contact, 'ilie coalescenca

of ideas froir; rany different sources in northwest Florida may have

been sufficient for the development of the Gulf Tradition out of the

Deptford Phase.

Located ceosraphically between the Deptford Phase and the Adena

and Hopewell Phases to the north are the various cultures of the

Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Tennessee Piedmont and

river valleys. ITiese are the Candy Creek Phase in eastern Tennessee

(Kneberg, 1952; Rowe, 1952), the Cartersville and Kellogg Phases in

Georgia (Caldwell, 1952), and the Badin Phase in North Carolina (Coe,

1964), all of which are contemporary with the Deptford Phase. Kellogg

and Cartersville have been the least described, Fairbanks (;i954) has

reported on the excavation of a Cartersville campsite in Hall County,

Georgia, providing the only non-ceramic data on that phase. Wauchope

(1966) has listed and briefly reported on test excavations at a number

of Piedi-ont sites in Georgia. However, interpretive cultural data,

beyond _cc rami c di s cus si on s , is 1 ack ing

.

The Candy Creek and Cartersville Phases both display check

stamped pottery, loiiding many observers to postulate Deptford influence,

niose ceramic complexes, however, are part of the widespread Check

Stamped Horizon which is found throughout miost of the Scutlieast. Like-

wise, Kellogg and Dadin arc associated with inn Cord Marked Horixon.

In all cases, the subristenco technology and known artifacts associated

with these phases Indicate unique phases quite distinct from Deptford.

The early research done on the Deptford Phase has led unjustly to the

view that Deptford was a major source of cultural influence in the

Southeast. Rather, the Deptford Phase and the Coastal Tradition were

fringe developments to the rest of the Southeast.
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llie Hamilton Pliasc in eastern Tennosscie, once thought to be

ten-.porally equi'-'alent ro the Deptford Phase fKneberg, 1952; Rowe,

]952), has nov.' been shown to be post-Honowell , overlapping with the

Mississippian intrusion of Tennessee (Griffin, 1970). Traits within

the Ilainilton Phase -- burial ^nounds, triangular projectile points, heavy-

cord marking on pottery, stone and ceramic pipes -- are very liV.e the

Wilmington Phase of the Coastal Tradition. Busycon and other marine

shells indicate contact with tjie coasts (Rov;e, 1S52) . Perhaps Hamilton

peoples or related peoples moved out of Tennessee during the period

of the Eac-ly Mississippian intrusion and were responsible for the

influences shaping the Wilmington Phase. Contact may have occurred

dov.-n the Savannah River. An actual population replacement of Deptford

peoples by Hamilton fWilnington) is certainly not indicated, though

cultural influences and perhaps some merging of populations may have

occurred. If such a movement took place, it is almost a certainty that

hofticulture was introduced to the Georgia coast at this time. The

acditlon of Mississippian eleii:ents and adoption of hiorticulture

resulted in the evolution of the Wilmington Phase into the Savannah

Phase.

Origins of Pep t ford Jadd le •Mall eat ed Po tt ery

The introduction of check, simple, and linear check staraping to

ti'.e Df^ptford Phase has remained a much debated point among Southeastern

avcheologist;-, (Caldv;ell, 1958; McMichael, 1960; Fairbanks, 1962).

Paddle mslloating of sand-tempered pots with cord-wrapped paddles seems

to have originated shortly before 1000 B.C. in the norclieastern
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United States (l-^itchie, 1965). The technique of fabric- or cord-

v/rai^ped paddl? '.".alleating is a method of construction as well as a

decorative technique. Malleated pottery was both sand- and grit-

ter.ipered and v;as circuit coiled rather than hand-modeled. Tne

earliest Southeastern fiber- and sand-tempered pottery -- Stallings,

Thorn's Creek, Grange, Norwood, St. Simons -- was all hand-modeled.

Malleating the side of the pot with a paddle helps to compact the

ceils, preventing coil fractures. Using a paddle roughened with

fabric or cord causes less sticking of clay to the paddle surface. Trye

paddle-coiling-sand- and grit-tempering-technique was a superior method

of making pottery, a possible explanation for its wide and rapid

acceptance in the Southeast.

Cord- and fabric-wrapped paddle malleating probably diffused into

the Southieast fro;n the norclieaotern United States via the Appalachian

Mountains about LOOO B.C. or earlier. The practice of cord marking

was knoHTi from the late Sapelo Phase throughout the remainder of the

Coastal Tradition, gaining popularity during the IVilmington Phase.

Cai'ved paddle malleating seems to have been earliest at the

Refuge site, _i^a_. 1000 B.C., suggesting that carved-paddle malleating

origLAated in the vicinity of the Savannah River valley. Carved-paddle

malleating must have diffused to the Atlantic sub-region, where it was

recognized as a superior ceramic technique to that of hand -modeling.

Stamped pottery lias b^icome the liailmark of the Deptford Phase, leading

to the incorrect positioning of Deptford as the cultural leader among

Scutheast^-i-n paddls stariipec-pottery-making cultures.

The Ji ffusion of paddle malleating to the Deptford Phase is

illustrated by the presence of stamping on semi-fiber-tejiipex'-ed sherds
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Lazarus [1965b) has obtained a radiocarbon date of 610 B.C.

for a Deptford Check Stariped vessel from the Alligator Lake site in

northwestern Florida. On the basis of this early date and ccraniic

decorative tecimiques , Laiarus lias postulated that the Deptford ceramic

series developed out of that of the Bayou la Batre and Alexander

ceramic series. The Alexander series is centered in the Pic'cwick

Basin in north Alahairia and western Tennessee, and it is thought to

be contemporary with clie Tchefuncte Phase in time. Ceramics are

characterised by incising and stick punctations, often with tatrapods.

Bayou la Eatre, based solely on cerainic typology, is thought to be

a coastal equivalent of the Alexander series with the addition of

grit-tempering and shell, cord, ?nd net impressed ceramics. Kcither

the Alexander or Bayou U\ Bai.re ceramic series display paddle

m-i.lleating.

In the shell scalloping and o:;pecially in the cord-wrappcd-stick

impressed ware of Bayou la Brntre, i azarus sees 3i:ni larities to

D^ptrord Check Stamped pottery. In view of the well-established

paddlo-malleating ceramic Iiorizons in the Soutlieast outside of the

Deptford Region, Lazarus' h>']3othesis seems incorrect. Hatinf of

tontaeastorn stamped pottery Iiorizons, liowever. Is not adequate at

this time to determine the earliest appearances of such pottery.

L:iz3TV^' date may simply reflect the intense contact between northwest

!-iorjda and the Fall Line-Pied^ront cultures which brought check

sr.amping ro northwest Florida fiist. Carved paddle stamping, then,

probabl)- o;;tej-ed the Coastal Tradition through diffusion from the

cujtures of tlie Coastal Plain river valleys. Accentance of tills
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technique by tlie Coastal TratHtion and the increr-sed contact between

the Coastal Tradition peoples and those of the river valleys and

Piedijiont zones are indicators of the Deptford Phase.

Deptford Phase Evolution

T]je teiTOoral range of the Deptford Phase in the Atlantic sub-

regicn i.3 about HOC years, while in the Gulf sub-region the Deptford

Phase ends after about 600 years, based on 600 B.C. as a tentative

starting date. During these periods ciianges r.iust have taken place

vithin the phase. Describing specific changes is difficult due to

a lack of data r^nd the presence of local sequences v.-hich seem to

change somevdiat independently from one another, as in the Savannah

area or on St. Catherine's Islaiid or in northwest Florida.

In the disccssicn above, many of the changes within the Deptford

Phase have oeeri characterized as the result of increasing contact with

non-Coastal Tradition peoples -- the Tchefuncte and Bayou la Batre

Ph.ases to the west and tlie cultures cf the PledTiont and Fall Line area

a.-id the river valleys to the north. Also, the entire Southeast,

including "he Coastal Tradition, was influenced by tlie Adena-Hopewell

climax.

The G'.:lf sub-rogior. has been exajr.inad briefly. Changes there

seem to have been tl^e result of .iiajcr subsistence changes which were

i(.tro;iucod to the Deptford Phase, and which produced concomitant

religious and social changes. In the Atlantic sub-region change was

n-tuch slc-ver, but si'iilar influences are in evidence, as the Cumberland

Island shell -ring a,-.d the additioji of burial riiounds to the late

Ccp C fc i r < 1 cu 1 L ;;. r e

.
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Hie presence of medium- si zed triangular points in a Deptford

context (Bullen, 1969) suggests that the bow and arrov; was introduced.

Probably ti~,e bow and arrow diffused fron the Piedmont through the

Coastal Plain river systems. Fairbanks (1954) has noted similar

points in the Cartersville Phase ca. 150 B.C. Small triangular

points were also present in the late Deptford components at the

Mandeville site (Kellar, e_t al
.

, n.d.: 57). Two hole stone and

copper gorgets, the latter from the Yent complex, present in the

Southeast after 400-200 B.C., are commonly thought to have been bow

string wrist guards, also suggesting introduction of the bow and arrow.

Perhaps the best tool for establishing intra-phase changes

through time is the frequency of poLtery types. The popularities of

pottery types wax and wane, enabling comparisons of relative

f7'equer;cies, each reflecting a specific point of time. Caldwell (1970)

has divided th.e Dpetford PIuiso on the Atlantic coast into three

periods. Beginaiug dates are ^et at 500 B.C. for I, A.D. 100 for II,

and A.D. 500-700 for III. This sequence is' based on ceramic data and

recenc radiocarbon dates from St. Catherine's Island. The ceramic

basis for the differentiation is the presence of coi};plicated stamped

pottery during period II and a mixture of sand-, grit-, and sherd

-

tempering during period HI. These Deptford III paste ti'aits, however,

are found at Cumberland Island in what should be a period I context,

az indicated by the house radiocarbon date. It seems likely that in

tl-iC case cf the Deptford Phase ceramic changes occur differently in

dlffeient localities. Changes do not occur evenly throughout the

entire Deptford region. Cald'vell's sequence, though correct for the

St. Catherine's locality, does not apply to the west Florida coast
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at Climber] vind Island and a coastal site in Sarasota County, Florida

(Milanich, 1971a). With the- introduction of paddle inalleating to

Deptford, there is a svdtch to almost exclusively sand- and grit-

tempering and a decrease in the popularity of semi-fiber and fiber-

tempering. Though sand-tempering was known to the Norwood and St.

Simons potters, it was not widely adopted until a superior manufacturing

technique v;as introduced which was associated with sand-tempering.

In the Piedmont area of the soutliern Appalachians the carved paddls

horizons developed into the intricate designs of the Swift Creek Phase.

Tliese also diffused widely in the Southeast, especially in Georgia

and Florida. Th^- center of the Swift Creek Horizon seems to be in

west central Georgia. The long held belief that Swift Creek pottery

was Invented and was wid.esprcad on the Georgia coast (Ford, 1969: 12,

Chart 1) is not true. Nor is the belief that it was introduced from

Meso-America (McMich.ael, 1960: 139). Co),aplicated stamping can be

traced back into the carved paddle horizons in the Southeast. Except

at the Evelyn site, an intrusion of perhaps Green Point Complex-like

elements to the Georgia coast. Swift Creek Complicated Stamped

pottery is rare on the coast, appearing as trade sherds within the

D&ptford .'jit-^s. Complicated sLamping continues up into the Jiistoric

peiiod in several areas of the southeast among the Muskogean Creek

and Cherokee.

Simple stamping secm.s to have originated as stick impressing

in the Norv.ood Phase. The trait diffused to the Atlantic sub-region

(at tiia Rei^ig-; site about 1000 B.C.) where it was duplicated as carved

paddle simple stamping.
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or CijOTiberland Island. General stateTiients regarding overall popularity

trends can be inade, though frequencies quoted should not be taken as

precise seriation parameters.

Through the earliest portions of the Deptford Phase both the

Deptford Check Starriped and Deprford Plain types increase in frequency.

Deptford Check Stamped reaches a high of as much as 70 per cent in some

Deptford components, as at the Tucker site (Sears, 196.3). Plain u'are

reaches a frequency of just over 20 per cent after Check Stamped begins

to decline in popularity, as on Cumberland Island. This early increase

in Deptford ware is due to a decrease in the frequency of seini-fiber-

tempered pottery as the new paddle technique is introduced and accepted.

On the Gulf coast Deptford Check Stamped is replaced ca_. A.D. 1

by check stamped varieties of the Gulf Tradition (descendants of the

Deptford type) and by IVeeden Island ceramics. Deptford dissappears in

the Atlantic sub-region about A.D. 700 with the rise in popularity of

cord marking aiid sherd tempering.

Deptford Simple Stamped pottery seems to be present early in the

Deptford Phase on the Florida Gulf coast, and on the central and

northern Georgia ccast. Tliese locp.lities are closest to the Norwood

and Refuge area 'vhere simple stamping was present before its introduc-

tion to t!ie Deptford Phase. Simple stamping is not found on the soutli-

ei.s'ern Georgia coast when Deptford first appears in that area (Waring

and I'oLJer, 1968; Chapter 11 this paper).

Liiiear check stam.ping seems to be a minority form of check

staiiiping, and, lik.e sim.ple stamping, usually never comprises miore than

S to 6 per cent of the Deptford shoi-ds in a component. By A.D. 500
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linear clieck .stajiiping has disappeared from at least the central Georgia

coast. Both cord i.iarking and brushing are minority forms which occur

throughout the Deptford region. Cord marking is present both on

Daptford paste and on a sand-tem.pered non-grit paste, the latter

probably trade sherds. Through tiir.e cord marked pottery increases in

popularity, reaching a high of 20 per cent by about A.D. 100 on

Cumberland Island. This increase probably continued up to the Wilmington

Phase.

After about 100 B.C. complicated stamped sherds occur in Deptford

contexts as trade slierds. In the Gulf sub-region complicated stamping

is accepted as a decorative .notif on the Gulf Tradition. Deptford

Geometric Stamped sherds are probably localized variants of complicated

stamped forms and they seem to exist coevally with complicated

stamping.

Tetrapods, diffused from the Tchefuncte and Bayou la Batre Phases,

are an early Deptford trait. Tliey are more numerous in the Ci'lf sub-

region than in the Atlantic. Anderson (personal conmiunication) reports

tetrapods, however, from a pcst-A.D. 500 context on St. Catherine's

Island. Elsewhere, they have disappeared by this time.

Paste ciianges within the Depf.ford cerai.-;lc series seem to be more

the result of local clay availability than cultural preference

reflecting popularity trends. Grit and sand as veil as some crushed

slierds were used as te!:ipering throughout the phase in various localities.

Some fiber is fout d ir. the tempering of sherds up to A.D. 1 on Cumber-

land Island.

Check stamping within Mie type Deptford Check St.omped (as used

here) actually encompasses two ty^^es of checks, a large or bold check
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and a small checK. Caldwell and Waring (j939b) first described

Deptford check sta^iiped pottery on the basis of the large variety

calling their t^pe Deptford Bold Check Stamped. Other researchers

bsca,-?.e aware that the checks were not always "bold," hence the type

Deptford Check Stamped named by Sears and Griffin (1950). Efforts to

discover if seriaticns of check size variations indicate datable

popula-ity trends have yielded little information. Local trends

seem to exist in regards to specific size; overall a general trend

in relative size is apparent.

T>ie usual measurement of check size is checks -pcr-inch. Larger

diecks have a small cliecks-per-inch ratio. iVilley (1949: 357) gives

check size for samples from northwest Florida as ranging from 3 to 7 mm.,

a moan of about 5.0 checks-per-inch. In the description of Deptford

Check Stamped Por the Georgia coast (Caldwell and iVaring, 1959b) the size

range is 5 to 10 mm., or about 5.3 checks-per-inch. Sears' (1963)

excavations at the Tucker site produced a seriation showing 4-6 checks-

per-inch as having 100 per cent frequency early in the Deptford component.

Late in the component the checks-per-inch ratio rose to 7-9 and more

than 10, the two ranges constituting more than 50 per cent of the sample

at that time. Thus, it seems evident that larger checks occur in the

Atlantic sub-region tiian in the Gulf, and that at least in northwest

Morida, c}iecks decrease in size late in the Deptford Period.

Kecent exccjvacions by Drexel Peterson (personal communication) at

the Gxoton Plantation site in the central Savannah River valley confirm

the above AUf^ntic sub-region figure. At Gmton Deptford checks ranged

f^:'om 2.5 to S.6 chccks-per inch, a mean of 3.8 per inch, which is very

close to Caldwell and Waring's 3.3. On Cumberland Island the larger

checks predominated also.
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Post-Dep t foi'd Coas tal Trad
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tion

At 1 an tic Sub-R
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gion

On the Atlantic coast the Deptford Phase was followed by the

Wilniington Phase, whose name is derived from Wilmington Island at the

mouth of the Savannah River. Caldwell (1952; 1958) has argued that

Vi'ilmington ceramics, characterised by sherd-tempering and heavy cord

marking, represent the intrusion of new populations to the Georgia

and South Carolina coasts. The shellfish-marine adiiptation of the

Wilmington peoples, which is nearly identical to Deptford, led Caldwell

to suppose that the coast of North or South Carolina was the original

lionie of the V/i Imington Phase. He notes, however, that burial mounds,

present In Wilmington, are not found north of Beaufort, South Carolina

on the coast vTaldwell, 1958: 34). Taus , it seems aaiikely that the

Wilmington peoples originaJly came fi-om that area,

Ihis author disagrees with Caldwell's hypothesis, citing

culturologlcal reasons for the Inability of the Deptford peoples to

have been replaced by a very similar culture exhibiting an almost

identical subsistence pattern. Rather, the Wilmington Phase should be

vie\ved simply as a ceraj^ic change occurring at tlie same time as other

cultural ch.angos, e.g., widespread use of burial mounds, which began

in the preceediag Deptford Phase, Tliese cumulative changes were

sufficient to have produced a new cultural phase. Caldwell (1970) has

since noted *"he lack of an abrupt ceramic shift betv.'een the Deptford

and '.'ilmington Phases and has added the transitional Deptford III

ceramic neriod to accouvit fcr the gradual change.
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The work of Drexel Peterson at Groton Plantation also indicates

a development of IVilmington ceramics out of the Deptford Phase.

Peterson's Groton Phase (personal coiiirpunication) seems to be very

similar to Caldwell's Deptford III transition period. Elements of

both Deptford and IVilmington ceryjnics are present in the Groton Phase

Cor perhaps more correctly, Groton Period), and no sharp disjunction

of ceramic styles is indicated.

Waring (1968: 216) postulated that Wilmington was equated in time

with the interior Georgia Macon Plateau Phase. With the first radio-

carbon dates for Wilmington now available the Wilmington Phase has been

pushed up in time from A.D. 1 (Caldwell, 1952: 36-7) to A.D. 700

(Caldwell, 1970). Waring's h3^pothesis becomes more tenable. Perhaps

burial mounds, widespread use of cord marking, and ether Wilmington

traits were Fall Line or Piedmont peoples rather than from the Hamilton

Focus as suggested above. Future research may show that Wilmington

is still later in time, perhaps A.D. IGOQ, which would argue even more

for influences from cultural phases which were geographically displaced

by the intrusive Mississippiaii movement. ;.!i.:ch more research is needed

both on the Georgia coast and on Georgia non-coastal sites to unravel

the problem of the Wilmington Phase.

That such migratoiy movements of cord-marked-pottery-making

horticulturalists were occurring by A.D. 700 is illustrated by the

movev-.ent of the Alachua Tradition peoples into northcentral Florida

at that time (Milanich, 1963). In regards to sor.e asperts of material

culture die Alachua Tradition resembles the IviLuington Phase. Howf;ver,

tVie -cradition was adaptod to a hai;i;r:ock- hi gh land environment suitable

ior horticulture. The Alachua and Wilmington cases together suggest
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that there is still a great deal to learn about the aboriginal popu-

lations of eastern Georgia.

Mississippvan influence reached the Atlantic sub-region in

strength after A.D. 1000 producing the horticultural Savannah Phase.

Although the Savannah populations and much of their material culture

are derived frc:n the Coastal Tradition, changes brought about by the

introduction of new ideas are sufficient to end the "basic way of

life" associated x.ith the preceding Sapelo, St. Simons, Deptford,

and Wilirdngton Phases, thus ending the Coastal Tradition.

Tlie Gulf Sub-Reqion

The various cultural influences in northwest Florida wliich

brought to a close the Coastal Tradition and marked the beginning of .

the Gulf Tradition (Santa Rose-Swift Creek Phase) have been reviewed

in this chapter. The evidence for the role played by the Deptford

Phase s}!ould be exa^dned in more detail, however, since many previous

researchers liave felt that the Deptford period ended before the

foriiiation of the elements of the Gulf Tradition.

Sears (1962) has piovided descriptions of the Hopewellian elements

i/ithin the Yent (Oeptford) and Green Point (Santa Rosa-Swift Creek)

Complexes. Tlie Yent Complex derives its name from the Yent Mound,

excavated by C. M. Koore (1902). The mound is adjacent to the Tucker

site in Franklin County. Sears notes three Yent Complex mounds in

west Florida: the central mound at Crystal River, the Yent Mound,

and Pierce Mound A in Franklin County. Also included in the Yent

Cor:plex are portions of the Mandeville Site (Kellar, .^t ai
.

, 1962: n.d.)

T]^e Oakland Mound (Morrell, 1960) in Jefferson County seems to be an
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early Deptford burial mound, perhaps pre-Yent, and tlie typical Yent

Coiiiplex traits arc not present. A radiocarbon date of 890 B.C.

v;as obtained from a charcoal sample collected both from mound fill

and sub -mound humus.

Still another possible mound complex related to the Yent Complex

is the Garden Patch site (also knovm as the Horseshoe Beach site) in

Dixie County. Current research by the University of Florida has shown

an extensive Dept ford-Swift Creek midden underlying at least one of

the several burial mounds.

At all of these sites, Deptford vessels occur alone or with

unique funerary wares such as Crystal River incised. Crystal River

Negative Painted, or Pierce Zoned Red. Functional tetrapods are common

as arc a variety of uniquely shaped vessels. Exotic ornaments made

from copper and stone are also co;nmon. Yent Complex traits are

discussed in more detail in Chapter V. The lack of tlie exotic Yent

Complex artifacts in the Deptford village middens, as at the Tucker

site, suggests that they were special religious paraphenalia which were

only associated with burial or cererionial activities.

Altliough these vessels were not u^-ed for utilitarian purposes, they

were not all exotic. Sears (1962) has shown that many of the manufacturing

techniques and other traits, sucli as vessel shapes and presence of

tetrapods, associated with the ceramics of the Yent Comiplex were present

in the Deptford ceramic series at the Tucker site. Vessel shapes (though

not size) from several whole pots taken from the Yent Msund and Crystal

River (Sears, 1952: Figure 3 k, 1) are identical to the part J ally

reconstructed Deptford vessels from Cum.berland Island. Tliis suggests
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that the funerary vessels vere locally nade, and not necessarily by

special artisans or religious practitioners. Ceraniic techniques, then,

tend to confirm the relationship of the Yer.t Ccir^plex to the Doptford

Phase.

Further '.-erifying tl:e relationship between the Vent Coiaplex,

associated mound complexes, and the Deptford Phase is the Mandeville

site. Within Mandeville Mound A a Deptford comrionent was located

directly under a three foot high clay-sand platform. Over the platform

was another Deptford midden component C^ellar, et a_l_. , n.d.). Radio-

carbon dates place both occupations at about A.D. 1.

Tne location of the Mandeville site suggests that horticulture

was present during the late Deptford Phase, and that there was a popu-

lation shift with large populations at both the inland horticultural

sites and on the coast. Porl-.aps at this time tlie type of redistributive

economic system postulated by Fairbanks (1964) was being developed.

More research is needed into this aspect of the Deptford Phase.

Tiie Dcptford-Yent Complex does not seem to have stretched down

the Gulf Coast below Crystal River. On the central Gulf Coast the

Deptford populations seem to have slowly adapted to the new way of

life introduced in the form of the Gulf Tradition. Deptfo':d ceramics

merge with those of the Swift Creek Phase. Check stamping continues

on the Gulf coast throughout the Gulf Tradition. The Sv.-ift Creek Phase

is transitional from Deptford into the later V.'eeden Island Phase.

Deptford, within the southern portion of the Gulf-sab- -egion, probably

lasted until A.D. 1.
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Coastal Tradition Chronology

Until the lato 195C's radiocarbon dates v;ere unknown for the Coastal

Tradition. Today a relatively large nuraber of dates are available,

IS including 4 Yent Complex dates. iTie appearance of the first radio-

carbon dates pushed back in time the introduction of pottery to the

Georgia coast. Perhaps the most significant contribution of radiocarbon

dating analysis since then is to show that the Deptford Phase extended

to A.D. 700 on the Atlantic coast.

Table 8 lists tliC known radiocarbon dates with one standard deviation,

References to these dates are given in Table 9. Included in Table 8

IS the Savannah River Tradition, since it is pertinent to the discussion

of tlie Sapelo Phase and the invention of sand-tempering within the

Coastal Tradition. Thirty- four dates are cited in all.

Suirunary

The Coastal Tradition was initiated on the Georgia-South Carolina

coasts aboiit 2500 B.C. with the appearance of the Siipelo Phase. This

phase is characterized by fiber-tempered pottery, circular village

sites leaving shell-ring midden deposits, and a subsistence adaptation

to the coastal bione.

Plain fiber-tori'pered pottery originated within the Savannah River

Tradition before 2500 B.C. and diffused down the Savannah River to the

Coastal Tradition. Punctation, incising, and stab-and-drag decorations

v.'ere added to the Stal lings ceraraic scries and also diffused to the coast.

Decorated fiber-te-pered pottery, however, never achieved great

popularity in rhe Atlantic sub-region.
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Table 8. ChronoJogy.

SAVANNAH RIVER
THADiTION

1200^

lOOG-

SCO-

COAST/IL

Gulf Siib-regiop

500-

1000-

ISOO-

2000-i

Si

250D

^|_. H
« K!

3000^
Fncera-ni:

TRADITION

Atlantic Sub-reEion

GULf TRADITION

-1 il

*
«

Preceramic

C<J
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Table 9. Padiocarbon Date References and Proveniences.

Sairiple ^il^A. Site Component Reference
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Plain f^ber-tcmpered pottery also diffused to the Gulf sub-

region where it was adopted by the pre-cera-.ic peoples in that area

to form the Norwood Phase. Fiber-te.-npc-red pottery appeared in the

UTieeler ceramic series in northern Alabama and the Orange Period of

the St. Johns Tradition in Florida. In each of these three regions

decorations were added which are unlike those found in the Stal lings

series. Stick simple sta>r.ping was invented within the Norwood Phase,

while incised n^otifs wsre used in the Orange series.

Perhaps as early as ISOO B.C. sand-tenpering emerged as a

ceran.ic technique on the South Carolina coast. Hand-modeling of the

clay into pots, however, was still used in vessel construction. Sand-

tempering and fiber-tempering existed together on the Atlantic coast

for nearly two millenia.
.
Frequency of usage of either type seems to

have varied alir.ost by site.

Sand-tenipering radiated out from its point of origin along the

same lines of culture contact as did fiber-tempered pottery. In the

Savannah River Tradition sand-tempering became the dominant ceramic

paste by about 14C0 B.C. CU.ca^ ^ Creek ceramics). The Norwood Phase

began the practice of adding sand to the fiber- tenpered paste, a

practice vridespread throughout the Southeast by JOOO B.C.

few basic subsistence chai.ges are apparent in the Coastal

Tradition from 2300 B.C. to 1000 B.C. By 1000 B.C. the circular shell-

ring settlei:ient pattern of the Sapelo Phase broke down into a pattern

of sinall separate middens. Hiis marked the onset of the St. Simons

Phase of the Atlantic sub-region. The same settlement pattern was

present prev'ously in the Norwood Phase and j)robably to some extent in

the Sapelo Phase. Fotrery within the St. Sii,ions phase was both
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fiber- and sand-tempered with semi -fiber-tempered pottery also

occurring. Most of the ware was plain, althct:gri sone Stallings- like

decorations were still present and Dcptford-like decorations v^ere

beginning to be diffused from the Fi<jdmont -Fall Line cultures. It

was during the St. Simons Phase that the Coastal Tradition spread

throughout u'hat was to be the Dept ford region. During the Deptford

Phase increased populations are indicrted, though these .nay have

been due to natural factors rather t]-an to any social or subsistence

changes

.

From the Norwood Phase, which lasted until about 600 B.C., stick

siiTiplc stanipip.g diffused back to the Sapelo and St. Siirons Phases.

Within the Reruge "Phase" (probably a Savannah River Tradition

cultural derivative) stick simple stair^ping was adopted as carved

paddle siiT^ple stamping. This took place by about 1000 B.C. Cord-

and fabric-wrapped paddle malleating along with tlie circuit coil

method of pottery construction were present at this time within the

Piedmont-Fail Lino cultures of Ceorgia and South Carolina. 'Phe idea

of paddle malleating reached the Refuge "Phase" from those sources.

Likewise, check and linear check stamping with carved paddles also

originated in the sai.-.e area >md diffused throughout much of the

Southeast.

The acceptance of these ceramic techniques for construction of

pot? by the Coastal Tradition signaled the beginning of zhe Deptford

Phase at a date of about 600 B.C. Deptford is distinguished from the

-

preceding Norwood and St. Siuvns Phases not only on the basis of

ceramics ch:inges, but by increased interaction with orhcr Southeastern

phases. Increases in site size, and number of sites, to^^ether
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reflecting s^c'vth of population, and the presence of itc:.is sucli as the

bow aud arrow are results of this increased c^ptact. n.e construction

of shell works and earthv/crks (rings, platform mounds, burial mounds)

suggests that social changes vvere also occurring. Most probably these

were the evoJution of patrilocal bands into sub-tribal organizations

vs'ith stronger kin groups and larger coimnunity aggregates.

In the north'vest portion of the Gulf sub-region a coii:plex religious

ceremcnialisH! was introduced to the Deptford Phase along v.-ith increased

social complexity and horticulture. This change in the basic Coastal

Tradition subsistence pattern marked the transition into the Gulf

Tradition. Sears (1962) dates the Yent Co'nplex at about 200 B.C.

By about A.D. 1 the Coastal Tradition ended in Florida.

Being geographically farther away from the events in northwest

Florida, the Atlantic sub-region Dep):ford Phase v;as slower to change.

There the Oeptford Phase continued up to A.D, 700. Burial mounds

were added to the Deptford by A.D. SOO in that sub -region.

After A.D. 700 cord marked pottery and sherd - tcupering, both

always present in tl>e Deptford Phase, gained in popularity. Burial

mounds also becaiue widespread, and otiier evidence of change, such as

pl.itfcr-r, pipes and, pcrhap.-,, palisaded villages, were present. Ihose

new or expanded elements were the result ox influences entering the

late Deptford Phase fro}p elsewhere in the Southeast. Such influences

may in part have bson the result of the movoiiicnt of Mississippian

peoples into the Fall Line area and river valleys, pushing out

iridige;>oas populations. This now phase is known as Wilmington, ^

Vpe evidence now available from the coastal Wilinington sites

indicates a subsistence pattern like that of tl:e preceding Deerford Phase,
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Future research, however, may show that horticulture in soir.e form was

practiced back away frou the raarshy coastal strand. By A.D. 1000

Mississippian influence had reached rhe Wilmington Phase, resulting in

the Savannah Phase and the end of the Coastal Tradition.

More rese-arch is needed to describe the Wilmington Phase in

detail and ascertain its relationships to other cultures in the

Southeast, especially those affected by the movement of early

Mississippian peoples into Tennessee and eastern Georgia.

Chapters V and VI which follow present descriptions of Deptford

culture traits, interpreting them against the ecological and cultural

contexts discussed above. Tliese traits, \\'hen viewed in their proper

environmental settings, provide the archeological reconstruction of

the Deptford Phase.



CMPTER V

DEPTPOiRD PR\SE JL\TERIAL CULTb'RE

If artifacts are a reflection of culture, th3 culture of the

Deptford peoples was one characterized b)- simplicity. Other than

the funerary goods associated with tlie Gulf sub-region Yont Complex,

the material culture of the Deptford Phase is represented by only

a very shvaII number of non-elaborated stone, shell, cerarnic, and

bone tools, weapons, aiid ornanents. As tor inost Southeastern phases,

the best known item of material culture is pottery.

Since few artifacts have been preserved in the Deptford middens,

it is likely that many tools and weapons were constTUCted of wood.

Tlie carved wooden paddles used in pottery manufacturin.g also suggest

wood-working skill. Stone tools ivhich might have been used to shape

v/uoden impleiri'snts are rare, especially at the coastal sites. Perhaps

shell tools i.vere used in wood working.

Use of twined cord and basketry is Indicated by iinr.ressions on

Deptford pottery (Cald-veli and McCann, n.d.: 21). Fxobably snares,

netting, etc. were ;r:a.de of cord. Other inferred culture traits ai-e

discussed in >:ho next chapter.

Discussion in i;]iis chapter will be restricted to ceramic, stone,

siiell, ;ind bone aitifacts and funerary goods, the latter being grouued

150
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together as one complex. Information on the construction and possible

use of these artifacts is taken from many divergent sources and

lumped together here, with grouping dene by physical composition rather

than by geographical or temporal provenience. There is no evidence

to suggest difference in artifact types between the sub-regions [other

than the Yent Com.pl ex) .

Ceramic Artifact s

Pottery

The most studied and, consequently, the best known aspect of

the Deptford Phase is the pottery scries. Due to the presence of only

sparse information on ncn -ceramic artifacts, archeologists have long

defined the Deptford Phase on the basis of the Deptford pottery

series. Cera;;ic lyr.es increase and decrease in popularity through

ti,-.ie, providing a usable tool for relative dating of Deptford sites.

Pottery is also a sensitive enough indicator to reflect other changes

within a culture, sucli as contact with other phases and use of

horticulture, somewhat justifying its use as the basis for deriving

liiany cultural sequences. Tliis is especially true W'hen pieliminary

definitions of various pliases are offered. Once the preliminary

typiTig of phases is done, other traits of the cultures should be

utilized to provide the cultural reconstructions and interpretations.

Deptford pccrery. as discussed in Chapter TV, was introduced

to tlie Coastal Tradition phase from the Piedmont-Fall Line cultures

of Georgia and South Caro'!ina as part of a widespread Southeastern

stamped pottery houzonCs). The coiled and malleated, sand- and
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grit-tei'ipered vvare was superior to the hand-modeled, semi-fiber-

tempered pottery of the St. Simons Phase and was quickly adopted,

diffusing throughout the Coastal Tradition. Evidence from Curnberlond

Island and elsev.here does indicate that semi- fiber-tempered pottery

continued to be used sparsely within the Deptford Phase after 500 B.C.,

perhaps as late as A.D. 1.

Formal pottery t>'i3e descriptions are not offered here. They

have been publisaed previoiisly by other authors (Caldwell and iVaring,

1939; Sears and IVilley, i950; I'/illey, 1949; IVaring and Holder, 1968;

McMichael, 1S60) . The pottery series of the Deptford Phase is

su;iii;iari2ed belov^.

Ve^ss^_shaj)es_

Tne most coinmon vessel sliape of th.e Deptford pots is cylindrical

w: th rounded or concoidal bottoms. Pots also may be short and stumpy,

like- those from Cumberland Island or these illustrated by Morrell

(1960: Figure 1). Sowls occur rarely (Caldwell and TcCann, n.d.: 16).

Often the lip is slightly flared. Rins vary a great dea.1 in finishing.

On Cumberland Ts.l.'nd rims all had simple rounded or flattened lips.

A stick or sir^'ilar tool was used to scrape o.ff the excess clay from

t'ee lip. Sor:!e lips ere lolded over t;ie ex'cerior of the lip during

the final scraping. Killey (1949: 333) noted notching on the lips of

some ijoptford Simple Staif.ped sherds from the Gulf sub-region.

Cootford pet J ;,'ere constructed by circuit coiling, with carved

wooden paddles usually used to compaci: tlie coils together after
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siTiOotliing the surface by hand. Paste i^iixtures vary almost by site.

The Gulf s-jb-region sherds, however, do not generally contain the

grit and quartz inclusions found in the Atlantic sub-region specimens.

Tae Gulf sherds tend to be tempered with coarse sand (Willey, 1949: 3S5:

Sears, 1963: 28). In the Atlantic sub-region the teiopering ^Tiaterial

ranges in size from sand grains to large inclusions of quartz mixed

with sand. Goggin (SEAC, 1966: 13) has noted that Georgia Deptford

Sherds contain mica in the paste while the central Florida Gulf

sherds do not. He calls the latter "cruiruay or generalized" Deptford

pottery.

At both the Gumberland Island and St. Cacnerine's Island

sites, the former dated to ca_. A.D. 1 and the latter A.D, 500, sherd-

tempering is present in some Deptford sherds. Tliis trait seems to

increase in the Atlantic sub-region after A.D. 1, and is a character-

istic of the succeeding Wilmington Phase. Sherd-tempering is also

present very early within the Deptford Phase. Morrell (1960)

loports sh^rd-tf.'-ipeiing in 2f) per cent of tlie Oakland Hound Deptford

Check Stamped sJ:erds.

hin.cstone teiiipcring was not;;d by Kellar, et_ al_. (n.d.: 57) for

tlri terminal Deptford occupation at Mandeville, c_a. A.D. 1. Probably

tills is a trait JJ ffused from Aiaba;na or Tennessee (DeJarnette,

19S2; Kneberg, 1952). The position of the iirriest07ie terapered Pasco

series (iVilley, i9'!9: 564-65) in the Gulf Tradition is vary unclear,

but it also may Piavc- been contc.ynporary with, the late Deptford Period

in the Gulf sub -region.

Co) or of tho fired Deptford pots ranges from an Grange--buff to

dirty b\-own. Usually the core is uniform and dai-k, though occasionally
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lis'^t surfaced sherds have a Jark central core, probably the result

of abnormal firing. Smoke clouds are frequent. V'.esc characteristics

indicate firing in open fires with oxidation of the pot surfaces

occurring.

Tetrapods

Another characteristic of Deptfcrd pottery is the presence of

tetrapods, a trait diffused froiTi the Tchofuncte cr Bayou la Batre

I'irTses. Consequently, tetrapods are more frequent in the Gulf sub-region,

Also, they are most frequent early in the Deptford Phase. By A.D. 1

thoy are rare in the Atlantic sub-iegion. BuUen (personal communi-

cation) states that, throughout Florida, tetrapods occur stratigraphical ly

-ui the first millenium B.C., confirming their early popular- ty in the.

DepCford Phase. In the Gulf sub-region tetrapods are a character-

istic of the Vent Complex rSe;:!>;s, 1962), though they are small and are

becoming non-functional, ornamental pods at this time (KeJlar, et a!.,

'''••"•• ^^J- '''^'^ bottoms on \;h.ich tetrapods are present are sci.uired

und flat or s]ighri.y curved, rather tlian rounded or concoidal.

Tetrapoaal pots, which are able to stand up, may have served a
'

tuncLioii somc.liat different from other non-free standing vessels.

Plain vessels

Surface treatment or Deptford vessels was either plain, cord-

vcrapped or carved paddle malleaced, brushed, or v:oned punctated.

Tlie latter two t>q>es are somev;h:it iocaliood. The type Deutford Plain

has never been formally described U\ ti:e literature. Builen (1961?:

30-1) has come to grips with the problem, declaring plain Deptford
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sherd': to be Deptford Plain. In the past, as Bi'llen points out,

such sherds ivere often called Franklin Plain, a misleading nomenclature

since other researchers have associated this type with the Swift

Creek Phase (Willey, 1949: 392-93).

Faddl e -mal leated vessels

Tlie majority of Deptford vessels are stamped \;ith either a cord-

wrapped paddle (less) or a carved paddle (see Figure 15 at end of

chapter). Deptford cord marked sherds have long been i-ecognized from

Deptford contexts where tl;ey occur as a minority type. Caldwell and

KcCann (n.d.: 17) have described the t >-pe Depcford Cord Marked on the

basis of sherds from the Deptford site. Sears (1965: 27-8), pointing

cut the preser.ce of the tyiJe at th.e T'ucker site, describes the cord as

1/10- to 1/8-iach diameter, with the cord impressions spaced either

close together or spread about, i;ith inconsistency the most no-^able

characteristic. 'Hiis description fits the cord marked sherds from

Cumb'':;rl;ind Island which have either sand- tempered paste or grit-

l.^'ipe.red Di-piford paste. Cord marking, along with sherd-teniporing,

iAcr-eases throughout the Deptford Pliase, finally becoming tlie prevalent

Cc?stal Tiaditicn t)'pe on the Atlantic coast during the Wilmington

Phase. The University of Georgia's ex.cavations on St. Catherine's

Islar:d demonstrate the inorense in cord marking late in the Deptford

Period, ca. A.D. 500 (Anderson, personal communication).

The spread of cord marked pottery throughout the Southeast,

inv.-luding Lhe Deptford Phase, occurs as part of t'lo diffusion of the

cord marked pottery horizon in thio Eastern United States. Dates for

cord or fabric marked pottery in the I\'ortheast are not significantly

fccirlier i-],an the occurrence of cord laarkin.s ;n the Coastal Tradition.
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The spread of stanped pottery within the Southeast cccur": throuph

a similar horizon diffusion.

Tliere has so far in this paper been no differentiation between

the two Deptford check stajnped types -- Deptford Bold Check Stamped

and Deptford Check Stamped -- the two being combined into one t)^e

-- Deptford Check Stajuped. Both relatively large checks (Bold Check

Stamped) and smaller checks (Check Stamped) do occur within the

Deptford Phase (see Figure 14), Although smaller checks tend to be

found on the Gulf coast (see Chapter IV) both types occur together and

seem to be culturally accepted variants. In both cases the design

v;as carved on a aooden paddle and transferred to the pot surface by

eit;;er carefully iianressing tlie pot, producing a continuous design,

or by hitting the surface, producing irregular, overlapping patterns.

Some sherds suggest random malleating, then hand sm.cothing, and then

careful application of tlie stamp. Tl'iis technique would both smooth

and compact t;ie coils and yield an esthetically pleasing surface

design.

Large check stamping tends to be cruder and deeper than small

check st3_mping. Perhaps this is a reflection of the potter's skill in

caiving the paddle. Such a statement, when interpreted in the context

or vhe larger mosn check si'/.e in tlie Atlantic i>ub-rogion, would suggest

that the Gulf sub-region potters were more skilled than their Atlantic

cousins. On the basis of the information on hsml such a conclusion seems

abs-rd. However, the techniques used in carving the two types of

ch3:,ks do difler. Larj^e checks are carved separately to form connected

ro'."S. a tecnn^que which does not yield uniform ciiecks or rows. Smaller

checks are carvea in Icng rows, a technique that produces neat and

uairorm check size r.nd rows.
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Sorting check stamped sherds by size or skill of manufacture has

not proven to be a useful analytical tool. Thus, the two sub-types

are subsumed here into the t>-pe Deptford Check Sta:^iped. Size and

shape of checks raay reflect manufacturing techniques rather than

temporal differences. Presently the type Deptford Check Stamped is a

counting type rather than an ideal t>pe. Later research may provide

interpretive information on the differences in check stamping

tec'nniques.

A variant of check stamping is the type Deptford Linear Check

Stamped (see Figure IS at end of this chapter). As with check stamping,

both crude ajid 'vell-carved examples of linear check stamping are known.

Plasticene impressions of ciuidc Linear Check Stamped sherds show them

to be attempts at mass producing a check stamped design rather than

attempts to imitate a stab-and-drag motif. Vertical lands were carved

deeply into the v;ood. Then the horizontal lands were added. These

were not always carved to the sam.e depth as the others. This produced

a surface with lands 'n one direction being m.ore prominent than those

m the other. These inconsistencies in the paddle carving resulted

in some shards with sections that appear to be linear in two perpen-

dicular dirocv.ions. The crude linear stainping is paddle stamping

rather tlian roulette stamping as suggested by IVaring and Holder (1968:

135) and "-fc.Michael (1960) .

Some linear check stamping is extremely well carved. This sub-type

does not seem to be fcrmed by roulette stamping. The pi^esence of

both crude and voLl-made check and liiiear ciieck stamped variants on

sherds of the same paste may simply be the result of attempts by yoiing

potters to learn ceramic techniques.
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Linear check stamping is present early in the Deptford Phase

but declines through time ?nd is not present by A.D. 500 on the

Georgia coast, as evidenced by Sears' Tucker site excavations

(1963: 25j and the St. Catherine's Island excavations (Anderson,

personal co:iOTunication) . Probably the linear check stamped type was

first recognized as a means of inass-producing check stamped designs.

Frequency of the type varies widely by site, though there is the

general trend for a decrease of the type throughout the Deptford period,

Tne second major form of carved-paddle malleated ware is simple

stamping (see Figure 15). Phelps (1966) has pointed out that a stick

impressed type and a cross-stick impressed type are also present in

the Deptford Phase, passed on from the preceding Norwood Phase. He

has proposed the name Deptford Cross -Stamped for the cross -stick

impressed vare. Stick impressing on Deptford ceramics seems restricted

to the Gulf sub -region.

Curved paddle simple stampir.g is a minority cype within the

Deptford series, occurring somewhat m.ore frequently than linear check

stumpivig. The Deptford Simple Stamped paddle has tlie same long

vertiral grooves as the linear check stamping paddle, but without the

cress g.rooves. At times the paddle grooves are very uniform in widtli

and are carefully applied, producing an impression witli lands and

grooves equal in width and almost continuous. As with check and linear

chock staijiping, t>iore is also a carelessly applied simple stamp with

grooves of difteient thicknesses and overlapping stamp impressions.

This latter variant Is more common than ti-e more "skillfully" carved

and applied variant. Again, these contrasting forms appear on che

same pastes and may reflect work by potters with different levels of

cx;:)srtise.
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Two other carved paddle t>-pes occur in the Deptford series,

Deptford Csoretric Stamped (IVaring and Holder, 196S) and Deptford

Complicated Sta;^ped (Caldwell and McCann, 1941). Tlie latter is

si!i)ply a local copy of Swift Creek Complicated Stainped. Forir.erly

called Brewton Hill Complicated Stamped (Caldwell and iVaring, 1959a), the

trpe is found along the Georgia Coast (Caldwell , and McCann, 1941: 51)

and the Florida Gulf coast. On the Gulf coast it increases in popu-

larity during the succeeding Swift Creek Phase. It is a minority form

on the Atlantic coast, appearing after A.D. 1. Terminal dates in that

sub-region ? ce unknown but probably the t>'pe persists as long as

c-o-plicated stamping in central Georgia.

Deptford Geometric Stamped also is thinly spread throughout the

Deptford region. Most frequently tlie motif is a series of stamped

triangles rather than checks. In other cases the stamp is a connected

vows of diari-onds, sometimes with a dot in the center. The provenience

of this type within the temporal range of the Deptford Phase has not

been established. Examples from Cumberland Island suggest that it is

present at A.D. 1. Probably it spans the entire period and represents

morifs carved by the most skilled of the potter-carvers. Sears (1963:

28, ri. VIT, h-J) suggests that examples of the type from the Tucker

site are early attempts at complicated stamping. No doubt a desire

for mere intricate motifs led to complicated stamping in the South-

east, but there is no evidence to show that this transition occurred

within the Deptford Phase.
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Brushed ve s .s e 1 s

Brushing is a minority form of surface treatment found in the

DeptfoTd Phase [see Figure 15). Sears (1963: 28) reports that in

addition to the specimens froiii the Tucker site, brushed Ueptford

sherds "appear in sizeable Ueptford collections from the northwest

(Florida) coast." Similar examples were excavated at Cumberland

Island. Tlie type Wilmington Brushed was reported from the Deptford

site (Caldwell and McCann, n.d.:24) and may be a continuation of the

Deptford trait.

Many sherds with a brushed surface from Cumberland Is 'and did not

have a Deptford paste. Perhaps the ultimate source of brushing is

outside tlie Deptford Phase.

Punctated ve s s e 1

s

Caldwell and McCann (n.d.: 20-1), citing evidence gathered by

Waring and Holder from the Deptford site, suggest that the tyoe

Deptford Zoned Punctated occurs late in the Deptford Piiaso. Waring

and Holder (1968) refer to this type as Brcwton Hill Punctate. The

incised a:;d puTictated m.otif is usually found on bowls ratlier t;>an

cylindrical vessels.

Deptford Zoned Funccated seems to be restricted to Ihe Georgia

coast. No sar.rplos are reported from the Gulf sub-region or from the

Deptfcid collccii.vns gathered at the Groton Plantation up the Savannah

River (Peterson, per^,onal cummunicarion) . The lack of Deptford Zoned

Punctated sherds en the Gulf coast is to be expected if the type occurs

late in the Doptfo^id Phase, i.e., after A.D. I, since Deptford was ho

longer present on tliat coast.
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'Die new later dates for Deptford in the Atlantic sub-region place

a portion of that phase conteiriporary with the Gulf Tradition IVeeden

Island Phase. Deptford Zoned Punctated sherds illustrated by Waring

and Holder (1358: Figures 43, 45) closely reseri,ble I'.'eeden Island

decorative motifs, especially the "catch-all" type Carabclle Punctated

[iVilley, 1949: 423, PI. 30), which frequently occurs on globular bowl

forms. Zoned punctating is a Weeden Island trait, also. Tlie presence

of IVeeden Island sherds on Cuijiberland Island indicates continual

contact between the Gulf and Coastal Traditions on the Atlantic coast.

Probably zoned punctating diffused co the Deptford Phase from the

iVceden Island Phase.

Pajnt^ing_

Decoration of Deptford pots with paints is rare, although at

Cur.berland Island 1.5 per cent of the sherds catalogued displayed an

exterior red slip. One sherd had a white slipped interior and several

lidd red iriteiiors. Red slipping is widespread in tlie Southeast after

A.D. 1, being found in both the St. Johns ana Gulf Traditions.

Pottery Figurine s

At the Mmdeville site excavations revealed two fired pottery

luOTan figurines. One speciir.on was broken and only the upper torso was

recovered. Tine second figure was a head thought to be broken off of

a cor.ipiete figure. Four other partial figurines ca.r.e from the post-

Doptford, early Swift Creek component ,it the site (Kellar. et al., n.d.

22, 2'^ -6, 55).
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Botli of the Mandeville Deptford figurine fraginents were from

midden layers sealed underneath a mound fill zone, confirming their

provenience as Deptford. Radiocarbon dates from the midden zones

suggest that the figurines date ca. A.D. 1.

Descriptions of the figurines are quoted below:

One item we cannot ignore is the pottery human
figurine torso; this is 2 1/4 inches wide at the
shoulders, 1 1/2 inches high from back at the neck to
the break at the wrist (sic , should be waist); and
just above, on the front of the figurine only, an

applique strip has been broken away -- apparently
some manner of decoration in the midriff area or
possibly where an arm was folded across the waist.
The figure is very female, judging by the breast
indications (Kellar, et_ al_. , n.d.: 22).

Md

:

Ihe only savijig grace to this assemblage is a

human head effigy of pottery. This siiiall figurine
fragment is unmarred, save the loss of the right
ear, and most of the neck is present. Compared
to a figurine recovered in the village excavations,
this example is ci-ude in woi'kmanship, is less

correct. It is probably a representation of a male,
has considerable facial prognathism, and a suggestion
of almond-shaped eyes. There is a hint of occipital
flattening. . . . The large size of the ear may
indicate an earspool . The dimensions of the head are:

1 1/2 inch from front to back and side to side; 1 3/4
inch from top of head to tlie break at the neck
(Kellar, et^ al_. , n.d.: 24, 26).

The authors noted tiie similarit:] es of another head effigy (found

in one of the later Swift Creek components at the site) to other

Hopewellian figures from Ohio and Kentucky. Based on this coinparison

they suggest thiac the Mandeville examples described above are local,

crude Deptford iinitations of IIopewelHan figurines brought to the

Dsutford Phase.
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Other Ceramic Artifacts

Evidence for other ceramic artifacts is extremely scarce.

Caldwell (1952: 315, Figure 170 K, 0) describes a type of small,

fired clay cup and several platform pipes thouglit to ha\-e Deptfcrd

proveniences. ExaLiples of both artifacts, the latter made of a

Deptford paste (Caldvv'ell and McCann, n.d. : 26), were excavated

at the Deptford site. Other Deptfoi'd sites in the Soutlieast,

however, have failed to reveal similar pipes or cups, suggesting

that their proveniences at the Deptford site v/ere actually post-

Deptford.

Stone Artifacts

The most uniform characteristic of Deptford stone artifacts

is their scarcity within tlie phase, especially at the coastal sites,

j*^ reported in Chapter II, excavations on Cumberland Island turned

up only two lithic artifacts. Stone artifacts occur in great

numbers only at the Deptford and Bilbo sites (Caldwell and McCann.

n.d.: 29), both of which display non-Deptford components making

the source of the lithic artifacts questionable.

The inland Deptford sites display a relatively greater am.ount
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of stone working. This is expected due to the availability of

flint and chert and other stone from the vicinity of the Fall Line

and from exposures in the Coastal Plain river -valleys. Even at

the inland .'•-.ites, however, the lithic industry does not seem to

be as well-developed as that found in the contemporary Piedmont

and Fall Line phases, such as the Savannah River Tradition, Stone

found at the coastal sites was probably brought from the inland

sites. Lack of chips or other evidence of flint knapping on the

coasts also suggests that the tools were shaped elsewhere and

brought to the coast during the transhumant movement in the late

Fall.

The largest selection of Deptfcrd stone artifacts comes

from the Layer 1 Deptford component at the Mandeville site

(Kellar, et al^. , n.d.: 1962). The Mandeville Deptford component

is dated at c£, A.D. 1, and is probably a terminal Deptford

component. Thus, it is possible that the introduction of

non-Coastal Tradition influences led to the development of

the Mandeville lithic industry. A continuum of tool types and

manufacturing technology is evident between the Deptford Phase

and the succeeding Swift Creek Phase.

The unavailability of stone resources along the Southeastern

Gulf and Atlantic coasts was overcome by later phases of the

coastal bione, e. g., Weedon Island and St. Johns, by trade with

interior sites. More complex social groupings allowed increased
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trade, perhaps a re-distributive system Cf'airbanks, 1954). Thus,

the lack of stone at coastal sites reflects soirie^vhat the lack of

complex organizatiori in Depcford culture.

Projecti l e Points

Deptford projectile points arc of two types. The first is the

stemmed, Christmas tree-shaped point found throughout the Eastern

United States into the first millenium B.C. and thought to be asso-

ciated with spear thrower or hand -thrusting spears. The second is a

triangular point with a flat or concave base. These tend to be smaller

than the stemiaed points, though some large triangular points are

present. At Mandeville (Kellar, e;^ 3l_. , n.d.: 51) large and small

triangular points were found together, suggesting a difference in

function rather than a developmental sequence. Some notched points

are also known. These may be trade items or variants of the

stemmed points.

The appearance of the triangular points probably reflects the

spread of the bow and arrow into the Deptford Phase. Possibly the

large points were used with non-feathered arrows and the smaller points

with fea.thered arrov^rs. Evidence from Mandeville suggests that the

triangular points are introduced to the Gulf sub-region by A.D. 1,

Willey (1949: 507) reports both notched and stemmed Deptford

points from the Gulf coast. At the Tucker site excavations revealed

only two points from the Deptford component, one stemiried and one a

crude triangular variety (Sears, 1963: 29). Large stemmed projectile
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points also were found at the Chattahoodiee sites tested by Bullen

(1950: 122; 1958). Peterson's work at Gi-oton Plantation located

both steiraied and notched points fro'n Deptford coip.ponents as well as

large triangular points (Peterson, personal communication).

The small triangular points do not seem to be as widespread

as the stemmed varieties, being noted in the literature at only

Mandeville and Sunday Bluff (Bullen 1969). At Sunday Bluff the

triangular points are poorly made with slightly curved sides and a

suggestion of side notching. Bullen notes their similarities to

points associated with tlie CartersviUe Phase in the Hall County,

Georgia, 9 HI 64 site (Fairbanks, 1954).

From the Mandeville stratigraphic seriation of points, a decline

in popularity of tlie Deptford points and an increase in the use of

square, stemmed Swift Creek points was noted (Kellar, et_ al_. , n.d.).

Drills

Two drills are known for the Deptford Phase. One specimen,

froiTi the Tucker site, is 2 inches long, 3/16 of an inch in average

diameter, and is pointed at both ends (Sears, 196.3: 29). The other is

tl:e reworked tip of a side notched point from the Mandeville site

(Kellar, et al_. , n.d.: 53).

Knives

Kr.ives are as rare in the Deptford Phase as drills, the only

reported examples coming from the ca. A.D. 1 Deptford component at the

Mandeville site (R'cllar, _e/t al_. , n.d.: 51-3). The blcide knives are

described as triangular, about 2 by 3 inches with flat bases and
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concave sides. None of the Mandeville artifacts, which are iTiade

of local stone, suggest that a fine degree of chipping skill was

used in their inanufacture

.

Scrapers

Scrapers seem to be restricted to the Mandeville site. One

coinbinrition side £ind end scraper, 2 side scrapers, and 10 flake

scrapers coiTipose the Deptford collection (Kellar, et al_. , n.d.: 20).

Celts

Sears (1963: 29, PI. Ill) recovered one broken celt and chips of

two others from the Tucker site. The specimens are all irade of a non-

local, grey igneous rock,. In size and shape the reconstructed

Deptford celts resemble the well-known polished stone celts found on

the Gulf ccast and associated with the later Gulf Tradition.

'Vhetstone£ or liones

l\1\etstones are widespread in the Deptford Phase with 4 specimens

from the Tucker site (Sears, 196.3: 50), 1 from Cumberland Island, and

others from the Gulf coast (IVilley, 1949: 507). The Tucker site hones

are all made fi-om sandstone, ivhile the Curiberland Island hone is

shaped out of coquina (sec Figure 16, F, at end of this chapter).

Probably these hones or wlietstones u'ere used to sharpen bone

arid Wood artifact?. Tt is significant that the Tucker site, which

contaiiis the largest number of hones, also has a relatively (for the

Deptford P}iasc) large number of bono tools.
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fannerstones

The presence of both bannerstones , v;hich are thought to be weights

for spear throwers, and stennned projectile points suggests the use

of the throwing stick in the Deptford Phase. Probably the spear

thrower was known throughout the earlier pre-Deptford phases of the

Coastal Tradition, since the weapon has a long history in the South-

eastern United States.

Fragments of bannerstones have been reco\'ered at the Deptford

site (Caldwell, 1952: 315), MrndeviUe (Kellar, et_ al_. , n.d.). and

site 9 Cla 2 just south of the Mandeville site (Nonas and Baillou,

1963: 3).

Grinding Implements

Six partial or whole stones with ground surfaces from Mandeville

(Keilar, et_ al_., , n.d.: 20, 54-5) seem to have been used as seed and/or

7iut grinders. A similar but better ipade ovoid stone with ground,

concave sides was found at the Deptford site, but its exact provenience

as Deptford or Wilmington is uncertain (Caldwell and McCann, n.d.: 30).

Three of the Mandeville specimens v;ere made from limestone and

three from sandstone. Several had both sides ground and one was pitted,

as if a nutstone. These grinders seem to be crude versions of metates.

At i'iandoYi lie a better made metate-form grinding stone was ta.ken from

an early Swift Creek compor.ent, reflecting a developmental sequence.

Grinding tools, especially at inland sites, were probably used for

seed or uut processing. Such tools are common in the early pro-ceramic

Archaic cultures in the Piedmont areas of th.e Southea;'t. However, they
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a.Te rarely found on the coast until after the spread of horticulture.

Tiicir use at the >'andeville site may have been in processing

dcnesticated foods as well as wild plant species.

Hamnierstones and Choppers

A large, crude uniface chopper was recovered from the Mondeville

site and was probably used as a wood-working tool (Kellar, et al.,

n.d. : 20).

Hammerstones are more nmnerous tJian choppers and range from egg-

si::e (ivilley, 19-19: 507) to fist size (Cumberland Island). The latter

specimen frorii Cumberland Island is made of agatized coral rather than

Ciiert or flint. Other harmnerstones have been found at the Deptford

site (Caldwell and McCann, n.d.), in northwest Florida (Willey and

Woodbury, 1942), and at fne inland sites excavated by Bullen along the

Chattahoochee River in northwest Florida (1950; 1958).

P i umme t s

Caldwell (1952) and Sears (1963: 30) report stone plummets from

the Deptford and Tucker sites, respectively. Proveniences of the

Deptford site specimens are not certain.. The Tucker site plunmiets were

made from a ch'ilky limestone.

A siltstoi-io plummet associated with Deptford pottery was recovered

from the fill of a Safety Harbor period mound in Sarasota County,

Florida (?.!ilanich, 1971a). Again the exact provenience is not certain.

Both the Deptford cuid Sarasota specim.ens are grooved and are identical

to example:; from botii pre- and post-Deptford cultures on the Southeastern

coasts.
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Other Stono Artifacts

Pieces of quartz, quarts crystals, limonite, slate, hematite,

and cut mica were found at Mandeville (Kellar, e^ al_. , n.d.: 21).

Probably these represent raw material acquired by trade or collected

locally and used to make special ornaments and other paraphenalia.

Other than flint or chert, non-local materials are extremely rare at

m.ost Deptford sites.

Shell Artifacts

Deptford shell artifacts do not occur in large numbers, nor is there

a large variety of such tools or ornaments. Unless shell artifacts are

in excellent shape and display distinctive markings, however, they are

difiicuit to distinguish froia midden shells. Thus it is easy to

Jdentify a perforated shell pick in the field while a clam-shell scraper

may go unnoticed. No doubt many more Deptford shell tool types exist

Than h.ive been reported in the literature. Deptford shell artifacts

do not differ significantly from those of other coastal cultures and

are rot very diagnostic.

The best represented shell tool bot'i in number and distribution is

the B_J3y^con_ shell pick (see Figure 16 at end of this chapter).

Usually these have a single perforated hafting hole through the upper

portion of the shell. Their usage within the Deptford Phase and through-

rut rhe Coastal Tradition was probably as a iiamr.ier in working v^'ood or

for opening shellfish or for splitting bones for extraction of marrow.
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Most coranonly B, perversu'n shell?, left-handed whelks, are used as

picks. Exajpcles are kno\sTi frcm the Willey Browne sites (Sears, 1957),

the Cumberland Island sites, the Tucker site (Sears, 1963: 50), and

the Deptfcrd site (Caldwell and McCann, n.d.: 27)- Several specimens

found in the cooking area in tlie Table Point Deptford house structure

(see Chapter II) confirm tliat they were used for food preparation as

suggested above.

Chi sels or Gouges

Chisels or gouges mads of Busycon columnella are found at nearly

ail the same sites on \.'hich picks are found. Tneir use is problematical,

perhaps as a knife to open sliellfish or as a burin for wood or bone

working (see Figure 16).

Ojiyaments

Shell beads (both olive and cockle shells and perforated Busycon

columnella were found at the Deptford site (Caldwell and McCann, n.d.:

27). These ornar-ents may have been associated v.'ith the Wilmington

component at the site. Al';o from the Deptford site (Caldwell, 1952:

?3
. l70 e, f) are two circular shell gorgets, cne with a stem and a

single perforation and the other with two perforations. Probably

these served as bov.'string wrist guards. Provenience is not certain. The

perforations were used to tie the guard to the archer's wrist, thus

shielding him against the snap of the bowstring.
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Boa e Art ifacts

Despite excellent preservation of food bones at Cumberland

Island, the Mandeville site, and the Tucker site, vvorked bone is

extremely rare. One ckI was noted in the Mound A Deptford excava-

tions at the Mandeville site (K'ellar, e;t a_l_. , n.d.: 54), and the tip

of a bone p:-n was recovered from the Table Point site on Cumberland

Island. Five bone tools, including a perforated shark's tooth, came

from the Tucker Deptford component (Sears, 1963: 30).

A large number of bone tools were excavated at the Deptford

site. Due to uncertainty concerning their association, however, and

the lack of bone tools from other Deptford sites, the Deptford site

bone tools are not included in this listing. Caldvell and McCann

(1941: 33) have noted that sherd hones used for sharpening bone points

are absent froir, tlie Deptford Phase. This and the lack of recovered

bo:ie artifacts from DeptCord contexts suggest a poorly developed

worked bono industry.

The rix bone tools (other than the shark's tooth) mentioned above

are the only bone tools definitely associated with the Deptford Phase.

The other four Tucker site bone tools were 2 splinter awls, 1 long

bor,e beaner, and 1 gouge-like tool made from a manonal long bone (Sears,

1963: PI. !II M).

Yent_ Compl ex Artifacts

Sears (1962) lias described in detail the Yent Complex, including

the artifarts associated with the complex. These artifacts are known

from throe late Deptford Phase buiial mounds -- Crystal River, Pierce,

and Yent -- and were found oithec wit): burials in the mounds or in
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separate w.ound caches. Sone of the artifacts are r.ade of ir.aterials

exotic to the Gulf sub-region.

A Yent Complex-Green Point Complex (Santa Rosa-Swift Creek Phase)

continuu-n is postulated by Sears. These complexes forned the basis for

the ceremonialism of the Gulf Tradition. Artifacts traits will be

listed here, and the reader is referred to Sears (1962) for a more

complete interpretation of the Complex.

PoLtsry of the Yent Complex

The only utilitarian type of Deptford pottery associated with the

Complex is Deptford Plain (Sears refers to the t>T3e 3S Franklin Plain).

Many of the funerary pots have unique shapes and decorations. These

include a spherical pot,, a pot in the shape of a curved ram's horn, a

triple-spoi.ted vessel, two 4-lobed pots with tetrapoJs, and a compound

jar vessel. Most of the pots found in the Yent Complex mounds are

of more conventional shapes with cylindrical jars, globular bowls, and

the common Deptford cylindrical pots with flaring lips all known.

Pastes of some of the vessels contain mica, indicating that they were

not made of local peninsular Florida ;lays. Possibly they were all

mc-p.ufactui-od in northwest Florida.

Several cord-marked and check stamped pots arc either siinilar to

or have been identified as specimens from the Cartcrsville Phase.

Trade during tlvis time must liave been quite extensive.

Designs found on the various Yent vessels include cord marking,

check •..tamping, zoned punctations. and zoned painting. Many uniquely

incised vessels are also present, as is rocker stampi;ig. The hand

cotif is found an vessels froir. two of the mounds. Miniature vessels.ffi
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large numbers in the mounds. Most are copies of Deptford Plain pots

and have tetrapods.

Sears notes that the unique pot forms and decorations are not

found in the village middens associated with the Yent mounds,

suggesting that such traits have special funerary significance. The

use of funerary potteiy seems to be absent from the Green Point Complex,

and appears again in the V/eeden Island Phase. The Yent Complex is

knov:n only for the Gulf sub-region, and none of the Yent traits,

ceramic or otlienvise, have been noted in the Atlantic sub-region.

Other Paraphenalia of the Yen t Complex

Most of the Yent artifacts appear to be ornamental cr elaborated

forms of more utilitarian artifacts, as gorgets. These include copper

panpipes, rectangular copper plates (probably bow string wrist guards;

one was found on the arm of a burial in tlie Pierce Mound), and copper

earspools (both single and double sided). SiU^er plated copper ear

spools, one inset with a pearl on each side, were excavated from the

Crystal River Mound.

niongatc plvi.-.mets and dovble-endcd plumr.ets, both made from

either copper, stone, ox shell, are also represented in the Yent

Complex iaveatory. T-'o-liole bar gorgets of stone were probably bow-

string guards. F'lell orna-nerts of va'/lous shapes and sizes, including

gorgets, ere represented in the rounds, also, ll^ese include many

circular ornaments, some perforated, and one unique flower-shaped

ornament.
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C':t carnxA^orc teeth, actually either puma, bear, wolf, or porpoise,

are corir/ion, as are shell and bone imitations of canine teeth. One cut

pup.a jaw came from the Crystal River mound.

Sears (1963: 15-6) points out the similarities in form, manufacture

and construction material between many of the Yent artifacts and those

found in Hopewellian burial m.ounds. He notes that Deptford vessels

have been found in many of the Hopewell mounds, confirming strong

contact between the two phases. Tliat this contact was not solely for

the pui-pose of acquiring material goods is reflected, perhaps, in the

growth of Yent ceremonialism.

It should be noted that McMichael (1960) states that the traits

which Sears has grouped together into the Yent Com.plex entered Florida

directly from Meso-America. McMichael postulates that these traits

core passed en to the Hopewell people via late Deptford, Gulf sub-region

peoples. Current research by Sears at the Ft. Center site in the Lake

Okeechoobce basin is expected to provide information on the feasibility

oca Meso-America to Florida to Ohio Valley movement of proto-Adena-

! icpewe 1 1 ceremoni al ism

.

Summa_ry

A review of the artifacts associated with the Deptfoi-d Phase shows

a low technological level of tool manufacture. The stone, bone, and

shell industries all seejTi poorly developed relative to both later

Coastal and Gulf Trndi-cion phases and to contemporary Southeastern

phases. Q'jite possibly the Depl.'^ord Phase people, especially those in

the Atlantjc sub-region who were farthest away from other Southeastern
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phases, were ariong the least complex cultures of the por:!od 600 B.C.

to A.D. 730 in tl-.e Eastern United States. Such a cultural level was

a continuation of the specialized patterns of the hunting and

gathering groups in the East dating back 3000 to 6000 years. The

specialized nature of tlie Coastal Tradition allo'^ed it to change very

little. i\1ien change did occur, it was in response to stimuli

introduced by contact with other cultures.

This low technological level is also indicated by the lack of a

variety of specialized tools. The tool industry consisted of bone pins

and awls Cboth rare), stone knives and scrapers (known only from one

site), and several t>i3es of shell tools. Large projectile points

were present, though not widespread, and several banr.erstones occur,

both indicative of the presence of the spear thrower. Tlie introduc-

tion of the bcw and arrov; seer.s to be reflected in the later spread of

small triangular points and "gorget" wrist guards (rare).

As early as 200 B.C. in the Gulf sub -region introduction of a

cOiiiplcx religious ceremonial isiTi (and, perhaps, horticulture) and an

accompanying proliferation of social statuses, both religious and

political, brought rapid changes to the phase. These changes are

reflected in the increased use of stone tools and the presence of

e.xotic, sp,-cialized ceremonial artifacts.

The large number of artifacts found at the Dcptford site, and

most likely associated wdth tlie Wilmington Phase, demonstrates the

changes which occurred in the Atlantic sub-region late in the Coastal

Tr.'iJi tion. Tliere the stone and bone Industries becair.e better

(level.^pod and a variety of tools appeared. Perhaps these changes were
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acco;Tpanied by the introduction of rudir.cntary horticulture ('a'.cay

from tj:e coast) and increased complexity of social groupings.

Despite a great deal of field research into the Deptford Phase,

evidence for reconstruction of aspects of material culture is almost

non-existent. It seems that this lack is not due entirely to

archeological techniques and incomplete excavational sampling. Rather,

such evidence simply does not exist.

Cli.apter VI which follows deals ivith those Deptford cultural

traits not usually thought of as material (artifactual) traits.

Since the Deptford material traits often can be found occurring

together in a large namber of coastal cultures, e.g., St. Johns and

Wcei'-en Island phases, Deptford culture must be distinguished

archeological ly by the occurence of both the Chapter V artifacrt traits

and those traits described in the not chapter.
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Figure 14. Deptford Pottery.

a-c, Deptford Check Stamped, small checks; d-h, Deptford

Check Stamped, large checks.
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Figure 15. Deptford Pottery.

a-c, Deptford Simple Stamped; d-f, Deptford Cross Simple Stamped;

g,h, Deptford Linear Check Stamped; i,j, Deptford Brushed; k-o,

Deptford Cord Marked.
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Figure 16. Deptford Tools.

a,b, Busicon picks; c,d, Busycon columella gouges; e, coquina hone.



CHAPTER VI

OTHER DEPTFORD PHASE CULTURAL TRAITS

_S e

t

tleinent Traits

Chang C1953; 1962; 10583, Sears C19oll, Maycr-Oakcs (1959),

and others have contrasted the concept of settlement patterning from

tl^at of community patterning. Settlement patterning, i.e., the wanner

in vhich coi?.-uniries are distributed within the natural environinental

region, reflects interrelationships between a culture and its

ervj.ronment. Co!,a,;unity patterning, i.e., the arrangement of structures

Kith in tnc individual group settlement (camp, tccn, etc.), reflects

aspectii of social, political, and religious organisation of the

society under study. Trigger (1963) has noted that "cora:u,nity" as

used in t!)is context refers to the "strictly social aspects of settle-

ment p.-ittcriun-." This ".sigo concurs with the tern as used in

cuUural anthropology, e.g., "ihe n^aximal group of persons who normally

reside in face-co-face association (>:avdock, 1949: 79j." Those social

relation-hips are mirrored in the physical layout of coini^mnities , and,

thrs, can at leasr oe partially reconstructed through archeological

techniques and interpretation.

191
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Trigger (1968) has reviewed the theoretical bsses of settle-

ment ardieology and differentiated throe levels of settlement

analysis: (1) settlement pattei-ning (as defined above); (2)

coFuiiunity patterning (as defined above); and (3) household patterning.

Household patterning within a culture is a function of many factors

including ra*; materials available for construction, climate, subsistence

activities, and social relationships such as family type and marriage

custom.

The study of a culture's settlement traits at all tliree levels can

provide obvious information on many different elements of that culture,

especially social relationships. As Willey (1953) lias pointed out

in his Viru Valley settlement study, the reconstruction of settlement

traits provides "a strategic starting point for the functional inter-

pretation of arclieolcgical cultures." Settlement traits are also

important in differentiating archeological phases. Thus, Deptford

settlemerit traits are described belo',\' both to provide a foundation for

the reconstruction of certain other traits and to pz'ovide important

distinguishing aspects o'c the Deptford Phase.

Settlement Patterning

Deptford sites are found in two environmental situations, one coastal

and oi-.e inland. Coastal sites are located in live oak hammiocks

either on tlie mal-iiland or on the bai-rier islands v.iiich are found on

bot'-i the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, ^'carly alv;ays the sites are on the

edge of salt water marshes. Sea level rises relative to the land have

prcbabl>- pushed portions of the live oak strand farther inland.
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leaving a few of the sites, such as the Dcptford site, vdthin

Located '.vithin the live oak strand, the sites are on a major

ecotone betv.-eeT the Pine Barrens and Coastal biomes. This position

allo'-vs exploitation of multiple biotopes within the Coastal biome,

including ocean, beach, forests, marsh, tidal marsh, streams , and salt

water lagoon. Often fresh water streams, sv^famps, and ponds are nearby,

providing -.nore niches for exploitation.

The physiographic conditions fulfilling these requirements are

foivnd over a large area of t!ie Southeastern Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

After the criiergence of the Coastal Tradition, the people of the Sapelo

and later St. Simons and Xoi'wood Phases radiated throughout the region

described above. Tlieir radiation was not total, however, but was

blocked in the west by the Poverty Point Piiase and later the Tchefuncte

and Bayou la Batre Phases of the lower Mississippi Valley and Mobile

Bay area. The Florida east coast and the southern half of the west

coast did not fulfill the conditions to v;hich che Coastal Tradition was

adopted, and those areas were occupied by other cultural traditions.

Inland Doptford sites are also located on ecotones. They are

scLji-tered tliroughout the river valleys of the Pine Barrens biome. From

this location exploitation of rivers and streams, flood plain, and

forest was possible. Little information is available regarding exact

location of the sites within the river valleys. Based on Bullen's

work in northwest Florida (1950; 1958) and central Florida (1959) it

soems likely that the sites lie within the river valleys close to the

wate::- source, rather than on the upper terrace of the floor plain.
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The latter is probably more typical of a hunting canpsite. Tlie

Deptford peoples, on the other hand, were interested in gathering

selected floral resources from the valley.

Subsistence Activities

T]ii3 dual distribution of the Deptford sites suggests a transhumant

subsistence pattern. Deptford bands moved inland some 25 miles to the

river valleys during the Fall to harvest the nuts and berries which

were used to suppliment their winter food supply. Whether or not

exploitation of this portion of the Pine Barrens was necessary for

dietetic reasons is not known. Possibly it was a declining pattern

left over from the early portion of the Coastal Tradition when adapta-

tions to the coast were being developed. The transhumant movement may

have been reinCorced by social customs, such as band exogamy, and it

continued until new social processes no longer made inter-group mate

exchange necessary or desirable. The Fall period in the river valleys

also provided an opportunity for excliange of cultural traits with other

phases

.

TabJe 10 lists known floral and faunal species utilized by the

Deptford people. Site proveniences are also given.'' 'Hie primary

biotopos exploited by the Deptford Phase were the marsh, including the

mar^n tidal streams, and the lagoon. From these sources came the

largest au;iiber of species, including shellfish, indicating that they

'.vero the easiest biocopes to exploit. Land mammals, especially deer.

.'.r.e ^^yf'--'y^ site farrial lemains were identified by Elizcibeth Wing of
the Florida State Musoiot, whose research was supported by the Nations
::)Cience Fouiidation.
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T.'-ible 10. Identified Floral and Faunal Speciej
froiTi Deptford Sites.

E:t:ilhh^ PEPTILES (continued)

Didelphis marsupialis Agkistrodon sp.
opossum lj3,6 water moccasin 3

Gec;?,y3 cf. cua-.berlandius Alligator Mississippiensis
pocket gopher 1 alligator 3,6

Geon-.ys pmetis Kinosteridae
pocket gopher 6 mud turtle 3

Cet.icean Chelydra sp.
s-liale or porpoise 1-3 snapping turtle 3

Procyon lotor Siren lacertina
raccoon 1-Z r.)ud eel 3

Odocoi leui virgi nianus
deer i-6

cf. '-onacus tropicalis FISH
West Indian seal 1

;,;:iidcntifiod hear 4 Carcharhinidae
unidentified elk 4 requien shark 1,2
Lutrn canadensis Paleocerdo cuvier

eltcr 3 tiger shark 1

S)lvi]agi-s sp. Sphyrnidae
r'.obit 5 liammerhead shark 1,2

I.)-nx rufus Myliobatidae
bobcat 5 eagle ray 1

Feli.:. concolor Ariidae
panther 3 sea catfish 1,3

Barge rnarinus

gafftopsail catfish 1-3

'l^^Ii'^J^i Galeichthys felis
channel catfish 1-3,5

unidentified turtle 5 Pogonias cromis
Dclrochelys reticularia drum, 1,3,6

chicken turtle 1,3,6 Scianops ocellata
Svernotherus lEp. channel bass 1,3

inush turtle 1 .nrcnosargus sp.
Gcphtrus poi>-j;]ie,iius sheepshcad 1-3,6

,;;opher tortoise 1.6
. Dasvatidae

Maljcie-a^yG Lerro.pin sting ray 1

salt inarrl, terrapin 1-3 Fepisosteus sp.
Cheloniidae garfish 3

sea turtle 1,3,6 Unideritified shark 3

Chr>seMys sp. Centropo.Tius sp.
painted turtle 1,6 snook 3

Trionyx ferox Lutjanus sp.
soft-shelled turtle 1,6 snapper 3

Teriapene Carolina
box ^urtje 1 ,

5

1 - 'Hh\e Point; 2 - Stafford North: 3 r Garden Patch; 4 - Mandeville;
s - Suiiday Bluff: 6 - Tucker.
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Table 10. (Continued)

I^S_H (continued)

Caranx sp.

jack 5,6
CvTio scion sp.

spotted sea trout 3

Chasrcdipterus faber
Atlantic ^-padefish 3

>'ugil sp.

:nu"llet 3

Pai't'lichtys sp.

flounder 3

Diodontidae
porcupine fish 3

Opsarus sp.

toadfish 5

Chi loT.y ct erus sp

.

blov-'fish 6

Unidentified fish 4,5

BIRDS

SHELLFISH (continued)

Volsellas demissa
Atlantic ribbed mussel 1,2

Tagelus plebius
stout tagelus 1,2

Busycon contrarium
Lightening whelk 1,2

B. canaliculatum
channeled whelk 1,2

B. carica
knobbed whelk 1,2

B. pei'versum
left-handed whelk 1,2

Littorina irrorata
marsh periwinkle 1,2

Nassorius obsoletus
mud snail 1,2

Polinices duplicatus
shark eye 1,2

Oliva sayana
lettered olive 1,2

Mergus serrate

r

red-breastod merganser 4,5 PLANTS
Unidentified bird 4,5
A;,-thya affinis hickory nut 4

lesser scaup 3

SHELLFISH

cf. Elliptio
freshwater mussel 4,5

Vivaparus sp.

snail 5

C r ;:is s o s t re a, \" i rg ini ca
oyster 1-3,6

Mercenaria ir.e'i-c-'maria

cla::! .5,6

M. ca;np.:;chi ens is
cla~jn 1,2

1 -- Table Point; 2 - Stafford North, 3 - Garden Patch; 4 - Mandevijle
5 - Sunday Bluff; 6 - Tucker.
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probably provided nearly as nuch moat, bat, were ^nre difficult to hunt.

A balance of exploitive effort betveen the land and the maritiiTie

resources was established.

Shellfish were collected from the tidal streams with 'jpecialized

equipment, possibly rakes and baskets. The shellfish were opened

and cooked by placing them on coaJs in a firs pit. Some may have been

opened with Busvccn picks witliout being roasted.

FishiT!g »;as also specialized with nets or weirs most likely being

used in the lagoons and tidal streams. Basketry and cordage were both

utilized in the Deptford Phase. Seals and porpoises or other whales

might have been taken from open canoes with harpoons, thougli the

arr.ou'it of food bone from these animals is small enough to be explained

by cas-.aal collection of dead animals washed up onto the beach.

Snares must have been utilized in taking some of the land

mammals. The large number of raccoons identified in the middens

indicates that specialized hunting techniques, perhaps Ciubing the

raccoons from canoes in the marshes, were employed. Peer may have been

caught by driving them into water and killing them. This teclinique

would have involved several nuclear eamilies. Division of the deer

prcbably took place aruong the participating families, rather than one

ramMy or household receiving the wliole animal. ExaminatioTi of tlie

deer bone romai;s from Cujj.berland Island suggests division of deer,

with quartering o'.' the animal being done in tJie field and the haunches

distributed a:iiong the participants of the hunt.

A ] :.rge number of land or fresh water turtles reflects specialized

knowledge of the habits of these reptiles. The lai-ge sea turtles were

collected in the sum-mer when they came onto the beaches to lay their eggs
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Eutchering of turtles seems to have been done by removing the meat

through a hole knocked into the bottom-anterior portion of the shall.

Very little is known about Ueptford use of flcral species. One

charred hickory nut tvas recovered from the I^Jandeville site. Available

plants known to have been used by other Southeastern Indian groups

and available to the Deptford gatherers include: yaupon or cassina,

oak acorns, persiiTmons ^ wild grapes, saw palmetto, and cabbage palm.

No doubt a great inany other plant species were utilized. Knowledge

of which plants to use and how to prepare them was developed over the

three thousand years of the Coastal Tradition.

Community P fit

t

ernin
,g_

Other than the Deptford sites associated with the Yent Complex,

ail Deprford .sites seem to have been impei-manent ca/ap shelters.

Residence in such camps was generally restricted to kin lelated persons

fcrping a small band, with subsistence centered on hunting and

gathering (Sears, 1956). 'iliis description fits well with known

information concerning <:he Ocptford Phase, especiali}' midden deposi-

tio;".al !;:;3tterns.

At tl'e Table Point site and on St. Catherine's Islaiid laound

strucv.vcvcs are present, the former a ring and tlie other a burial

•.':o',;nd. Teriiaps rudimentary villages were associated with these earth-

v;ork.s. ';ears (l')56) describes villages as having 30 to 40 maximujn

dwellings with a planned layout. Occupation is for extended periods of

ti;:.e. The Georgia coast Deptford villages were probably occupied by

several kin related gro:;ps (runim.entary clans?). 7ne Yejit Coi'.inlex

vii-Iagos '.vere of the same Lype, but probably wii-h better organization.
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A kin-based religion, perhaps toteraism within lineages, v;as rr^o^t

likely present (Sears, 1956).

Campsites, the prevalent community pattern throughout most of the

tcnrporal range of the Deptford Phase, seem to have been composed of

dwellings occupied by nuclear families, as at Cuinberland Island. About

five dwellings together representing one kin group were present at

any site at any one time. The midden pattern, wliich shows strings of

separate shell piles scattered about the sites, reflects such a

cojnriunity grouping. Sites occupied repeatedly for hundreds of years

tend to spread outward rather than growing vertically as in the

St. Johns Tradition.

Population of the Deptford Coastal campsites, based on an estimate

of five dwellings per camp, is placed at 30-50 persons. This

compares to an estimate of 50 persons given by Steward (J9S5: 133)

for the Southwest Shoshone bands and an average of 30-100 persons for

bands in general. There is too little information on the size of

river valley cjunps to indicate whether they- were occupied by a o-md

or by only one nuclear family.

The excavations on Cumberland Islaiid and the Tucker site

Crbelps, 1966: 21, Figure 29) indicate a growth in the area occupied

by t];e Deptford peoples over that of the earlier Norwood and St.

Simons Phases. Not only are individual sites larger, but there are

:!ore sites disrributed over larger areas. At the Tucker site the

nabitation space associatt d with the Deptford component is twice that

of the Norwood component. Phelps (1966: 24) notes tliat such an

expai.sion is typical of Deptford sites throughout the Southeast. This

increase wms probably a result of: (1) a natural population increase
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which occurred as tJie Coastal Traditio.! became ;r:or3 cfficiew.',!/

adapred to its environment; (2) longer seasonal occupations at the

coastal sites as the phase began to rely niore on tlie Coastal bicme

:md less on the Pine Barrens; or (3) o-cupation of the Deptford

sites for greater lengths of time over the preceeding phases,

500-1000 years compared to t]ie 500 years of the Norwood and St. Sir?.ons

Phases. Most likely the site increases were the result of a combina-

tion of all three of these factors.

I'opulation densities for the Deptford region cannot be derived

directly from the site information on hand. Generally, however, the

population density for bands is less tlian one person per square mile

(Steward, 19S5: 40). Because of tlie large area of the Pine Barrens

occupied only sporadically by the Deptford people and the major

adaptations to the narrow Coastal bicme, it seems to be iTiOi^e infoi'inative

to speak of tl'.e population ratio per coastal linear mile. From tlie

excavations and surveys on Cuj?berland Island it is ji-robable that tvvo

canps were occupied concurroj,i:ly on the island. Table Point and

Sta>-"o-.-d NoiLli, Mo other large areas of Doptford niiddens were

located, 'n-iis impl^is tliat tlic island and adjacent mainlaiva were

capable of supporting at. least SO Deptford individuals (2 camps) per

20 coastal linear miles, or at least 4 per mile. Applying this minim.al

figure to the total coastline of the Deptford Region yields a Deptford

po^.uiation estimate of 4 times 1185 miles or 4740 persons. Even i c

tius figure were doubled, the density per square mile ',;ithin the

Deptlord region would be much less than 1 person. Such demographic

fi.^t-res as these, however, are based on scaiity cvidcaice. More

detailed surveys are needed.
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Household _P_atterning

Infoj-mation of Deptford household patterning coFies from the Table

Point, Stafford North, and Sunday Bluff sites. At the Stafford North

site an open structure 21 feet by 14 feet was indicated. Pestholes

spaced several feet apart ;nust have supported a roof, probably

thatched. A bell-shaped storage pit and an occupation floor charac-

terized by crushed shell and a high artifact content were associated

v;ith the proposed structure.

A siinilar, probably roofed, open-sided structure was found at the

Table Point site immediately adjacent to and perhaps partially

supported by a known enclosed house structure. Tliis area was also

characterised by a shell occupation floor with an associated porthole

and a high nuiT.ber of artifacts lying on the living floor. Lack of

a '.earth and relative position to the known house structure also

points toward the living floor's being associated with either an open

worK area or outside sleeping area. Tliis latter structure was

circular, about 25 feet in diameter, or oval. Cc.Tiplete excavation of

the floor was not carried out and the structure's s!\ape could not be

definitely estaDlished.

The Deptford choice of oval structures is also reflected in the

Table Point closed house, Measurements of the reconstructed house are

32 feet by 22 feet. Walls consisted of vertical posts set in long

trenches and a'lchored with a mixture of shell and dirt. iV'ali posts

were 0.5 to 0.8 foot in dla'aeter. Within the house a partition

constructed of posts set into a shallow wa] 1 trench separated the

kitchen ^rea fro!;i a hypothesized indoor sleopitig area.
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A large post supported the i-oof (thatched?) over the cooking

area. Cooking was doTie in a circular fire pit 4.5 feet in diameter

ar;d 2.2 feet deep. Later the pit was extended to 910 by 4.5 feet

and v.-as parallel to the partition.

Tlie substantial nature of the house suggests that it was

occupied throughout a large portion of the year, especially the colder

v.'i:rter months. In the liotter months sleeping may iiave been under the

adjacent open outdoor structure. Size of the house suggests that it

ivas occupied by one nuclear family of 4 to 6 persons.

Ihe house floor vvas swept, with the debris being thrown either

out of the house or pushed back against the interior walls. Both

the support post, the wall posts, and the outside post in the open

stricture were sot in linear ditches. In the case of the open

structure post and the central house post, tne ditch bottom was

sloped. Tlie two posts, 1.2 and 1.4 feet in diameter respectively,

were raised in the deep end of the ditch. Probably they were butted

agairi.st tbe ena wall of the ditch as an aid in raising the heavy posts.

Tlu-;5S ditches '>;ere 5 and 7 feet in length, respectively, and width

was 0.2 to 0.4 foot wider than the post diameters.

At both the Stafford North and Table Point structures, excavations

s'-'ggss't that iTi,any of the construction posts were removed for reuse

rather tlian being left to rot in the ground. Wood was easily attainable,

but cutting posts must Iiave been difficult, placing a hig!'. priority on

their revise

.

Bullon's (lC69j excavations at the Sunday Bluff site intersected

a thell -filled ditch quite similar in description to the wall trench of

the Table Point closed house. The Sunday Bluff trench, cut by two 5
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foot wide excavation trenches 10 feet apart,, was ca. 4.5 feet wide at

the top and originally nearly 3 feet deep. The two cuts across the

ditch or trench demonstrated that it was curved along its length.

Postholes and a large pit were found on the outside of the arc formed

^v the ditch CBullsn, 1969: Figure 9). The provenience of the post-

holes was not established, however, and they may have been part of a

hiscoric structure (Bullen, 1969: 20). Since only two small portions

of the dtich were uncovered, it is possible that the pit and postholes

were inside the area enclosed by the trench. Separate living floors

associated with the structure were not established in the excavation

and the exact association of the excavated Orange, St. Johns, and

Deptford .sherd types relative to the ditch was not determined. It is

significant that the wall trench type of house is widespread during

the temporal range of the Deptford Phase.

Soc i al rgan i z at i on

As indicated above in the discussion of community patterning,

the prevalent Deptford Phase social unit was the band, composed of

related nuclear families. Steward (1955: Chapter 7) and Service

(l96^. Giapter 3) have discussed the social organization of the

hunting-gathering band. The few statements which follow concerning

Deptford social organization are interpolated from Stewart's and

Service's gerieral characteristics of bands.

Probybiy the Deptford Phase bands were partilocal, typified by

reciprocal band exogamy and viri local marital residence pattern.

Hunting r:ad gathering wa^ carried out by the individual nuclear
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f?jT;ilif3S except where group efforts were required, as in deer drives

and iiet fishing. Perhaps band moieties existed to facilitate

exogamy.

I'/ithin the patrilocal band /statuses were usually familistic

and egocentric. No archeological evidence has been recovered which

points tov.'ard craft specialization statuses or other forms of social

ordering within the bands. Service (1962) notes that in bands least

disrupted by acculturation, sodalities, especially those which are age

or generationally graded, are often in existence. Frequently these

;~oualities are accompanied by myths, totems, and other cultural

explanations of their origins, all of which reenforce the band social

structure. The independence of bands and the interrelatcdncss of moiety

bands accor-nts somewhat for the evolution of larger social groupings

within the Deptford Region.

As band size increased and communities became more permanent, the

Deptford comniunity may have become a marriage isolate, with exogamy

b.nv.con intra-community kin groups, lliis probably occurred late in the

Depcford Fliase and was accompanied by tiie use of burial mounds and,

pevh;:'ps, by kin-based religion, as at Mandeville, St. Catherir.e's

Isiaiid and other earthwork 3ites. Greater social complexity was

necessary to provide labor for the construction of these projects.

With the ."ddition of horticulture and a more complex religion and

social systein, tlie tribal society of the Gulf Tradition emerged.

Probably t;iis stage was readied in the Atlantic sub-region Coastal

Tradition by the end of the Wilmington Phase.

The evolution of tiie Coastal Tradition seems to parallel the

general pat Lorn found elsewhiei-e in the Old and New Worlds, i.e., hunting-

gatnerxj^g bands evolve into horticultural' tribes with scdentarv villages.
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LateTj >;ith the Mississippiaa intrusion 'ind the introdriCtion of

extensive horticulture, the chiefdoTi level was reached in the South-

east, including the Georgia coast, and qu.ite large tcv^ns v.'ith hundreds

of occupant.s were formed. ITiis later climax had degenerated somewhat

by the tine of the European intrusion in the Sixteenth Century. By

this time aisO; there was no longer any trace of the Coastal Tradition

way of life.

Trade

Vi'ithin the early temporal portion of the Deptford Phase trade

seems to have been carried on casually, rather than by fci'mal arrange-

ment. Special statuses, such as traders, could not have been supported

by the Deptford subsistence base. Tlie presence of Piedrnont ceramic

types at the c-oast-il Deptford sites, e.g., the Tucker site (Sears,

196?), is indicative of trade with northern Georgia. Likewise, some

Deptford cera'nics oc.cui: at the Piedmont sites. This trade was

probably rhe result of contact within the Pine Barrens river valleys.

Cn the other iiand, a lack of stone at the Coastal sites shows that

trade w<ts infvec]ucnt, or that stone was not iiighly scught by the

Dt.ptfcrd peoples.

Goggin (SF^C, 1566: 14} 'las noted large numbers of micaeous paste

Deptford sherds on the central Gulf coast. Tliese suggest extensive

trade or nuvemcnt within th.e Gulf sub -region. Tnis Iiigh level of

tr?d-:- activity in the Gulf sub-region is reflected in the presence of

Tv-hofuTicte and other lower Mississippi Valley and Mobile Bay area

sherds ac sites in that sub-region. Influences From these cultures also

reached -across northern Florxda tc Cumberland Island.
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Concopitant vith the dianges Icadins to the Yent Complex, trade

within the Gulf sub- region seems to have beccine nore extensive.

Probably this war. the result of attempts by the Deptford peoples to

obtain religiously significant paraphenalia and information, or

attempts by Hopewellian "missionaries" to introduce these items to

the Deptford r"'hase. McMichael (1960) has suggested that this trade

occurred both -v.-ith the Ohio Valley phases and certain Meso-American

Fhaics. no\.-ever, there is no concrete evidence to support a hypothesis

sx:sgesting direct trade with Meso-America. Marine shells and Deptford

pots have been found at many of the Adena and Hopewell sites, also

de.r.cnstrating contact with the Southeastern coasts.

Earthworks and Burial Complexes

h-.>rthv;orks other than burial mounds have been found at iriree

Deptford sites: Mandeville, Table Point, and Deptford. At the latter

Site the earthworks may be frora the Wilmington Phase. !3arthwo?:ks,

indicative of a more complex social organization than tl:at associated

..irh bands, occur at about A.D. 1 in the Deptford Phase, while burial

mounds are fcvnd as early as 200 B.C. Beth earthworks and mounds are

eari:.!.e3t ±,\ the Gulg sub-region.

At the ^fendeville site [Cellar, e_t_ al_. , n.d. : 75-7) a constructed

platform mound 2 feet high, 40 feet long, and 18 to 20 feet wide was

u."-.:overeG. [ho platfjr.n moi,nJ was sandwiclied betwi^en two late Deptford

miducu rxnes and i? clearly of Deptford provenience. 'Jliis structure

served as the primary base of the Mound A mound. Several additions to

the pi-imary plarform mound were observed. These took the form of new
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caps added to the surface of the JLound. Tlie later Swift Creek n^ound

Du:- ulers curitinued tl-.e structure.

T;v3 prir.arv mound had ranip-like slopes on all four sides, extending

aoKnv.-ard at about a 60 degree angle. So evidence of structures \>jas

observed on the top of the platform, although the top '.vas covered with

•3 bright yellc''.- sand decorative cap. T?ie mound closely resembles a

small version of the truncated Mississippian temple mounds which

appeared in the Southeast 1000 years later.

"ihe Table Point shell and dirt ring has been described above in

Ch -pier II. Diameter of the fing was 220 feet with a width varying

from 20 to 30 feet. Two gaps, 20 and 30 feet iii width, were present

within the circumference of tlio ring. In the wider gap excavations

revealed a he.^vily traveled floor, evidence of a hearth, and a large

postholo mold. Enclosed within tlie ring was a rectangular midden about

150 feet by SO feet. Tlie riiig dates after A.D. S5.

In si-.e ana the presence of gaps tlie rirg is quite similar to

Adena ri.^gs described by Webb and Snow (1945: 51). Its exact use,

however, is problematical. Possible explanations include the theory

that the ring wcis an Adena-Hopewell-dorived corer'onial enclosure, or

that it anchored a log palisade surrounding structuros.

At the Deptford site McCann's excavatioiis revealed two long

uitches fCaldwcll and Mc'::?nri, n.d.). ll^e ditches could have been

cciistructed by the pos t -I>eptford '.Vilmington peoples as well as by the

I'eptford Phase occupants of the site. The Cumberland I; land evidence

d..:.es demonstrate that si:ch structures wtre knovm during the Dcetford
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Caldvell and ?!cCap.n (n.d.: 8) describe the Deptford site trenches

in tJie following inanner:

A narrow streak of dark stained sand mixed with
.shell fragments appeared in the underlying tan
sand of the northv.'estern part of the site. It
extended for almost ninety feet in a curving line
eight to ten inches wide. Tnis feature was probably
the bottom of a wall trench into which the stakes
of an enclosure or palisade had once been set,
although no remains of individual posts were found.
Cross sections of the trench showed it to be some-
what narrower in the few inches it extended into the
tan sand, but the upper portion could not be
distinguished from the overlying midden deposits.

A deep trench over forty feet long was also found,
its purpose undetermined. It was seven feet wide
at a I'opth of one foot below the surface. One and
a half feet deeper, it narrowed to a width of four
feet and then contracted to a rounded bottom. It
was filled with midden stained sand, broken shell,
potsherds, and oti:er cultiiral debris.

The descriptions are not adequate enough to fully determine the

function of the above features, although the shallo,; trench does appear

to !u,ive been a footing trench for a wall palisade. Hie larger trench

li^ight -ilso have been for a palisade, or it could have served as a

wall trench for a Irirge structure.

Oepuford burial mounds have been found associated with the Yent

Coiiiplex in norrli.-.-est Floiida and west cei-.tral Georgia at Crystal River,

Fierce, Ycnt, f'andovi lie (Mound Q) , and, perluips, Horseshoe Beach.

The Oaklaijd Mound (Morrell, I960) 5ee;:is to have been associated with

tiio Deptford Phase, but Is earlier than tl'ie Yent Complex. In the

Atlantic sub-rerion recent excavations b>' the University of Georgia

have revealed Deptford burial incuuds on St. Catherine's Island

dating C£. A.D. 500 (Caldwell, 1970).

ITie only other excavations revealing Deptford provenience burials

were car-riod cue at c'le Caiar)~lle sits, Fi'-2, in Franklin County,
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Florida nVilley, 1949: 554). Iliere two creriation burials were found

within the village midden. Nearby a cache of purposefully destroyed

pottery, a coirm^on trait of the later Gulf Tradition, v.-a? hurried.

Tne Yent Complex mounds have been described by Sears (1963) as

continuous -use rounds. Burials, probably initiating the construction

of the mound, are often found near the mound base. Types of burials

include flexed, bundle, extended, and single skull internments. Burial

forms may be indicative of status differentiations simdlar to those

suggested by Sears (1954) for the Gulf coast after A.D. 700.

At the Oakland miound the four cleared burials '.vere all bundle

burials. No exotic goods of the t>'pes associated with the later

Yent Complex were found in the mound.

Caldwell's excavations of the Deptford Seaside mound on St.

Catherine's Island have not yet been published. Tentative reports

indicate a sub-mound, pentagonal burial pit associated with Deptford

artifacts and radiocarbon dated at A.D. 520-125 years (Caldwell, 1970).

By A.D. 1 mounds and earthworks were Avidespread am.ong sedentary

populatio.-is in tlie Southeast and \,-eve being introduced into the

De,n^ford Phase. 'A'ithin the Deptford Phase platform m.ounds, burial

v:ou:vJs, and other ceremonial and utilitarian earthworks and ditches

v.'ere present. It was through the Deptford Phase that knowledge and

use of the..- traits reached the later Coastal Tradition Wilmington

Phase and tiie Gulf Tradition,

Atte/fiDting to reconstruct the culture of a people who lived ISOO

years age is tenuous. Guessej at their ethnic and language affinities
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are even iricre temious. It is hypothesized here th?.t the Deutford

people and their cultural relatives of the Coastal Tradition were

proto-Ti?nucuan speakers, as were the St. Johns Tradition peoples of

eastern Florida,

The Oeptford Phase is a pai't of a coastal evolutionary sequence

spanning tlie period 2000 B.C. to A.D. 1200 on the Atlantic coast and

2000 B.C. to A.D. 1 on the Gulf coast. With the intrusion of the

Mississippian peoples into the Southeast early in the second nillenium

A.D., various Muskogean languages v;ere introduced to the central and

upper Georgia coast , marking the change from, the Wilmington Phase to

Lhe Savannah Pliase. Muskogean languages, e.g., Cusabo, Yamassee, and

Guale, v.'ere found along the central and upper portions of the Georgia

coast by the Spanish ;;nd French in the Sixteenth Century (Svvanton,

1352. 94, 108, 114). Ho\.'ever, on CumberTand Island and the central

;e3tern and eastern coasts of Florida, the Spanish encountered

Timr.cnan lajigiu^gcs . In these latter areas there is also the least

evidence for. introduction of Mississippian traits.

Elsenhere this author (1971c; 1971d) has suggested that the

historic Timucuan-speaking inhabitants of Cumberland Island were

culturally [and physically) descended froir. Georgian Coastal Tradition

peoples. This iniplies that these early Coastal Tradition peoples

spoke a proto-TiiT:ucuan language.

Likev;ise, the Alachua Tradition of northcentral Florida seems to

be culturally related to 'Vilinington Coastal Tradition peoples and

probably represents a direct ;;iigration of Wilmington horticnlturalists

into Florida (Milanich, 1968a). Tlie Potano Indians, historic
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representatives of the Alachua Tradition, v.-ere also Timucuan speakers

(TKantcn, 1952: 157-8). Tlras , two tribes which are believed to have

evolved out of the IVilinington Pliase were Timucuan speakers.

On the Gulf coast of Florida the historic Gulf Tradition

descendants were also Timucuan speakers (A. Bullen, 1965; Swanton,

19S2). These included the Pohoy and Tocobaga tribes. This implies

that the Guif Tradition peoples were also proto-Timucuan speakers and

it is evident tliat they developed out of the Coastal Tradition

population of t'le Gulf sub-region.

Tl-.ese cases together suggest that within the Coastal Tradition

a protc -Timucuan language was spoken. Since it is known that the

historic St. Johns Tradition peoples were Tiinucuan speakers, it is

likely chat a proto-Timucuan language was spoken early in the St. John

Tradition. As early as 200 B.C., then, a proto-Timucuan language may

have been widespread on the coasts of Florida and Georgia. This

lan,-;uage could have had much wider occurrence before the Muskogean-

MiiL-issij5pian intrusion which displaced many indigenous peoples. If

Ti.T.ucuan were an early language in the eastern United States, this

..light account for the difficulty of relating this language to other

historically recorded Ajnerican Indian languages.



CHAPTER VI

J

SIJMI4A.IIY OF CONCLUSIONS

T}^Q Pep t ford Phas

e

Inc Deptford Phase represents a unique culture -v'ithin the

ovclutJOiTary sequence of the Coastal Tradition. Hirierging out of the

related Norwood ^nd St. Siriions Phase? about 600 B.C., the phase is

tl.e result of changes which occurred ^irMn tlie Coastal Traditioa:

(1) in ortler to naintain the coastal economic pcttcrii; (2) i,n response

to contrict v,-ich oth.er cultures; and (3) in response to culturally

directed change perogatlves.

A!;ter 200 BC, burial iiiounds, platforn mou-ids, jiid, jforhaps,

hoitirulture ;;ere introduced into tl^e Deptford Ph/.se peoples la aorth-

ivesc Florida. Stroag influences from the, Tchefuncte, Bayou ''a Ratre,

Adena, and Kopewell Phases ^'^d
,
possibly, tho Florida Okeeciiobee Basin

culturcfsj coalesced to bring about r]\e rapid cvolaticn of the Gulf

sub-region Deptford Phase. &y A.D. i rhe Doptcord Please in that

sub-region had evolved into t]:e Swift Cr^^ek Phase, and the Culf

Tradition dcrainateJ westei'ii Florida until the- historic period.

Beginning about A.D. 700 in the Atlantic sub-region, the Deptford

Pliase de\eloped. into the iVi Aiiiiyigron Phas;-, '.vhicb is characterized by

widespread use of burial mounds; plain and cord rnax-ked, sherd-tempered

212
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pottery; villages; and possibly horticulture in areas away from the

coast. Tnese iViljnington elen-ents are traceable 'veil back into the

Deptford Phase, the transition into V.'ilmington occurring over a half

century or more.

Archeological recognition of the Deptford Phase is based primarily

on its: (i) settlement and community patterning; (2) subsistence

activity; (3) ceramic complex; and, (4) poorly known non-ceramic

trait complexes, 'flie geographical distribution of Deptford sites is

divided into the Gulf and Atlantic sub-regions, i.e., the coastal

strand of uxstern Florida from nortii of Charlotte Harbor to the

Alabama state line, and the Atlantic coastal strand from extreme

northern Florida (i^outh of the St. Johns River) to Cape Fear, North

Carolina. Inland sites extend back from the const along the river

valleys of the Pine Barrens.

T]\s trait list for the Deptford Phase which follov.'s summarizes

the traits discussed in Chapters I - VI of this paper. An effort

has been made to group related traits into "complexes" and to group

related complexes into "activities" following Fairbanks' (1942) treatment

of the Savannah River Focus (Tradition) .
^ Traits listed are those

tound or implied archeologically and which together comprise the known

culture of the Deptford Phase.

^

-"First every trait is intijiately associated with some other trait or
traits to form a larger functional unit comm.only known as a "trait com-
plex". Tlie traits within such a complex are all more or less inter-
related and inter- dependent from the point of ooth function and use.
A nuT:ib3r of such trait complexes are, in turn, combined to form a still
l;rrger runctional unit which, since no term has so far been coined for
it, we will call an "activity" (Linton, 1936: 397)."

2"VC" designates traits associated with the Yent Complex. -'Early"
refers to before A.D. 1, and "late" to after. "D" designates traits
j-Ound o/ily at the Deptford site and which may be iVilmington.
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:ETTLcMi:Xr PATTERXTNG ACTIVIIT

Cozst^l Site Locc-tion Coniplex (IVJ.nter through Svirun.er)

Sites located on ecotor-cs bet-veen .-;ultiple biotopes.
Sites found near salt water r'arshes, U3i:ally in live

oak hamiriocks in Coastal bioipe.

Sites spa.ced about evei-y ten miles along coast.

Inland Site Location Complex (Fall)
Sites located on ecotones bet\veen multiple biotopes.
Sites found j.n river valleys of Pine Barrens biome.

iSIST£NCE ACTIVITY

Collecting Complex
Collecting of s'nellfish (especially oyster in Atlantic

sub -region and clams and oyster in the Gulf sub-region),
turtles, cetaceans and seals from beaches (all at coastal
sit3s); mussels, hickory nuts (all at river valley sites)

Use of specialized shellfish collecting rakes and baskets,
canoes, and other specialized equipment (inferential).

Use of various plant foods (inferred).

Iluntiag and Fishing Complex
Hunting deer (much), opossum, rabbit, bobcat, panther,

raccoon (much), otter, birds, pocket gopher.
Fishing for sharks, rays, catfish, drum, jack, shee-pshead,

gar, snook, snapper, sea trout, mullet, flounder, toad
fish, porcupine fish, channel bass, othor fish.

Use of atlatl.
Use of bow and arrow (late).
Use of ivets, weirs, an.d snares (inferentiai) .

Food Prepa-'jption Complex
Roasting of shellfish over coals in lai-ge fire pits.
Butchering of deer by qua:'"toring and using haunch&s.
Rutcheriiig of turtles by cutting ttiroug}i anterior-ve/itral

portion of slicll.

Use of spit or similar device in ccokir.g (inferential).
Cooking in pots.

J^^Uj"ITY PATT£R>JING ACTIVITY

Yill'^ge Plan Complex
Camps and villages spread out linear lly along marshes.
Coastal ccops occipied by patriiccal bands finferential) .

Coastal iiouseholds ccjnpriscd of separate nuclear families.
Coastal cainps comprised of 5 to 10 house structures (inferential)
Coastal villages occupied "cy several kin '-rofps (late,

irferential).
Coasral villages comprised of 15 to 25 house structures (late,

inferential)

.
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Village Plan Complex (continued)
River valley cajnps occupied by 1 ov 2 niiclear families

(inferential)

.

Shallow middens.
Midden deposition and accumulation in separate piles ca.

25 feet in diameter.
Possible palisading of villages with posts set in trenches (D)

or anchored in shell and dirt embankments (late).
Central based nomadism with substantial houses at base

reoccupied.

Architectural Complex
Wall posts for house structures set in trenches.
Separate posts set in deep end of sloping trenches.
Posts in separate holes.
Use of large posts 1.2 feet or larger in diameter for

structure supports.
Use of small posts 0.5 to 0.8 in diameter for wall posts.
Use of midden shell and dirt to anchor posts in holes and

trenches.
Oval structures.
Oval, enclosed houses; vertical wall posts set adjacently in

wall trenches.
Intra-house partitions; vertical posts set in slot trenches.
Oval (and perhaps circular) open structures used as work areas

or outside "sleeping areas"; widely spaced support posts.
Cval open structures adjoining enclosed houses.
Thatciied roofs (inferential).

Household Complex
Nuclear families in separate structures.
Single fire pit for household.
Indoor sleeping areas separated from cooking area.
Sv/eeping of house floor debris against interior house walls.

jRJAL AND ChRi5:!0NTAL ACTIVITY

Yent Cojiplex (late, restricted to Gulf sub- region)
Burial mouiuis; continuous -use type.
Initiating burials.
Flexed burials.
Bundle burials.
Extended burials.
Single skv!ll burials.
Crave gods with burials.
Caches of g:-ave goods in burial mounds.
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Yent Complex (continued)
Exotic stone, ir.etal, bone, and shell artifacts and pottery

as grave goods, including: copper, shell, and stone
double-ended and elongate pluim^ets; stone and shell
gorgets; copper panpipes, rectangular plates, and ear
spools; silver plated copper ear spools; shell ornaments:
cut puma jaws; animal teeth; shell and bone replicas
of animal teeth; uniquely shaped and decorated pottery
vessels with zoned punctating, cord marking, check
stamping, and zoned painting.

Non-Yent Burial Complex
Cremation burials in village
Caches of killed pottery near cremation burials.
Bundle burials in mounds.
Initiating burials in pentagonal sub-mound pit (late).

Ceremonial Complex
Platform mounds (late, YC?)
Shell and dirt rings, 220 feet in diameter (late, possibly

ceremonial)

.

TECHXOLOGICAL .'\.\D ARTISTIC ACTIVHT

Pottery Complex
Segmental coil and paddle method of manufacture.
Pottery tempered with sand, gritty sand, clay (rare), plant

fibers (rare), quartzite granules, and mixtui-es of these
materials.

Long, cylindrical vessels with conchoidal or rounded bottoms.
Short cylindrical vessels.
Both long and short cylindrical vessels with tctrapods on

flat bottoms.
Rims usually straight or slightly flared.
Scraping of excess clay off of lip with stick or similar tool

leaving simple lips or exterior, folded lips (rare).
I'ndecorated pottery.
Compacting of coils with wo-^dcn paddlos.
Check stamping, large and siaall checks.
Linear check stamping.
Simple stamping.
Cress simple stamping.
Stick impr'^jssing in Gulf sub-region.
Cross stick impressing in Gulf sub- region.
Crude complicated stamping (late).
Ceometric stamping.

..^ Stamping dene either sloppily or with skill.
Executing of stjunps and stamping varies widely.

-Brushing or combing.
Cord-v. rapped paddJ e I'lallcating.

"Zoned punctating (late, Atlantic 5ub-i-e<>ion"! .
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Pottery Complex (continued)
Red slip painting on vessels exteriors and interiors (rare).
Fired clay human figurines (YC)

.

Snail clay cups (D)

,

Clay platform pipes (D)

.

Ground Stone Complex (grinding, drilling, polishing techniques)
Hones, coquina and sandstone.
Bannerstones (rare)

.

Plummets, grooved (rare).
Celts of imported stone (rare)

.

Grinding stones with concave impressions (crude, late).

Chipped_ Stone Complex (percussion early; pressure late techniques)
Drills, linear double pointed (rare).
Drills, reused side-notched projectile points (rare),
Kaives, blade with convex sides (rare).'
Scrapers, flake.
Scrapers, side (rare).
Scrapers, end (rare).
Projectile points, triangular blades v/ith stems.
Projectile points, large triangular.
Projectile points, small triangular (late).
Projectile points, side notched.

Genei^al Stone Complex
Stone artifacts made from limestone, sandstone, coquina, and

coral (all rare) and local c'nerts.
Use of quartz, slate, hematite, mica (YC)

.

Shell Complex (cutting, grinding, drilling techniques)
iL^^>:SHi picks or hammers, no haftlng hole; handheld (?) .

Eusycon picks or hanuners , single iiafting hole.
Busycon columella cliisels or gouges.
Be?-d3, olivella shells (D) .

Beads, cockle shells (D)

.

Beads, perforated Bus^j)n_ columella (D) .

Gorgets, circular with single perforation (D)

.

Gci-gccs, circular with double perforation (D) .

Bone Complex (cutting, grinding, polishing techniques)
Cut antler drifts or punches.
Awls, bone splinter.
Beamer (rare)

.

Pin, cylindrical.

l-'iber Complex
Cord, positive Z twist.

Ba'-Tkctry Complex
Plaited baskets (implied from potsherd impressions).
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Design Complex
Sta-i^ped rectangles.
Stairiped squares.
StaJ^!ped triangles.
Stamped diamonds.
Stamped diamonds with central dots.
Stamped grooves.
Stamped concentric diamonds.
Stamped curvilinear motifs.
Reed punctations.
Stick punctations.
Incised zones.

Trade Complex
Sherds from St. Johns Tradition and lower Mississippi River

Valley and Mobile Bay throughout region.
Sherds similar to Weeden Island t>'pes in Atlantic sub-region,
Stone traded from Piedmont and central Florida.
Exotic goods from Adena and Hopewell Phases (YC)

.

Deptford goods and marine shells in Ohio-Kentucky region.

The Deptford Phase Rec_ons^tructj^i^jindJ]jiYnnn^^

'Hie reconstruction of the Deptford Phase presented hero has relied

heavily on the Sahlins and Service (1960) interpretation of specific

cultural evolution and the models found in cultural ecology (Stewart,

19S53. The Deptford Phase, however, has not simply been described as

"those persons occupying that natural environment." Archeologically-

derivod traits of the Deptford Phase have also been described, and these

Lraits were found to correspond with certain distribution of these traits

which defines the Deptford region. Ihough certain of these traits, such

as pottery, are found in other natural zones, the various other traits

do not occur in these instances, and the Deptford Phase is not present.

The natural region of che Deptford Phase has been examined and it was

conclcdoJ that the phase occupied certain ecological zones, subject to

culture barriers, e.g., the Poverty Point Phase. The Deptford Phase,

then, is distinguished archeologically by a group of trait activities.
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ccrnplexes, and separate traits which occur together in specific natural

zones.

In Chaptor I it was noted that in various publications the Deptford

Phase has been referred to as Archaic, Foi-mative, and Early Woodland

and has been said to have been a member of the Southern Appalachian

'"Macro-Tradition." Tliese terms have been used as names for types of

subsistence activity, to imply chronological relationships with uther

phases, and to illustrate a general similarity of culture traits to

other Sotitheastern and Eastern Phases, especially with regard to the

Deptford ceramic complex. Differing uses of these terms, along with

the McKern classificatory system and the heavy reliance of Southeastei-n

archeologists on pottery typologies , have injected confusion and mis-

information into the study of the evolution of aboriginal cultures in

tlr^ SoLiLheast.

rrcccsi'ual archeology, a popular term for a theoretical and field

irielhodolugy in use elsewhere in tlv: New IVorld for iaany years, needs to

he adopted in tlie Southeast. Cultures should be described and inter-

preted "..'jtli reference to their cultural and natural environments and with

reference to their archeologi cally-derivcd material traits and other

traits. Empkvviag such an approach would involve a return to the

taxonomy of .'illey and Phillips (1938). which was proposed for the

evolution of the New i'/orld and 'which is \ovy applicable to the South-

east and the Pfptford Phase.

The Archaic Stag'-: of iVilley and Phillips refers t.-> a general

pattern of lite found rn the general evolutionary sequence of many New

V'Or'fd cultures. ITie Arciiaic is characterized by a hunting and
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gatiiering subsistence pattern, band-level social organization,

transhumance, and a heavy dietetic reliance on shellfish, seeds, and

alsnost any other plant or animal species wliich could be utilized.

Presence or absence of pottery ivithin the Archaic sites is not significant,

Within the Archaic Stage mony i;raditions are present. These include

the Savannah River Tradition, the Coastal Tradition, and other as yet

undefined traditions in the Southeast.

Preceding the Archaic Stage in the eastern United States was the

Pa'eo-indian Stage, or, better named, tlie Big-Game Hunting Tradition.

This differs from the Archaic in having greater i^eliance on hunting

nc-r.adism, less oqjloitation of forests and coastal specialized

resources, and greater reliance on large gaine, fron mastodon (rare)

to doer.

Generally, tlie Archaic Stage evolved L,ito the Formative Stage,

in v;hich hcvt.7 culture and sedentary villages were present. 'A'oodland

is not a sLage, but simply refers to those Archaic cultures which

nossossen paodle-mal leated portery. Tlie terms "Gar]y" IVoodLand wnd

"''iddie" v;oolla;;d should be discarded. Harly Wood] aid cultures are

usually A-'-onaic, '.-.'hile Middle ;v'ocdlard cultures are usually Formative.

'.»oodlj;nd also b.as been used to refer Lo temporal periods, further

cloulLng tae meaning of ''Early" and '''liddle,"

Not all Archaic cultures developed into the Formative Stage at

tb.o same time, ''robably the coasts of Georgia and South Carolina were

among the last of the Sourheastern area to reach the Formative Stage.

So':;o portions of the Texas Gulf coast appear to have still been in the

A'chaic Stage v;hen members of the Narvaez expedition passed through that

region in the first half of the Sixteenth Century.
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Tlie Depttord Phase, according to the above terminology, was

an Archaic, Woodland culture. The entire Coastal Tradition was

ai.so Archaic with the Wilmington Phase being transitional into the

For:native Stage on the Atlantic coast. To speak of a general

Transitional Period for the Southeast is not possible, since the

Archaic- Formative transitioii occurred at such different points in

time for most traditions. The transition to Formative in the Gulf sub-

region occurred by A.D. 1.

'lliough a skeletal evolutionary outline -- Big-Game Hunting,

Archaic, Formative -- can be drawn for the Southeast, such an outline

yields little anthropological data. There is a need for detailed

studies of the specific evolution of temporally sequential phases.

From tliis data the processes of cultural evolution and of culturology

can be interpreted as can the evolution and spread of specific traits

and trait complexes. Using this specific data, the skeletal stage

sequence of the Southeast can be given body, leading to even more

specific cu.lf-iral I'econstructions. Southeastern archeology can then

become true anf:hropolo^-.y, instituting comparative and problem-oriented

research that will produce info ri,^at ion far beyond that which can be

derived ^.xo'-^ simple cultural reconstructions.
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Table 11. Percentages of Species by Bone Weight.
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Species

M^\MMALS

Weight
In Grains

Pro cyoii 1 o t o r 41.3
Monochus tropicalis

(probable) 80.0
Cetficean 4.9
Odocoileus virglnianus 392.5

)f Identified
Bone

83.0

6.6

12.8
0.8

62.8

% of Total
Bone

5.0

9.6
0.9

47.1

REPTILES

Tei-rapor.e Carolina 7.0
Malacleninys terrapin 48.1
Deirochelys reticularia 2.1
Gopherus polyphemu.s 6.7
Cheloniidae 12.8

12.2

1.1

7.7

0.3
1.1

2.0

0.8
5.8
0.2

0.8
1.5

FISH 4.8

Carcharhinidao



Table 12. Faunal Bone by Site Provenience
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'.3.- Species Element Wt . per Species
in Grams

'i'Ti Odocoileus virginianus

34 Procyon lotor

Odocoileus virginianus

Halaclemmys terrapin

Mylobitidae

41 Malaclenanys terrapin

46 Odocoileus virginianus

47 Odocoileus virginianus

SI Odocoileus virginianus

Pogonias cromis

53 Cetacean

Odocoi leus virginianus

54 Procyca lotor

Arc'ic-'argus sp.

58 Procyon lotor

Metapodial Frag., burned 4.9
Terminal Phalanx

Mandible Frags., Left 2.4

Feriur, Left
Tibia, Left
jMe tarsal. Left
Phalanx, distal end 196.0

Pleural Fragments
Gpiplastron
Periphei-al

Shell Fragihents S.4

Deni;ary Fragments 1.6

Hpiplastron Fragment
Peripheral 2.6

Antler Fragments
Hoof Core
Tooth W, Left 97.2

Metacarpal, Left
Radius, Left 23.3

Scapula, Left
Plialanx, 3rd 10.9

Pre-maxilla, Right 6.7

Vertebral Fragment 4.9

Femur, Right 8.6

Tibia Fragment 2.9

Pre-ir.axilla 0.7

Ma nd ib 1 e Fragmen t

,

R i gh t 2,9

Field spc-imen number. Proveniences on file at Florida State Museisn
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Table 12. (Continued)

F.S. Species Element

30 Procyon lotor Tibia, Left

62 Procyon lotor Molar M2, Left

Carcharhinidae Vertebrae

Ariidae Otolith

Polygra Three shells

Wt. per Species
in Grams

13.3

Odocoileus virgimanus Metacarpal n.g

0.5

0.1

0.6

0.2

63 Odocoileus virginianus Metatarsal 0.3

Shark cf. Sphyriidac Vertebra 0.4

Scianops ocellata Basioccipaital 3.1

65 Procyon lotor Mandible, Right 5.6

Snark Vertebra 0.5

66 Procyon lotor Temporal Fragment i.i

Malaclommys terrapin Peripheral 0.4

Carcharliinidae Vertebra

67 Procyon lotor Tootli PT, right

0.5

0.2

70 Odocoiltus virginianus Metapodial, Worked
Radius, Right 31.6

71 cf. Monachus tropicalis Scapula Fragment 3.7

Odocoileus virginianus Phalanx, 2nd 2.0

73 Uni.bntified bone only in this provenience

71 Procyon lotor Penur, Left 0.8

Odocoileus virginianus Metacarpal Fragment
^'etatarsal Fragment
Metapodial, distal end 4.4

Terrapeno Carolina Peripheral O.S
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Table 12. (Continued)

F-S. Species Element

74 Halaclemmys terrapin

cf. Chelonidae

flylobitidae

78 Terrapene Carolina

Malaclemmys terrapin

79 Ma 1 acl ernmys Terrapin

Gopherus pol;»n;3heinus

80 Procyon lotor

cf. Monachus tropicalis

Gopherus polyphemus

HI Procyon lotor

Terrapene Carolina

iMalacleninys terrapin

Deirochelys reticularia

Pogonia crords

Archosargus sp.

S? Dasyatidae

Pogonias croniis

83 Procyon lotor

Malaclemmys terrapin

Wt . per' Species
in Grams

Epiplastron Fragment
Peripheral Fragment
Pleural Fragment

Pleural Fragment

Dentary fragment

Epiplastron fragm.ent

Neural

Neural
Peripheral
Pleural Fragments

Pleural Fragment

Mandible, Right
Tooth, m\ Right

Hiuiierus, Right

H>q)oplastron

Pleural

Femur, Right

Peripheral
Neural

Pleural
Peripheral

fIy})op last ron Fragm.ent

Premaxilla Fragment

Opercular

Spine Fragment

Pre-maxilla Fragmients
Grinding tooth

Phalanx Cnneifonn

Neura

1

Hypop lastron
Pleural Fragments
Peripheral Fragments

2.7

4.7

1.0

3.1

0.8

12
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F.S. Species Element
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Wt . per Species
in Grams

S3 Chelonidae Shell Fragments 8.1

2.1
84 Procyon lotor Tibia, Right

Malaclemmys terrapin Neural 1 1

cf. Scianops ocellata Vertebrae 1.0
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